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Summary
The goal of this thesis is to study a certain invariant of isolated singularities
over a base field k of positive characteristic. This invariant is called the local
rigid cohomology. For a singular point x ∈ X on a k-scheme, the i-th local
rigid cohomology is defined as H irig,{x}(X), the i-th rigid cohomology of X
with supports in the subset {x}.
In chapter 2 we show that the local rigid cohomology is indeed an invariant.
That is: if x′ ∈ X ′ and x ∈ X are contact-equivalent singularities on k-
schemes, then the local rigid cohomology spaces H•rig,{x}(X) and H
•
rig,{x′}(X
′)
are isomorphic. The isomorphism that we construct is moreover compatible
with the Frobenius action on rigid cohomology.
In chapters 3 and 4 we focus our attention on weighted homogeneous hy-
persurface singularities. Our goal in chapter 3 is to show that for such a singu-
larity, the local rigid cohomology may be identified with the G(w)-invariants
of a certain rigid cohomology space H•rig(P
n−1
k \ S˜∞). Here S˜∞ ⊂ Pn−1k is a
smooth projective hypersurface, and G(w) is a certain finite group acting on
the rigid cohomology of its complement.
It is known that the rigid cohomology of a smooth projective hypersur-
face is amenable to direct computation. Indeed, an algorithm by Abbott,
Kedlaya and Roe allows one to approximate the Frobenius on such a rigid
cohomology space. In chapter 4 we will modify this algorithm to deal with
the G(w)-invariant part of cohomology. The modified algorithm can be for-
mulated entirely in terms of weighted homogeneous polynomials, which seems
natural for our applications.
Chapter 5 is a collection of conjectures and open problems that are related
to the earlier chapters.
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Zusammenfassung
Das Ziel dieser Dissertation ist die Erforschung einer gewissen Invariante von
Singularita¨ten u¨ber einem Grundko¨rper k von positiver Charakteristik. Sei
x ∈ X ein singula¨rer Punkt auf einem k-Schema. Dann ist die lokale rigide
Kohomologie im Grad i definiert als H irig,{x}(X), also als die rigide Kohomolo-
gie von X mit Tra¨ger in der Teilmenge {x}.
In Kapitel 2 zeigen wir, dass die lokale rigide Kohomologie tatsa¨chlich
eine Invariante ist. Das heißt: Sind x′ ∈ X ′ und x ∈ X kontakta¨quivalente
singula¨re Punkte auf k-Schemata, dann sind die Vektorra¨ume H•rig,{x}(X) und
H•rig,{x′}(X
′) zueinander isomorph. Dieser Isomorphismus ist kompatibel mit
der Wirkung des Frobenius auf der rigiden Kohomologie.
In den Kapiteln 3 und 4 bescha¨ftigen wir uns mit gewichtet homogenen
Singularita¨ten von Hyperfla¨chen. Der Hauptsatz des dritten Kapitels besagt,
dass die lokale rigide Kohomologie einer solchen Singularita¨t isomorph ist zu
dem G(w)-invarianten Teil von H•rig(P
n−1
k \ S˜∞). Hier bezeichnet S˜∞ ⊂ Pn−1k
eine gewisse glatte projektive Hyperfla¨che und G(w) ist eine endliche Gruppe,
die auf der rigiden Kohomologie des Komplements wirkt.
Dank einem Algorithmus von Abbott, Kedlaya und Roe ist es mo¨glich, den
Frobenius-Automorphismus auf H•rig(P
n−1
k \ S˜∞) anna¨hernd zu berechnen. In
Kapitel 4 formulieren wir eine Anpassung dieses Algorithmus, mithilfe derer
Berechnungen auf dem G(w)-invarianten Teil gemacht werden ko¨nnen. Der
angepasste Algorithmus kann vollsta¨ndig mithilfe gewichtet homogener Poly-
nome formuliert werden, was fu¨r unsere Anwendungen sehr natu¨rlich scheint.
In Kapitel 5 formulieren wir einige Vermutungen und offene Probleme, die
mit den Ergebnissen der fru¨heren Kapitel zusammenha¨ngen.
v
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Introduction
1.1 Overview of results
The goal of this thesis is to study a certain invariant of singularities on alge-
braic varieties in positive characteristic, namely the local rigid cohomology. In
this section we will give an intuitive overview of this invariant, as well as an
informal description of the results that will be proved in later chapters.
1.1.1 Local cohomology of complex singularities
Let us start with a very brief overview of the classical theory of singularities
over the complex numbers. For this, consider an algebraic variety X over the
field of complex numbers C. A point x ∈ X is said to be singular if the local
ring OX,x is not regular. A singular point x ∈ X is said to be isolated if OX,y
is regular for all y ̸= x in some Zariski-open neighbourhood of x. For such
an isolated singularity it is known that its “shape” is completely determined
by the ring OˆX,x, the completion of the local ring of X at x. Therefore
two singularities x ∈ X and x′ ∈ X ′ should be treated as equivalent if their
completed local rings OˆX,x and OˆX′,x′ are isomorphic. This relation is also
called contact equivalence.
So far all the definitions are purely algebraic. But in order to define the
local cohomology of a complex singularity, one really needs the complex struc-
ture. Indeed, the set of C-points X(C) can be given the structure of a complex
analytic space [Ser56]. In particular, X(C) is a Hausdorff space. This topolog-
ical space may also be interpreted as a refinement of the Zariski topology on
X, in the sense that there is a canonical continuous map X(C)→ X. The i-th
local cohomology at x is then defined as H i{x}(X, C). This is the i-th Betti
cohomology space of X(C), with complex coefficients and with supports in the
set {x}1. By definition, this object only depends on a small neighbourhood of
x in X(C).
1The notation may be a bit confusing, but it is standard.
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Now assume that x′ ∈ X ′ is another singularity that is contact equivalent to
x ∈ X. Then it can be shown that there exists a diffeomorphism φ : U ∼−→ V ,
where U (resp. V ) is a small neighbourhood of x ∈ X(C) (resp. of x′ ∈ X ′(C)),
and such that φ(x) = x′. This is a consequence of Artin approximation, see
[Art68, Corollary 1.6] for details. The diffeomorphism φ then induces an
isomorphism
H i{x′}(X
′, C) ∼−→ H i{x}(X, C). (1.1.1)
In other words: the local cohomology of a singularity is preserved under con-
tact equivalence. Therefore it is an invariant of the singularity.
It is also known that the local cohomology of a complex singularity carries
a mixed Hodge structure [Ste83]. This additional structure is also preserved by
the isomorphism (1.1.1). The mixed Hodge structure is really what makes the
local cohomology into an interesting invariant. After all, a finite-dimensional
vector space is completely determined by its dimension. Without the mixed
Hodge structure, the local cohomology would be nothing but a sequence of
Betti numbers.
1.1.2 Generalizing to positive characteristic
The notions of a singularity and of contact equivalence can readily be extended
to algebraic varieties over any base field. The notion of local cohomology does
not extend so easily, because the complex structure is no longer there. Indeed,
it is known that taking the classical cohomology with respect to the Zariski
topology does not yield a satisfactory theory. Instead one should consider
other, more abstract, cohomology theories.
Rigid cohomology is a cohomology theory that was specifically designed for
algebraic varieties over a base field of positive characteristic. Indeed, consider a
variety X over (say) a prime field Fp. Then for each i ≥ 0 the rigid cohomology
space H irig(X) is a finite-dimensional vector space over the p-adic field Qp. For
this reason, rigid cohomology is also known as p-adic cohomology. It can be
seen as an alternative to ℓ-adic (e´tale) cohomology, which takes values in a
field Qℓ for a prime ℓ ̸= p.
For a closed subset Z ⊂ X there is also the notion of rigid cohomology with
supports. The i-th rigid cohomology of X with supports in Z is denoted by
H irig,Z(X).
Now consider again an isolated singular point x on the Fp-variety X. Then
the i-th local rigid cohomology of X at x is defined as H irig,{x}(X), the i-th
rigid cohomology of X with supports in {x}. This is the object that will be
studied in chapters 2, 3 and 4.
The local rigid cohomology comes with an additional structure called the
action of Frobenius (often shortened to just Frobenius). In fact, every rigid
cohomology space H irig,Z(X) for i ≥ 0 and Z ⊂ X closed is equipped with
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such a structure. Concretely, the Frobenius action is just an invertible linear
map on H irig,Z(X). We will elaborate on its definition in paragraph 2.1.3. The
local rigid cohomology H irig,{x}(X) of a singular point x ∈ X should always
be considered together with its Frobenius action. In this sense, the local rigid
cohomology is more than just a sequence of Betti numbers. In a way, the
Frobenius action is comparable to the mixed Hodge structure that exists on
the Betti cohomology over C.
1.1.3 The results of this thesis
One natural question that now arises is: Is the local rigid cohomology also an
invariant for the singularity x ∈ X, as was the case for the local cohomology
over C? The answer is yes, and this is the main result of chapter 2.
The fact that the local cohomology over C is an invariant is a direct corol-
lary of Artin approximation. Over a base field of positive characteristic one
can use another form of Artin approximation to conclude that two contact
equivalent points have isomorphic e´tale neighbourhoods. See paragraph 2.1.1
for details. The main difficulty in chapter 2 is then to prove that an iso-
morphism of e´tale neighbourhoods induces an isomorphism on the local rigid
cohomology. This is precisely the content of theorem 2.1.8.
In chapters 3 and 4 we will focus on the special class of weighted homoge-
neous hypersurface singularities. These are the singularities that are contact
equivalent to the origin of an affine hypersurface Y = Z(g) ⊂ Ank , where
g ∈ k[x1, . . . , xn] is a weighted homogeneous polynomial. See paragraph 3.1.1
for more detailed definitions.
The polynomial g is also called the normal form of the weighted homoge-
neous singularity, and in general it only appears after a suitable change of local
coordinates. But by the theorem of chapter 2 we know that the local rigid co-
homology of a weighted homogeneous singularity is isomorphic to H•rig,{0}(Y ),
with Y as above.
The general definition of rigid cohomology is not very practical to work
with. However, in several situations it is possible to give a simpler charac-
terization of p-adic cohomology. In particular this is the case for the rigid
cohomology H•rig(P
n−1
k \ S˜∞) of the complement of a smooth projective hyper-
surface S˜∞ ⊂ Pn−1k . We will come back to this in section 1.2 below.
The goal of chapter 3 is to show that for a weighted homogeneous hyper-
surface singularity Y = Z(g) ⊂ Ank , there is an isomorphism
Hnrig,{0}(Y )
∼−→ Hn−1rig (Pn−1k \ S˜∞)G(w). (1.1.2)
As the notation suggests, S˜∞ ⊂ Pn−1k is a smooth projective hypersurface.
It can be defined from the local equation g, see definition 3.1.5. The rigid
cohomology Hn−1rig (P
n−1
k \ S˜∞) has an action from a certain finite group G(w),
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and the local rigid cohomology may be identified with its invariants. So the
isomorphism (1.1.2) says that for the local rigid cohomology of a weighted
homogeneous singularity, we are “almost” in a situation where rigid cohomol-
ogy reduces to a simpler theory. The complete formal statement is given in
theorem 3.1.11.
This result should also be seen as parallel to certain classical complex-
analytic results. There are however some differences with the analytic setting.
Over C one would typically consider the weighted projective hypersurface that
is defined by the equation g. One major technical problem of weighted projec-
tive spaces is that they have singularities. Although the Betti cohomology of
weighted projective hypersurfaces is well understood, this does not seem to be
the case for rigid cohomology. For this reason we only consider (non-weighted)
projective hypersurfaces, at the cost of imposing a slightly restrictive assump-
tion on g (see definition 3.1.7).
We will recall the classical complex results in paragraph 3.4.1. The reason
is that these results can (somewhat surprisingly) still be used in our proofs for
rigid cohomology. In the same paragraph we also give more detailed explana-
tions about the technical difficulties that are encountered in rigid cohomology.
See in particular remark 3.4.2.
Chapter 4 deals with explicit computations on the G(w)-invariant coho-
mology space that is on the right-hand side of the isomorphism (1.1.2). Here
we draw inspiration from the algorithm of Abbott, Kedlaya and Roe, which
is found in [AKR11]. In this paper, the authors give an algorithm to ap-
proximate the Frobenius action on Hn−1rig (P
n−1
k \ S˜∞), where S˜∞ ⊂ Pn−1k is a
smooth projective hypersurface. We will give a quick overview of this algo-
rithm in paragraph 1.2.3 below.
In chapter 4 we will modify the AKR algorithm to deal with the G(w)-
invariants that appear on the right-hand side of equation (1.1.2).
This in itself is not so difficult. In paragraph 4.2.1 we show that the AKR
algorithm also works for the G(w)-invariant subspace, provided that the basis
is of a particular form. However, this solution is not entirely satisfactory, since
the algorithm to approximate the Frobenius on Hn−1rig (P
n−1
k \ S˜∞)G(w) is still
“embedded” into the classical AKR algorithm. In other words: we are carrying
some additional information that does not relate to the G(w)-invariants.
Paragraphs 4.2.3 and 4.2.4 contain the most important results of chapter 4.
Here we reformulate the AKR algorithm in such a way that it only considers
the G(w)-invariant part of the cohomology. This algorithm can be formulated
entirely in terms of weighted homogeneous polynomials, which seems more
natural as well.
In the end it turns out that this modified algorithm was already known,
but with a different interpretation. See paragraph 4.2.6 for details. So our
results from chapter 4 can be reformulated by saying that the previously known
4
algorithm is related to rigid cohomology.
Chapter 5 is essentially a collection of conjectures and open problems that
are related to the earlier chapters.
We start this chapter by giving an overview of some of the technical diffi-
culties that we encountered in chapter 3. The goal is to give a more complete
side-by-side comparison of the theory in characteristic zero and the theory
over a base field of positive characteristic.
In sections 5.2 and 5.3 we formulate some conjectures about the rigid
cohomology H•rig(Pnk \X), where X ⊂ Pnk is a singular hypersurface. We also
explore the idea that these conjectures should come from certain relations with
the local cohomology spacesH•rig,{x}(X), where x ∈ X is a singular point. Such
relations sometimes yield a proof in the case where all the singularities of X
are weighted homogeneous, see for example corollary 5.3.6.
1.2 Review of p-adic cohomology
In the remainder of this introductory chapter we give a review of a few impor-
tant definitions and results from p-adic cohomology. As mentioned in para-
graph 1.1.3, there are situations in which rigid cohomology reduces to a some-
what simpler theory. These special cases will be covered in paragraphs 1.2.2
and 1.2.3. The last two paragraphs deal with the general definition of rigid
cohomology. But first we fix a few notations and technical assumptions.
1.2.1 Conventions and notations
Throughout this thesis k denotes a perfect field of characteristic p > 0. We
also fix a Frobenius map x ↦→ xq on k, where q = pr for some r ≥ 1.
In addition we let K denote a field of characteristic zero, complete w.r.t.
a discrete valuation, with valuation ring (V, π) whose residue field V/(π) is
isomorphic to the field k above. Moreover we assume that the Frobenius map
on k admits an isometric lift σ : K → K. We fix such a lift for the remainder
of this thesis.
Every scheme X will be assumed to be defined over k, unless we specify a
different base. We will tacitly assume all k-schemes to be reduced, of finite type
and separated. Morphisms between k-schemes are assumed to be defined over
k. Every closed subset Z ⊂ X will be equipped with the reduced subscheme
structure.
We will only consider formal schemes defined over Spf(V). Such a formal
scheme will be assumed to be separated and topologically of finite type over
Spf(V). See [Nic08] for the relevant definitions.
Note that in general we don’t assume k to be finite. Indeed, the results
in chapter 2 hold for any perfect base field k of positive characteristic. In
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chapter 3 we will start to work over a finite base field, although this is not
strictly necessary until chapter 4.
We quickly recall the typical choices for K and σ when k is algebraic over
its prime field.
• If k = Fp for some prime p then we may take K = Qp. Then V = Zp
and p ∈ Zp is a local parameter. Every Frobenius map x ↦→ xpr is equal
to the identity on k, therefore σ = IdK .
• Next consider the case where k = Fps . In this situation one usually takes
V = W (k), the ring of Witt vectors over k. We take K = FracV. It is
a well-known fact that K is a finite unramified extension of Qp. This
implies that p ∈ Zp ⊂ V is again a local parameter. It is also known that
the map
Gal(K/Qp) → Gal(k/Fp)
σ ↦→ σ|V mod p
is an isomorphism of groups. Therefore we have a unique lift σ of the
Frobenius map x ↦→ xpr on k. If s | r then of course σ = IdK .
• Finally we consider the algebraic closure of a finite field. If k = Fp then
we may take K to be the completion of Qunrp , the maximal unramified
extension of Qp. Again there is an isomorphism
Gal(Qunrp /Qp)
∼−→ Gal(k/Fp),
from which we find a unique Frobenius σ on K.
The proofs for the statements above can be found in [Ser79]. It is worth
noting that a suitable field K exists for a general base field k, thanks to
[Ser79, Theorem II.3].
1.2.2 Monsky-Washnitzer cohomology
Monsky andWashnitzer were the first to define a p-adic arithmetic cohomology
theory [MW68]. This theory is limited to smooth affine schemes. It is however
easy to understand because it is quite close to traditional de Rham cohomology
(closed forms modulo exact forms). Monsky-Washnitzer cohomology is also
important because it can be algorithmically computed for certain smooth affine
schemes. We will explain this further in the next paragraph.
We will see in paragraph 1.2.4 that Monsky-Washnitzer cohomology is a
special case of rigid cohomology. This is a more general p-adic cohomology
theory that also works for singular schemes. To define the invariants of a
singularity that we mentioned in paragraph 1.1.2 we will need to use rigid
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cohomology. However, to compute these invariants we will always reduce to a
situation where we can use Monsky-Washnitzer cohomology.
Consider a smooth affine scheme X = SpecA. It turns out that working
over a field of characteristic p > 0 has the disadvantage that many closed
forms that “should be” integrable are not. For example, if we take A = k[x]
then the forms xp
n−1 dx for n ≥ 1 are all closed but not exact. Indeed, if we
try to integrate these forms we obtain∫
xp
n−1 dx “ = ”
1
pn
xp
n
,
which is not meaningful in characteristic p. So the classical definition of de
Rham cohomology does not yield a good cohomology theory in characteristic
p. The idea of Monsky and Washnitzer is to find a V-algebra B such that
B ⊗V k ∼= A and then to consider differential forms on B. Since V is a
domain of characteristic zero, this should resolve the difficulties that arise in
characteristic p. The problem is that there may be many choices for the lifted
algebra B. The right choice for such a lift is called the weak completion of A.
In [MW68] this lift is denoted by A.
The weak completion can be easily understood in terms of the dagger
operator, as explained in [vdP86]. This operator maps a finitely generated
V-algebra B to a weakly complete V-algebra B†. Concretely, V[x1, . . . , xn]†
is given by the algebra of power series in the variables x1, . . . , xn with coeffi-
cients in V whose radius of convergence is strictly greater than 1. The weak
completion A of A is isomorphic to the algebra B† where B is any smooth
lift of A to V [vdP86, Theorem 2.4.4]. The existence of such a smooth lift is
guaranteed by [Elk73, The´ore`me 6]. Note that while the weak completion A
is uniquely defined, a smooth lift B need not be unique.
Monsky-Washnitzer cohomology is then defined in terms of the modules
of continuous differential forms on A. These modules form a complex D•(A).
The precise definition is given in section 4 of [MW68]. Note however that
Di(A) ∼= ΩiB ⊗B B† with B as above and where ΩiB is the canonical module of
i-forms on B. This is an easy consequence of the alternative definition [vdP86,
Definition 2.3]. The Monsky-Washnitzer cohomology is essentially defined as
the cohomology of this complex:
H iMW (X) := H
i (D•(A)⊗V K)
with K the fraction field of V.
Suppose that X ′ = SpecA′ is another smooth affine k-scheme and that
we have a morphism f : X ′ → X that is given by the Spec of φ : A → A′.
Then it can be shown that there exists a lift A→ A′ on the weak completions.
Moreover, the induced map D•(A) ⊗ K → D•(A′) ⊗ K is unique modulo a
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chain homotopy [vdP86, Theorem 2.4.4], which means that it induces a well-
defined map H•MW (X) → H•MW (X ′). In this way the Monsky-Washnitzer
cohomology H•MW becomes a functor.
If we take k = Fq and φ(q) : A → A the q-power Frobenius on A then we
obtain the Frobenius map Fr(q) : H•MW (X) → H•MW (X). The trace formula
gives a relation between the Frobenius maps on H•MW (X) and the number of
rational points on X. For a smooth affine scheme X of dimension n we have:
|X(k)| =
n∑
i=0
(−1)i trace (qn Fr−1 | H iMW (X)) . (1.2.1)
There is also a formula that relates the zeta function of X to the cohomology:
Z(X,T ) =
n∏
i=0
det
(
1− qn Fr−1T | H iMW (X)
)(−1)i+1
. (1.2.2)
See [vdP86] for the proofs of these results. In formulas (1.2.1) and (1.2.2) the
symbols
(
Fr | H iMW (X)
)
are used as abbreviations for the q-power Frobenius
Fr(q) on the i-th cohomology space H iMW (X).
Remark 1.2.1. Assume again that k = Fq with q = ps for some prime p and
s ≥ 1. We could also have considered the pr-power Frobenius φ(pr) on A for
r ̸= s. The main difference is that if s ∤ r then the pr-power Frobenius on k
is not the identity. Therefore φ(p
r) is not a morphism of k-algebras and the
methods above cannot be used to define a corresponding Frobenius map on
cohomology. There is however a more general construction that still allows
one to define a pr-power Frobenius map Fr(p
r) on H•MW (X). See paragraph
8.3 in [LS07] for details. Note that this Frobenius map is σ-linear. One should
be careful that the formulas (1.2.1) and (1.2.2) only hold for the q-power
Frobenius over Fq, for which σ = Id.
1.2.3 The AKR algorithm
Although the definition of Monsky-Washnitzer cohomology is rather abstract,
there are some situations in which it becomes amenable to computation.
Specifically, this means that one can determine a basis for a given Monsky-
Washnitzer cohomology space and use this basis to compute an approxima-
tion of the matrix of the Frobenius action with respect to this basis. For the
complement of smooth projective hypersurface this has been worked out in
[AKR11].
It should be clear that one cannot expect to do better than to find an
approximation of the Frobenius matrix, since it has entries in K. The field K
is an extension of a p-adic field and its elements can in general not be written
down exactly. However, it turns out that such an approximation can already
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be enough to exactly compute certain objects related to p-adic cohomology.
The (partial) computability of Monsky-Washnitzer cohomology relies on
the following theorem due to Baldassarri and Chiarellotto.
Theorem 1.2.2. Let Y be a smooth proper V-scheme and X ⊂ Y a strict
normal crossings divisor. Also assume that the complement Y \ X is affine.
Denote by X ⊂ Y and XK ⊂ YK the fibers over k resp. over K. Then for all
i ≥ 0 there is a canonical isomorphism of K-vector spaces
H idR(YK \ XK) ∼−→ H iMW (Y \X) (1.2.3)
where the left-hand side is the i-th algebraic de Rham cohomology space and
the right-hand side is the i-th Monsky-Washnitzer cohomology.
Proof. This is a special case of the main result of [BC94].
The result of theorem 1.2.2 becomes even more concrete at the level of
algebras. Write Y \ X = SpecA and Y \ X = SpecB, with A a smooth
k-algebra and B a smooth V-algebra. Then the weak completion A of A is
isomorphic to B† and we have a specialization map
H i(Ω•B ⊗K) −→ H i(Ω•B ⊗B† ⊗K) (1.2.4)
that is induced by the arrow Ω•B ⊗K ↪→ Ω•B ⊗B† ⊗K. Under the conditions
of theorem 1.2.2, this specialization map is precisely the isomorphism (1.2.3).
This isomorphism can be used to transfer the Frobenius action from the
Monsky-Washnitzer cohomology to H i(Ω•B ⊗K). To be more precise, assume
that the algebra B has a presentation
B =
V[x1, . . . , xn]
(f1, . . . , fm)
,
which gives us a Frobenius lift
F : B† → B† : xi ↦→
∞∑
j=1
αij(x1, . . . , xn).
Then F induces a map F ∗ on D•(B†)⊗K ∼= Ω•B⊗B†⊗K. If ω ∈ ΩiB⊗K is a
closed differential form that represents an element of H i(Ω•B ⊗K), the image
F ∗ω can be written as a B†-linear combination∑
m1<...<mi
bm1,...,mi dxm1 ∧ . . . ∧ dxmi . (1.2.5)
By the isomorphism (1.2.3) the resulting differential form can be thought of
as an element of H i(Ω•B ⊗K). If we choose a basis ω1, . . . , ωδ for H i(Ω•B ⊗K)
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then the element (1.2.5) corresponds to a certain linear combination
λ1ω1 + . . .+ λδωδ. (1.2.6)
These observations are not yet sufficient to give an algorithm that approx-
imates the Frobenius action on H iMW (Y \X). All the steps need to be made
effective. This means that one needs:
• A concrete basis ω1, . . . , ωδ for H idR(YK \ XK).
• A concrete representation of the elements bm1,...,mi ∈ B† in equation
(1.2.5), together with a way to truncate these elements in order to obtain
polynomials as coefficients.
• A procedure to transform the truncated sum (1.2.5) into an approximate
representation (1.2.6).
• Precision estimates on the resulting approximate coefficients λ1, . . . , λδ.
It should be clear that such a level of detail can only be achieved for certain
concrete families of varieties X ⊂ Y.
The first algorithm of this type was developed by Kedlaya in [Ked01]. This
paper deals with the case where Y is a hyperelliptic curve over a finite field
and X ⊂ Y is the set of Weierstraß points (plus the point at infinity).
The algorithm contained in [Ked01] can be used to exactly calculate the
characteristic polynomial of the Frobenius on H1MW (Y \ X). Indeed, this
characteristic polynomial has integer coefficients. In paragraph 3 of [Ked01] it
is shown that the complex norms of these coefficients are bounded as a result of
the Riemann hypothesis for smooth curves. This results in an explicit formula
for the p-adic precision on the elements λ1, . . . , λδ that is needed to exactly
recover the characteristic polynomial. The most subtle result in [Ked01] is
that the precision can be controlled by the level of truncation that is chosen in
the sum (1.2.5). From this one obtains an algorithm that (exactly) computes
the zeta function of a hyperelliptic curve.
After Kedlaya’s paper many variations and improvements have appeared,
for various classes of curves.
In [AKR11] a similar method has been developed for the case where Y =
Pn−1k with k a finite field and X = Z(g˜) ⊂ Pn−1k is any smooth projective hy-
persurface. The method of Abbott, Kedlaya and Roe relies on the description
of the de Rham cohomology H•dR(P
n−1
K \ XK) that is due to Griffiths [Gri69].
This approach is a bit different than in [Ked01] because the polynomial g˜
defining X doesn’t belong to a fixed family of equations.
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The theory of Griffiths
We briefly recall the content of Griffiths’ classical paper [Gri69]. Let G˜ ∈
V[x1, . . . , xn] with n ≥ 2 be a homogeneous polynomial of degree d. Assume
moreover that the projective hypersurface
XK = Z(G˜) ⊂ Pn−1K
is smooth.
In this situation it is well-known that H0dR(P
n−1
K \ XK) is one-dimensional
while H idR(P
n−1
K \ XK) = 0 for 0 < i < n − 1. See paragraph 3.5.1 for more
details.
The nonzero differential (n−1)-forms on the affine complement Pn−1K \XK
can be written as
AΩ
G˜t , (1.2.7)
where
Ω =
n∑
i=1
(−1)i−1xi · dx1 ∧ . . . ∧ dˆxi ∧ . . . ∧ dxn
and A ∈ K[x1, . . . , xn] is a homogeneous polynomial of degree td − n. The
integer t ≥ 1 is referred to as the pole order. Since all (n−1)-forms are closed,
the algebraic de Rham cohomology Hn−1dR (P
n−1
K \ XK) is equal to the K-space
generated by the forms (1.2.7), modulo the forms that are exact.
A differential form that is of the shape (1.2.7) is completely determined by
the polynomial A. Given two homogeneous polynomials A and A′ of degrees
td−n resp. t′d−n, it is natural to ask whether the associated forms determine
the same cohomology class in Hn−1dR (P
n−1
K \ XK). To answer this question
one should understand all the relations between the differential forms (1.2.7).
This amounts to the same thing as having an explicit set of generators for the
space of exact forms. Such generators are provided by the following result of
Griffiths.
Proposition 1.2.3. Write the de Rham cohomology space Hn−1dR (P
n−1
K \XK) as
Zn−1/Bn−1, where Zn−1 is the K-vector space generated by the forms (1.2.7).
The subspace Bn−1 of exact forms is generated by the elements
B · (∂iG˜) Ω
G˜t − (t− 1)
−1 ∂iB Ω
G˜t−1 (1.2.8)
for any 1 ≤ i ≤ n, any t ≥ 2 and any homogeneous polynomial B of degree
(t− 1)d− n+ 1.
Proof. This is a consequence of [Gri69, Theorem 2.9]. Also see paragraph 4 of
the same paper.
As a corollary one can show that a form of the shape (1.2.7) is cohomolo-
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gous to a differential form of pole order t − 1 if and only if A belongs to the
Jacobian ideal
J = (∂1G˜, . . . , ∂nG˜).
See [Gri69, Proposition 4.6]. If we can write A = B1 · (∂1G˜) + . . .+Bn · (∂nG˜)
then the relations (1.2.8) give an explicit formula for a form
A′Ω
G˜t−1
to which (1.2.7) is cohomologous. This procedure is called reduction of the
pole order.
By a result of Macaulay it is known that any homogeneous polynomial
A corresponding to a pole order t > n − 1 belongs to the Jacobian ideal J .
Therefore every (n − 1)-form on Pn−1K \ XK is cohomologous to a form with
pole order at most n− 1.
The facts above can be used to compute a certain decomposition, called the
reduced form or the Griffiths-Dwork reduction, of a differential (n − 1)-form.
Indeed, by repeatedly computing the remainder r = A rem J and applying
pole order reduction to A− r, one obtains the representation
AΩ
G˜t =
n−1∑
α=1
rαΩ
G˜α . (1.2.9)
This reduced form enjoys the following property: two homogeneous polynomi-
als A and A′ represent the same cohomology class if and only if their reduced
forms are the same. See [BLS13, Algorithm 1] and [BLS13, Theorem 1] for
more details. Note in particular that the decomposition (1.2.9) depends on a
choice of Gro¨bner basis for the Jacobian ideal J . This Gro¨bner basis should
of course be fixed before comparing the reduced forms of A and A′.
An important remark about the decomposition (1.2.9) is that one should
always carry out the reduction down to pole order 1, even though the minimal
possible pole order
α0 = min{α ≥ 1 | αd− n ≥ 0}
might be strictly larger than 1. This is not a contradiction: if α0 > 1 then we
automatically have rα = 0 for all 1 ≤ α < α0.
As a consequence of the reduced form (1.2.9) one obtains a method to
explicitly write down a basis for the de Rham cohomology Hn−1dR (P
n−1
K \ XK).
Proposition 1.2.4. Write R = K[x1, . . . , xn]. For α ∈ {1, . . . , n−1}, choose
a setMαd ⊂ R consisting of monomials of degree αd−n whose classes modulo
J form a basis of the K-vector space(
R
J
)
αd−n
.
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Then the set of differential forms
n−1⋃
α=1
{
mΩ
G˜α | m ∈Mαd
}
(1.2.10)
is a basis for the de Rham cohomology space Hn−1dR (P
n−1
K \ XK).
Proof. The idea is that a polynomial rα appearing in the reduced form (1.2.9)
is zero if and only if the pole order of
rαΩ
G˜α
can be reduced, if and only if rα ∈ J . See [BLS13, Proposition 2] for a detailed
proof.
A basis as in proposition 1.2.4 can be effectively computed. Indeed, for a
fixed value α the set of all monomials of degree αd − n generates the space
(R/J)αd−n. Any generating set can be thinned out to a basis, requiring only
linear algebra in (R/J)αd−n. If one has a method to test whether an element of
R belongs to J then this comes down to the same thing as doing linear algebra
in Rαd−n. So we see that everything can be made effective by calculating a
Gro¨bner basis of J .
Proposition 1.2.4 also gives a method to write any differential form in
terms of the basis (1.2.10). Indeed, after computing the reduced form (1.2.9)
we may interpret the polynomials rα as elements of (R/J)αd−n. Then it suffices
to write each rα ∈ (R/J)αd−n in terms of the basis Mαd. This only requires
linear algebra techniques in (R/J)αd−n, which can be made effective.
It should be noted that the proof of [BLS13, Proposition 2] implicitly
contains a construction for a special basis (1.2.10) such that the coordinates of
a differential form can be read off directly from the Griffiths-Dwork reduction
(1.2.9). We will come back to this point in chapter 4.
Approximation of the Frobenius matrix
We now give a short overview of the paper [AKR11].
Fix a finite field k = Fq and write V = W (k). As usual K denotes the
fraction field of V. Now consider a smooth hypersurface X = Z(g˜) ⊂ Pn−1k of
degree d together with a smooth lift X = Z(G˜) ⊂ Pn−1V . The scheme Pn−1V \X
can be written as SpecB, where
B = V[x1, . . . , xn](G˜) =
{
f(x1, . . . , xn)
G˜t | deg f = t · deg G˜
}
.
The first step towards understanding the Monsky-Washnitzer cohomology
space Hn−1MW (P
n−1
k \ X) is to write down an explicit Frobenius lift F on the
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weak completion B†. One such lift is given by the formal rules
F (xi) = x
q
i for i = 1, . . . , n
and
F (G˜−1) = F (G˜)−1
=
[
G˜q +
(
F (G˜)− G˜q
)]−1
=
∑
i≥0
(−1)i (F (G˜)− G˜
q)i
G˜q(i+1) .
For a homogeneous polynomial A of degree t · d these formal rules give the
equation
F
(
A
G˜t
)
=
∑
i≥0
(
t+ i− 1
i
)
F (A) · (G˜q − F (G˜))i
G˜q(i+t) . (1.2.11)
It is easy to see that the polynomial G˜q − F (G˜) is divisible by p. Indeed, by
reducing modulo p we obtain
g˜(x1, . . . , xn)
q − g˜(xq1, . . . , xqn) = 0.
Here we have also used the identity aq = a for every a ∈ Fq. In this way we
find that the i-th term of the sum (1.2.11) is divisible by pi. Since the degree
of the i-th term is a linear function of i, we see that the Frobenius lift is indeed
an element of B†.
The Frobenius action on differential forms is completely determined by the
rule
F (dxi) = d(F (xi)) = d(x
q
i ) = qx
q−1
i dxi.
From this we see that
F (Ω) = qn−1 · xq−11 · . . . · xq−1n · Ω.
For the (n− 1)-forms on the complement Pn−1K \ XK we obtain the formula
F
(
AΩ
G˜t
)
= qn−1
∑
i≥0
(
t+ i− 1
i
)
xq−11 · . . . · xq−1n · F (A) · (G˜q − F (G˜))iΩ
G˜q(i+t)
(1.2.12)
where A is now of degree td− n.
In order to approximate the Frobenius matrix on Hn−1MW (P
n−1
k \X) one first
writes down a basis for Hn−1dR (P
n−1
K \XK), using the method that was described
in proposition 1.2.4. By the result from theorem 1.2.2 this can be thought of
as a basis for Hn−1MW (P
n−1
k \ X). The idea of the algorithm in [AKR11] is to
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truncate the images (1.2.12) of the basis elements. By truncating at a certain
term N one obtains a set of differential (n− 1)-forms that represent elements
of Hn−1dR (P
n−1
K \XK). After computing the Griffiths-Dwork reductions of these
differential forms one can write the corresponding de Rham cohomology classes
as a linear combination of the basis. In other words: we obtained a recipe that
calculates a certain matrix with entries in K.
The most important result in [AKR11] states that the resulting matrix is
an approximation of the Frobenius matrix on Hn−1MW (P
n−1
k \X). It is moreover
possible to control the precision of the result by carefully choosing the index
N at which to truncate the sums (1.2.12). For any required precision on the
end result, one can explicitly calculate a sufficiently large value of N .
The precise formulation of these results can be found in paragraphs 3.4
and 3.5 of [AKR11]. One important thing to note is that the cited results do
not hold with respect to any choice of basis for Hn−1dR (P
n−1
K \ XK). The basis
should be constructed as described in [AKR11, Definition 3.4.2].
1.2.4 Rigid cohomology
As we mentioned before, rigid cohomology is a generalization of Monsky-
Washnitzer cohomology that works for general schemes. There are essentially
two (mostly equivalent) ways of defining rigid cohomology. We will use the
most classical definition that is due to Berthelot [Ber96] [Ber97b]. We will
use the book [LS07] as our reference for this formulation of rigid cohomology.
There is a newer and conceptually cleaner definition based on topos theory
[LS11]. We will briefly discuss this alternative definition in paragraph 1.2.5.
The classical definition of rigid cohomology is built around the notion of a
frame.
Definition 1.2.5. A frame is a series of immersions (X ⊂ Y ⊂ P ) where X
and Y are schemes over k and P is a formal scheme over V. The immersion
X ⊂ Y is required to be open and Y ⊂ P is assumed to be a closed immersion
of Y into the closed fiber of P . A morphism from a frame (X ′ ⊂ Y ′ ⊂ P ′)
to a frame (X ⊂ Y ⊂ P ) consists of three morphisms X ′ → X, Y ′ → Y and
u : P ′ → P that respect all the given inclusions. In other words: the diagram
X ′ Y ′ P ′
X Y P
u (1.2.13)
is commutative. We let S denote the frame (Spec k ⊂ Spec k ⊂ Spf V). In
this way, any frame (X ⊂ Y ⊂ P ) is a frame over S. Every morphism of
frames will be assumed to be an S-morphism. A scheme X is called realizable
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if there exists a frame (X ⊂ Y ⊂ P ) with Y proper and P smooth in a
neighbourhood of X. It is easy to show that for any morphism of realizable
schemes f : X ′ → X there exists a morphism of frames
X ′ Y ′ P ′
X Y P
uf (1.2.14)
such that (X ′ ⊂ Y ′ ⊂ P ′) resp. (X ⊂ Y ⊂ P ) is a realization of X ′ resp. of
X and such that u is smooth in a neighbourhood of X ′. See section 8.2 in
[LS07]. Such a morphism of frames is called a realization of f .
We will assume from now on that every k-scheme that we consider is
realizable. This is not much of a restriction as quasi-projective schemes are
obviously realizable. Indeed, if X is locally closed in Pnk then we may take
Y = X the closure of X in Pnk and P = PˆnV .
Recall from paragraph 1.2.1 that we assume the formal scheme P in the
definition above to be separated and topologically of finite type over V. For
such a P we may consider the generic fiber PK , which is a quasi-compact
separated rigid analytic space over K. See [Ray74] or [Nic08] for details.
From this construction we also obtain a specialization map sp: PK → P . The
underlying topological space of P is the same as the topology of the closed fiber
Pk. Therefore we can also interpret the specialization map as a continuous
map
PK → Pk. (1.2.15)
From this set-up one can define several new objects. We refer to [LS07]
for the precise definitions.
• Given a frame (X ⊂ Y ⊂ P ) one can define the tubes ]X[P and ]Y [P ,
which are defined as the inverse image of X resp. Y under the map
(1.2.15). As such they are rigid analytic spaces over K.
• With the same notations as in the previous point, let O]Y [P denote the
structure sheaf of the tube ]Y [P . Then one can define another sheaf
j†XO]Y [P . This is called the sheaf of overconvergent functions on ]Y [P
w.r.t. the inclusion X ⊂ Y . See chapter 5 in [LS07] for more details.
• Given a morphism of frames as in (1.2.13), with the rightmost arrow
denoted by u : P ′ → P , there is a canonical map uK : P ′K → PK on the
associated rigid analytic spaces. Moreover, we can consider the restric-
tion uK : ]Y
′[P ′→]Y [P on the tubes. If E′ resp. E denotes an O]Y ′[P ′ -
module resp. an O]Y [P -module then we can consider the sheaves uK∗E′
and u∗KE.
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With these definitions in hand we are now ready to state the definition of
rigid cohomology with constant coefficients.
Definition 1.2.6. Consider a k-scheme X with structural morphism p : X →
Spec k. Also choose a realization (X ⊂ Y ⊂ P ), which comes with a structural
morphism to S. In particular we have an arrow pK : PK → Sp(K) on the
generic fibers. Then the rigid cohomology with constant coefficients of X is
defined as the derived pushforward
(RpK∗) j†XΩ
•
]Y [P /K
(1.2.16)
where Ω•]Y [P /K denotes the canonical complex of differential forms on ]Y [P .
The derived pushforward must be seen as an object of D+(OSp(K)-Mod),
the bounded below derived category of OSp(K)-modules. In more concrete
terms, (1.2.16) may be interpreted as a complex of K-vector spaces. The i-th
cohomology of the complex (1.2.16) is a K-vector space that is also denoted
by
H irig(X) :=
(
RipK∗
)
j†XΩ
•
]Y [P /K
.
There are a number of remarks to make about this definition.
• In the definition above we have chosen a realization, so one should make
sure that the definition is independent of this choice. This is in fact a
deep theorem. See [LS07, Proposition 6.5.3].
• The motivation behind the definition is as follows. Since X is a (pos-
sibly) singular scheme over a field of characteristic p > 0, defining a
de Rham-type cohomology theory in terms of differentials on X itself
is out of the question. The idea to solve this issue is similar to what
happens in the definition of Monsky-Washnitzer cohomology. We lift
the situation to ]Y [P , which is a smooth structure over the field K. Just
like Monsky-Washnitzer cohomology, rigid cohomology is defined as an
overconvergent de Rham-type cohomology on the lifted structure. The
overconvergence is needed to ensure that the resulting cohomology the-
ory is well-defined, although for rigid cohomology this is much harder to
prove then for Monsky-Washnitzer cohomology.
• As we mentioned before, if X is a smooth affine scheme then there is
a canonical isomorphism H irig(X)
∼= H iMW (X) for all i ≥ 0 [Ber97b,
Proposition 1.10].
• It is known that the cohomology spaces H irig(X) of a k-variety X are
finite-dimensional over K. For smooth X this is shown in [Ber97b,
The´ore`me 3.1]. The proof for the general case relies on cohomological
descent, which we will briefly discuss in paragraph 1.2.5.
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• The definition above doesn’t specify how the Frobenius map on rigid
cohomology is defined. We will elaborate on this in chapter 2.
Rigid cohomology with supports
As we mentioned in paragraph 1.1.2, we would like to study the local coho-
mology H•rig,{x}(X) of a closed point x ∈ X. For this reason we should also
mention the definition of rigid cohomology with supports in a closed subset.
Consider a scheme X together with a closed subscheme Z ⊂ X. Also
choose a realization (X ⊂ Y ⊂ P ) as before. With this data one can construct
a functor Γ†Z on the category of j
†
XO]Y [P -modules. This functor is called the
functor of overconvergent sections with support in ]Z[P . The precise definition
can be found in section 5.2 of [LS07]. However, the most important property
to remember about Γ†Z is that it is characterized by a short exact sequence
0 Γ†ZE E j
†
X\ZE 0 (1.2.17)
for any j†XO]Y [P -module E.
Definition 1.2.7. Assume the same notations as in definition 1.2.6 and let
Z ⊂ X be a closed subscheme. The rigid cohomology with constant coefficients
of X with supports in Z is defined as
(RpK∗) Γ†Zj
†
XΩ
•
]Y [P /K
,
which again must be seen as an object of the derived categoryD+(OSp(K)-Mod).
In this case we use the notation
H irig,Z(X) :=
(
RipK∗
)
Γ†Zj
†
XΩ
•
]Y [P /K
.
An important fact to remember about cohomology with supports is that
there is a long exact sequence of rigid cohomology with supports:
. . . H irig,Z(X) H
i
rig(X) H
i
rig(X \ Z) H i+1rig,Z(X) . . .
(1.2.18)
The existence of this sequence can easily be derived from the short exact
sequence (1.2.17).
The Gysin isomorphism and the Ku¨nneth formula
We now recall two fundamental results about the rigid cohomology of smooth
schemes.
Theorem 1.2.8. Consider a smooth scheme X and a smooth closed sub-
scheme Z of pure codimension c. For every i ≥ 0 there is a canonical
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Frobenius-equivariant isomorphism
H irig,Z(X)
∼−→ H i−2crig (Z)(−c). (1.2.19)
Proof. See [Ber97a] and [CLS99, Corollaire 2.1.3].
The isomorphism (1.2.19) is called the Gysin isomorphism. If i − 2c < 0
then the right-hand side should be read as the zero space. The extra brackets
(−c) signal a Frobenius twist. If we take the q-power Frobenius then this
means that we consider the K-space H i−2crig (Z) together with the σ-linear map
that is given by qc times the Frobenius map Fr(q). The term “Frobenius-
equivariant” indicates that the isomorphism (1.2.19) is compatible with this
modified σ-linear map.
The Gysin isomorphism transforms the long exact sequence (1.2.18) into
the Gysin sequence
. . . H irig(X \ Z) H i+1−2crig (Z)(−c) H i+1rig (X) H i+1rig (X \ Z) . . .
(1.2.20)
Another strong theorem about the rigid cohomology of smooth schemes is
the Ku¨nneth formula.
Theorem 1.2.9. Let X1 and X2 be two smooth schemes. Then for all l ≥ 0
there is a canonical Frobenius-equivariant isomorphism
H lrig(X1 ×X2) ∼−→
⨁
i+j=l
H irig(X1)⊗K Hjrig(X2). (1.2.21)
Proof. See [Ber97a]. The Frobenius-equivariance of the Ku¨nneth formula is
discussed in [Tsu99].
Rigid cohomology with compact supports
We end this paragraph by saying a few words about rigid cohomology with
compact supports, which is a variation of rigid cohomology. We will not go
into many details, as it suffices to know that for smooth schemes the two
theories are related to each other by the Poincare´ duality theorem. For a
smooth scheme X of pure dimension d with Z ⊂ X a closed subscheme,
Poincare´ duality gives an isomorphism
H irig,c(Z)
∼−→ H2d−irig,Z(X)(d)∨
for any i ≥ 0. The cohomology space on the left is the one with compact
supports (signalled by the subscript c), the space on the right is the one
from definition 1.2.7. A more complete statement with proof can be found in
[Ber97a]. Also see [CLS99] for details about the Frobenius twist.
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The Gysin isomorphism (1.2.19) can be seen as a direct corollary of Poincare´
duality. Also, the Gysin sequence (1.2.20) can be obtained by Poincare´ duality
from the long exact sequence of rigid cohomology with compact supports:
. . . H irig,c(X \ Z) H irig,c(X) H irig,c(Z) H i+1rig,c(X \ Z) . . .
(1.2.22)
In this text we prefer to avoid rigid cohomology with compact supports when-
ever possible. Or rather: we apply Poincare´ duality as early as possible.
1.2.5 The overconvergent site and cohomological descent
To end this introductory part on p-adic cohomology we would like to say a
few words about the overconvergent site (or overconvergent topos). The main
reference for this topic is [LS11].
For any k-scheme X there is a site AN†(X) called the overconvergent ana-
lytic site over X. The associated topos is denoted by XAN† . Every morphism
of k-schemes f : X → Y induces a morphism of topoi
(f−1
AN†
, fAN†∗) : XAN† → YAN† .
These functors can also be written as f−1 and f∗ if there is no danger of
confusion.
This construction allows one to define rigid cohomology inside of the gen-
eral framework of topos theory. This alternative definition removes the need
to choose a realization. The topos-theoretic definition of rigid cohomology is
based on the following result.
Proposition 1.2.10. Let X be a k-scheme with structural morphism p : X →
Spec k. Then there is an equivalence of categories between the overconvergent
isocrystals on X (also see paragraph 2.1.2) and the finitely presented O†X-
modules (which are objects of XAN†). Under this equivalence the constant
isocrystal OX/K corresponds to the module O†X . The objects on both sides of
the equivalence are also cohomologically compatible. In the case of constant
coefficients there is an isomorphism
H irig(X)
∼−→ RipAN†∗O
†
X
for every i ≥ 0.
Proof. See [LS11, Theorem 4.6.7] and [LS11, Corollary 4.6.8].
The reason why we present the topos-theoretic definition of rigid coho-
mology is that it has recently been shown that the topos-theoretic setting of-
fers a natural environment for the definition of cohomological descent [ZB14].
Cohomological descent (in the context of rigid cohomology) is a technique
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that allows one to generalize certain properties of the rigid cohomology of
smooth schemes. For example, some of the early results about rigid cohomol-
ogy state that if X is a smooth k-scheme then H irig(X) is finite-dimensional
[Ber97b, The´ore`me 3.1] and the Frobenius action is invertible [CLS99, Propo-
sition 2.1.4]. The technique of cohomological descent allows one to generalize
these results to singular k-schemes. See for example [Tsu03, Theorem 5.1.1].
Several authors have already obtained strong results about cohomologi-
cal descent for rigid cohomology [Tsu03] [CT03]. However, the recent paper
[ZB14] puts all the previous results in a more natural setting. It heavily relies
on the topos-theoretic definition of rigid cohomology. We will only use coho-
mological descent in section 3.2. For this reason we only present the aspects
of cohomological descent that we really need. In particular we avoid most of
the abstract (but powerful) machinery from [ZB14].
The theory of cohomological descent is built around the notion of a sim-
plicial object. An augmented simplicial object a : X• → Y over a scheme Y
consists of a collection of schemes {Xn}n≥0 together with a collection of mor-
phisms {an : Xn → Y }n≥0 as well as a set of morphisms {ajn : Xn → Xn−1}nj=0
for every n ≥ 1. These morphism are required to satisfy the conditions
an = a0 ◦ aj11 ◦ . . . ◦ ajnn
for every n ≥ 1 and for every choice of indices j1, . . . , jn. This is not the
complete definition of a simplicial object, but it is detailed enough for our
needs. See the notes [Con03] for a good overview of simplicial objects.
There is a special class of simplicial objects called P−hypercovers, where
P is a property of schemes that is invariant under base extensions. We will
not repeat the definition of a P-hypercover, since for our applications we will
always obtain a proper hypercover from the alteration theorem of de Jong.
There is no need to construct a proper hypercover “by hand” and therefore
it is enough to remember that a P-hypercover of a scheme Y is just a special
kind of simplicial object a : X• → Y .
Let a : X• → Y be an augmented simplicial object and consider an O†Y -
module F ∈ YAN† . The module a∗F is given by the collection of ordinary
pullbacks a∗nF ∈ (Xn)AN† . More generally, a module G on X• is given by
a collection of O†Xn-modules Gn ∈ (Xn)AN† , together with compatible mor-
phisms (ajn+1)
∗Gn → Gn+1 2. The derived pushforward Ra∗G is defined as the
equalizer of the following morphisms in D+(O†Y -Mod):
R(a0)∗G0 R(a1)∗G1 . . .
where the arrows R(an)∗Gn → R(an+1)∗Gn+1 are given by applying R(an)∗ to
2The formulation is intentionally vague. The objects a∗F and G should be seen as modules
on the simplicial site X•. See [ZB14] for details.
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the composition
Gn → R(ajn+1)∗(ajn+1)∗Gn → R(ajn+1)∗Gn+1.
Note that if we take G = a∗F then there is a canonical map F → Ra∗a∗F .
Indeed, since there are compatible canonical maps F → R(an)∗(an)∗F for
every n, we get a canonical map to the equalizer. The augmented simplicial
object a is said to be of cohomological descent w.r.t. F if the map F → Ra∗a∗F
is an isomorphism.
In chapter 3 we will make use of the following property:
Proposition 1.2.11. A proper hypercover a : X• → Y is of cohomological
descent with respect to finitely presented O†Y -modules F ∈ YAN†.
Proof. See [ZB14, Theorem 1.1].
This finishes our overview of p-adic cohomology. In the rest of this thesis
we will sometimes use standard notations and terminology related to rigid
cohomology without explicitly defining them. The relevant definitions can all
be found in [LS07]. Note that chapter 2 contains some more introductory
material about rigid cohomology, which will only be needed in that chapter.
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Chapter 2
Invariance of local rigid
cohomology
2.1 Introduction and statement of results
Let x ∈ X be a singular closed point on a k-scheme. Then we may consider
the local rigid cohomology H•rig,{x}(X) at this singular point. The goal of
this chapter is to prove that the local rigid cohomology is an invariant of the
singularity x ∈ X. Indeed, as a direct consequence of this chapter’s main
theorem 2.1.8 we will prove the following property.
Theorem 2.1.1. Let x′ ∈ X ′ and x ∈ X be two closed points on k-schemes.
Assume that these two points are contact equivalent. Then for all i there exists
an isomorphism
H irig,{x} (X)
∼−→ H irig,{x′}
(
X ′
)
on the local rigid cohomology. This isomorphism is moreover compatible with
the Frobenius action on rigid cohomology.
This implies in particular that the local rigid cohomology is only interesting
at singular points.
The rest of this chapter’s introduction is organized as follows. First we
recall the notion of contact equivalence for schemes over arbitrary fields. We
also recall an important reformulation of this definition that is due to Artin.
Then we expand a bit on the notion of rigid cohomology with nonconstant
coefficients. In paragraph 2.1.3 we recall how the functoriality of rigid coho-
mology and its canonical Frobenius action are defined in terms of base change
maps. After this we formulate our main theorem 2.1.8, which is a more refined
version of theorem 2.1.1.
The proof of theorem 2.1.8 will then be covered in section 2.2.
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2.1.1 Equivalence of singularities
Consider two points on k-schemes x′ ∈ X ′ and x ∈ X. We say that these two
points are contact equivalent if there exists an isomorphism OˆX,x ∼−→ OˆX′,x′
on the completed local rings. We denote this by (X ′, x′) ∼c (X,x). This
definition of contact equivalence is valid over any base field. It is a well-known
fact that over C one recovers the classical analytic definition. See [Art68,
Corollary 1.6].
In this chapter we will need to use the following reformulation of contact
equivalence. It is due to Artin.
Proposition 2.1.2. Two points x′ ∈ X ′ and x ∈ X are contact equivalent if
and only if there exists another scheme X ′′ together with a point x′′ ∈ X ′′ and
two morphisms f ′ : X ′′ → X ′ and f : X ′′ → X such that:
i) f ′(x′′) = x′ and f ′ induces an isomorphism k(x′) ∼−→ k(x′′) on the
residue fields.
ii) f(x′′) = x and f induces an isomorphism k(x) ∼−→ k(x′′) on the residue
fields.
iii) f ′ and f are e´tale at x′′.
Proof. For the “if” part of the proposition it suffices to observe that conditions
i) through iii) imply that the Henselizations OhX,x and OhX′,x′ are isomorphic.
Indeed, another way to formulate the conditions of the proposition is that X ′′
is a neighbourhood of x in the e´tale site Xe´t as well as a neighbourhood of x
′
in the e´tale site X ′e´t. Hence the local rings of x and x
′ w.r.t. the e´tale site are
isomorphic. The isomorphism OhX,x ∼= OhX′,x′ implies that the completions of
the local rings are isomorphic as well.
The “only if” part is proved in [Art69, Corollary 2.6].
Note that if x ∈ X is a smooth point then there exists an e´tale morphism
f : U → Adk where U ⊂ X is a neighbourhood of x and d = dimxX is the
dimension of X at x. From this one can easily show that two smooth closed
points x ∈ X and x′ ∈ X ′ are contact equivalent if and only if dimxX =
dimx′ X
′ and k(x) ∼= k(x′). See for example [Liu02, Exercise 6.2.1]. Combining
this observation with theorem 2.1.1 we see that for a smooth closed point
x ∈ X we have H irig,{x}(X) = 0 for every i > 0. In other words: the local rigid
cohomology is only interesting for singular points.
In the statement of our main theorem we will use a reformulation of the
e´tale characterization of contact equivalence. For this we make the following
definition.
Definition 2.1.3. Consider two points on k-schemes x′ ∈ X ′ and x ∈ X. We
will write (X ′, x′) ≻ (X,x) if there exists an open neighbourhood Ux′ of x′
and a morphism f : Ux′ → X such that:
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i) f(x′) = x and f induces an isomorphism k(x) ∼−→ k(x′) on the residue
fields.
ii) f is e´tale at x′.
iii) f−1(x) = {x′}.
Proposition 2.1.2 now gives us an obvious connection between the notion
of contact equivalence and the conditions in definition 2.1.3.
Proposition 2.1.4. Assume that x′ ∈ X ′ and x ∈ X are closed points. Then
we have that (X ′, x′) ∼c (X,x) if and only if there exists a pair (X ′′, x′′) such
that (X ′′, x′′) ≻ (X ′, x′) and (X ′′, x′′) ≻ (X,x).
Proof. First assume that there exists a pair (X ′′, x′′) such that (X ′′, x′′) ≻
(X ′, x′) and (X ′′, x′′) ≻ (X,x). Then there exist open neighbourhoods U ′x′′
and Ux′′ of x
′′ in X ′′ together with maps f ′ : U ′x′′ → X ′ and f : Ux′′ → X
satisfying the conditions of definition 2.1.3. Then the maps f ′ and f restricted
to U ′x′′ ∩Ux′′ satisfy the conditions from proposition 2.1.2. Conversely, assume
that (X ′, x′) ∼c (X,x). Then we fix morphisms f ′ : X ′′ → X ′ : x′′ ↦→ x′
and f : X ′′ → X : x′′ ↦→ x that satisfy the conditions from proposition 2.1.2.
After replacing X ′′ by an open neighbourhood of x′′ we may assume that f ′
and f are e´tale. It follows that the fibers (f ′)−1(x′) and f−1(x) consist of a
finite union of closed points. We may therefore shrink X ′′ and assume that
(f ′)−1(x′) = {x′′} and f−1(x) = {x′′}. Then we have (X ′′, x′′) ≻ (X ′, x′) and
(X ′′, x′′) ≻ (X,x).
2.1.2 Overconvergent isocrystals
In section 2.2 we will prove a more general version of theorem 2.1.1, which is
formulated for rigid cohomology with nonconstant coefficients. The reason for
this formulation is that the general case is not substantially more difficult to
prove than the special case with constant coefficients.
In this paragraph we briefly recall the notion of an overconvergent isocrys-
tal. These objects serve as the category of coefficients for rigid cohomology.
Definition 2.1.5. Let X be a scheme with a realization (X ⊂ Y ⊂ P ). A
finitely presented overconvergent isocrystal F on this frame consists of the
following data:
i) A coherent j†X′O]Y ′[P ′ -module EP ′ for every morphism of frames
X ′ Y ′ P ′
X Y P
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ii) An isomorphism
φu : u
†EP ′
∼−→ EP ′′ (2.1.1)
for every morphism of frames
X ′′ Y ′′ P ′′
X ′ Y ′ P ′
u
over (X ⊂ Y ⊂ P ). The functor u† in equation (2.1.1) is called the
overconvergent pullback functor. It is defined as u† := j†X′′u
∗
K . The
isomorphisms φu are also required to satisfy a cocycle condition. See
chapter 7 of [LS07] for the complete definition.
The module EP ′ is called the realization of F on the frame (X ′ ⊂ Y ′ ⊂ P ′).
It is proved in [LS07, Theorem 7.1.8] that if (X ⊂ Y1 ⊂ P1) is another
realization of X then there is an equivalence of categories between the over-
convergent isocrystals on (X ⊂ Y ⊂ P ) resp. on (X ⊂ Y1 ⊂ P1). Therefore
one simply speaks about the overconvergent isocrystals on X. This category
is denoted by Isoc† (X/S).
Now let F be an overconvergent isocrystal on X and f : X ′ → X a mor-
phism of k-schemes with a realization as in the diagram below.
X ′ Y ′ P ′
X Y P
uf
Then one defines the pullback f∗F to be the overconvergent isocrystal on X ′
whose realization on a frame (X ′′ ⊂ Y ′′ ⊂ P ′′) over (X ′ ⊂ Y ′ ⊂ P ′) is given
by EP ′′ , the realization of F on (X ′′ ⊂ Y ′′ ⊂ P ′′).
As an example, the constant overconvergent isocrystal on X, which is
denoted by OX/K , is defined by the formula EP ′ = j†X′O]Y ′[P ′ . For a morphism
f : X ′ → X we obviously have f∗OX/K = OX′/K .
If we fix a Frobenius map x ↦→ xpr on k then we may also consider overcon-
vergent isocrystals with an additional Frobenius structure. Indeed, take X a
k-scheme with absolute Frobenius FX and let F be an overconvergent isocrys-
tal on X. Then a Frobenius structure on F is an isomorphism Φ: F ∗XF ∼−→ F .
Note that FX is in general not a morphism of k-schemes, so the definition of
the pullback functor needs to be modified according to [LS07, Definition 8.3.1].
An overconvergent isocrystal F with a Frobenius structure is also called an
overconvergent F-isocrystal. The overconvergent F-isocrystals on X form a
subcategory of Isoc† (X/S), which is denoted by F-Isoc† (X/S).
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The constant overconvergent isocrystal OX/K satisfies F ∗XOX/K = OX/K ,
therefore it has a natural Frobenius structure Φ = Id.
A consequence of the compatibility condition (2.1.1) is that every realiza-
tion E = EP of an overconvergent isocrystal F on a frame (X ⊂ Y ⊂ P )
is equipped with an overconvergent stratification [LS07, Proposition 7.2.2].
According to [LS07, Proposition 7.2.13] this amounts to saying that E is a
j†XO]Y [P -module with an overconvergent integrable connection over K. From
this one can define the de Rham complex E ⊗]Y [P Ω•]Y [P /K . We refer to para-
graph 4.1.4 in [LS07] for more details. But note that for F = OX/K with re-
alization E = j†XO]Y [P the de Rham complex reduces to the complex Ω•]Y [P /K
of canonical differential sheaves on ]Y [P .
With this new terminology we can state the definition of rigid cohomology
with nonconstant coefficients.
Definition 2.1.6. Let p : X → Spec k be a k-scheme with a closed subscheme
C ⊂ X. Also consider a finitely presented overconvergent isocrystal F ∈
Isoc† (X/S). Choose a realization (X ⊂ Y ⊂ P ) and let E be the realization
of F on this frame. Also let pK : PK → Sp(K) denote the map on generic
fibers. The rigid cohomology of X with coefficients in F and with supports in
C is defined as
(RpK∗) Γ†CE ⊗]Y [P Ω•]Y [P /K . (2.1.2)
The complex (2.1.2) can also be denoted as RpC,rigF if one wishes to hide
the choice of realization and instead put emphasis on the object F . For the
cohomology of the complex (2.1.2) we use the notation
H irig,C(X,F) :=
(
RipK∗
)
Γ†CE ⊗]Y [P Ω•]Y [P /K .
The result [LS07, Proposition 6.5.3] again guarantees that this definition
is independent of the choice of realization. If we take F = OX/K then we
obviously recover the previous definition 1.2.7.
2.1.3 Base change maps, functoriality and Frobenius
Before we state our main theorem 2.1.8 we will review the base change maps
that are needed to understand how rigid cohomology behaves w.r.t. morphisms
of schemes. At the same time we introduce some convenient notation for
section 2.2. In this sense our presentation is slightly different than in [LS07].
At the end of this paragraph we also recall the definition and basic properties
of the Frobenius action on the rigid cohomology of an F-isocrystal.
Consider a commutative diagram of rigid analytic spaces
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V ′ W ′
V W
α′
α
ββ′
where β and β′ are flat. Let E be an OV -module. Then there is a canonical
base change map
β∗ (Rα∗)E −→
(
Rα′∗
)
(β′)∗E. (2.1.3)
For the construction of this base change map we refer to [Sta15, Tag 02N6] or
to paragraph XVII.2 of [SGA4]. Also note that by the flatness assumption on
β and β′ we do not need to consider the left derived functors Lβ∗ and L(β′)∗.
The map (2.1.3) is the starting point for the definition of the base change
map of rigid cohomology. Let
X ′ Y ′ P ′
X Y P
f u (2.1.4)
be a flat morphism of frames. Also choose two closed subschemes C ′ ⊂ X ′
and C ⊂ X such that f−1(C) ⊂ C ′. Let E be a j†XO]Y [P -module with an
integrable connection over K.
Since (2.1.4) is flat we know by [LS07, Corollary 3.3.6] that there ex-
ists a strict neighbourhood V ′ of ]X ′[P ′ in ]Y ′[P ′ such that the morphism
uK : ]Y
′[P ′→]Y [P is flat on V ′. It follows from [LS07, Proposition 6.2.2] that
restricting to V ′ has no effect on cohomology, therefore we may work as if uK
were flat. We can then apply the base change map (2.1.3) coming from the
diagram
]Y ′[P ′ ]Y [P
]Y [P ]Y [P
uK
Id
IduK
to the de Rham complex Γ†CE ⊗O]Y [P Ω•]Y [P /K . In this way we obtain a mor-
phism
(u⋆)1 : Γ
†
CE ⊗O]Y [P Ω
•
]Y [P /K
−→ (RuK∗)u∗K
(
Γ†CE ⊗O]Y [P Ω
•
]Y [P /K
)
.
By applying the morphism of functors Id → j†X′ to the pullback of the de
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Rham complex we obtain another morphism
(u⋆)2 : (RuK∗)u∗K
(
Γ†CE⊗O]Y [P Ω
•
]Y [P /K
)
−→ (RuK∗)u†
(
Γ†CE ⊗O]Y [P Ω
•
]Y [P /K
)
.
We also have a map
u∗K
(
Γ†CE ⊗O]Y [P Ω
•
]Y [P /K
)
−→ u∗KΓ†CE ⊗O]Y ′[P ′ Ω
•
]Y ′[P ′/K
(2.1.5)
from the pullback of the de Rham complex to the de Rham complex of the
pullback. This map can easily be constructed by combining the canonical
arrow u∗KΩ
1
]Y [P
→ Ω1]Y ′[P ′ with the definition of the de Rham complex. See for
example to introduction of [KO68]. From (2.1.5) we find another map
(u⋆)3 : (RuK∗)u†
(
Γ†CE⊗O]Y [P Ω
•
]Y [P /K
)
−→ (RuK∗)u†Γ†CE ⊗O]Y ′[P ′ Ω
•
]Y ′[P ′/K
.
Finally we have a canonical map u†Γ†CE −→ Γ†C′u†E, which we will study
more in paragraph 2.2.1. From this map we obtain a morphism
(u⋆)4 : (RuK∗)u†Γ†CE⊗O]Y ′[P ′ Ω
•
]Y ′[P ′/K
−→ (RuK∗) Γ†C′u†E⊗O]Y ′[P ′ Ω
•
]Y ′[P ′/K
.
Definition 2.1.7. The canonical map
u⋆ : Γ†CE ⊗O]Y [P Ω
•
]Y [P /K
−→ (RuK∗) Γ†C′u†E ⊗O]Y ′[P ′ Ω
•
]Y ′[P ′/K
(2.1.6)
that is given by the composition
u⋆ = (u⋆)4 ◦ (u⋆)3 ◦ (u⋆)2 ◦ (u⋆)1
is called the base change map of rigid cohomology (with respect to the mor-
phism of frames (2.1.4) and the module E).
Note that our definition of the base change map is slightly different from
the definition that can be found in [LS07, Proposition 6.2.6]. Indeed, that
definition first applies (2.1.5) and then Id → j†X′ . It is easy to verify that
these definitions amount to the same thing: just write out the compatibility
condition for the natural transformation Id→ j†X′ .
The compatibility of rigid cohomology w.r.t. morphisms can easily be un-
derstood in terms of base change maps. Indeed, consider a morphism of k-
schemes as in the commutative diagram below:
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X ′ X
Spec k
f
p′ p
Also assume that the morphism of frames (2.1.4) is a realization of f . Now con-
sider an overconvergent F -isocrystal F on X and let E denote the realization
of F on (X ⊂ Y ⊂ P ). Then u†E is the realization of f∗F on (X ′ ⊂ Y ′ ⊂ P ′).
The canonical map
H irig,C (X,F) −→ H irig,C′
(
X ′, f∗F) (2.1.7)
on rigid cohomology is obtained by applying the derived pushforward functor
RpK∗ to the base change map (2.1.6) and then taking the i-th cohomology.
For F = OX/K this map expresses the following fact: rigid cohomology with
constant coefficients is a functor.
It is also a classical fact that the canonical map (2.1.7) is compatible with
the Frobenius action on rigid cohomology. To see this, let FX′ and FX denote
the absolute Frobenius on X ′ resp. on X. Also let Φ: F ∗XF ∼−→ F denote the
Frobenius structure on F , where the Frobenius pullback functor is defined as
in [LS07, Definition 8.3.1]. Now consider the following diagram:
Rprig,CF Rprig,CF ∗XF Rprig,CF
Rp′rig,C′f
∗F Rp′rig,C′F ∗X′f∗F Rp′rig,C′f∗F
Φ
f∗Φ
The rows of this diagram describe the Frobenius actions on Rprig,CF and on
Rp′rig,C′f
∗F . The vertical arrows all come from the base change map of the
pullback along f . We have to check that this diagram is commutative. All
the arrows of the leftmost square are essentially instances of the base change
map (2.1.6). This square commutes because of the identity f ◦ FX′ = FX ◦ f .
The square on the right commutes because the base change map is compatible
with morphisms of overconvergent isocrystals.
2.1.4 Statement of the main theorem
With the material of paragraphs 2.1.1, 2.1.2 and 2.1.3 we are now ready to
formulate our main theorem, which is about rigid cohomology with general
coefficients.
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Theorem 2.1.8. Let (X ′, x′) and (X,x) be two k-schemes with marked closed
points such that (X ′, x′) ≻ (X,x) via f : Ux′ → X : x′ ↦→ x. Let F ∈
F-Isoc† (X/S) be a finitely presented overconvergent F-isocrystal on X. Then
for every i ≥ 0 the canonical map on rigid cohomology
H irig,{x} (X,F) −→ H irig,{x′}
(
X ′, f∗F)
is an isomorphism.
Remark 2.1.9.
i) In the statement of the theorem we have implicitly chosen an extension
of f∗F to all of X ′. The choice of the extension is not important, since
by [LS07, Proposition 8.2.8] the local rigid cohomology only depends on
an open neighbourhood of the support.
ii) In the statement of theorem 2.1.8 it is important that x′ and x are closed
points, otherwise the cohomology with support does not make sense.
This is not a problem if one only considers isolated singularities, i.e. if
one assumes that the singular loci Xsing and X
′
sing are zero-dimensional
at x resp. at x′. Indeed, the singular locus of a scheme is closed under
specialization; see for example [Liu02, Lemma 2.4.11.(b)]. So for quasi-
compact schemes, every isolated singularity is a closed point.
iii) Recall that in the definition of the rigid cohomology with constant coef-
ficients of a scheme X one starts by choosing a realization (X ⊂ Y ⊂ P ).
In order to show that H irig(X) is independent of the choice of the real-
ization, one can prove that every diagram
X ′ = X Y ′ P ′
X Y P
g uf = IdX
with g proper and u smooth in a neighbourhood of X induces an iso-
morphism on the cohomology. This is done in [LS07, Proposition 6.5.3].
More specifically, it is the base change map (2.1.6) that induces the iso-
morphism. Our approach for theorem 2.1.8 is to prove a local version
of this result in the case where f is an e´tale morphism rather than the
identity map on X. See proposition 2.2.2 for more details.
We now show that theorem 2.1.1 is just a special case of our main theorem.
Proof of Theorem 2.1.1. LetOX′/K resp.OX/K denote the constant F-isocrystal
on X ′ resp. on X. Now choose two morphisms f ′ : X ′′ → X ′ and f : X ′′ → X
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that satisfy the conditions from proposition 2.1.2. Then use proposition 2.1.4
together with theorem 2.1.8 and the fact that (f ′)∗OX′/K = f∗OX/K = OX′′/K
to obtain an isomorphism
H irig,{x} (X)
∼−→ H irig,{x′}
(
X ′
)
. (2.1.8)
We have explained in paragraph 2.1.3 that the canonical map on rigid cohomol-
ogy is Frobenius-equivariant. Therefore the isomorphism (2.1.8) is Frobenius-
equivariant as well.
We end this paragraph with a few more remarks.
Remark 2.1.10. Theorem 2.1.8 can be seen as an analogue of a well-known
result of e´tale cohomology. Indeed, the corresponding statement for the co-
homology of an e´tale sheaf is a special case of the excision theorem [Mil80,
Proposition III.1.27]. Combining this with proposition 2.1.2, we see that the-
orem 2.1.1 also has an analogous statement for ℓ-adic cohomology.
Remark 2.1.11. Fre´de´ric De´glise has pointed out that theorem 2.1.1 can be
proved in a more general setting, using the theory of motives. See his remarks
in [De´g14].
2.2 Proof of the main theorem
This section contains the proof of our main theorem 2.1.8. First we recall the
definition of the canonical map on sheaves with supports. We show that this
map is an isomorphism under certain conditions. After this we reformulate
our main theorem 2.1.8 in terms of base change maps. We then finish the
proof in the last two paragraphs.
2.2.1 The canonical map on sheaves with supports
In this paragraph we give more details about the map (u⋆)4 from definition
2.1.7. We show that this map is an isomorphism under a fairly general as-
sumption.
Consider a morphism of frames
X ′ Y ′ P ′
X Y P
u
Recall that if E is an O]Y [P -module then there is a canonical map
u∗Kj
†
XE −→ j†X′u∗KE
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where uK : ]Y
′[P ′→]Y [P denotes the morphism on tubes that one gets by re-
striction from the morphism P ′K → PK . This map is an isomorphism if the
morphism of frames is Cartesian. See [LS07, Corollary 5.3.9] for more details.
We briefly recall how this map can be used to define a canonical map on sheaves
with supports. This construction can also be found in [LS07, Corollary 5.3.10].
Let C ′ ⊂ X ′ and C ⊂ X be closed subschemes such that f−1(C) ⊂ C ′. Define
U ′ = X ′ \ C ′ and U = X \ C. Then we obtain the following commutative
diagram with exact rows:
u∗KΓ
†
Cj
†
XE u
∗
Kj
†
XE u
∗
Kj
†
UE 0
0 Γ†C′j
†
X′u
∗
KE j
†
X′u
∗
KE j
†
U ′u
∗
KE 0
(2.2.1)
By the universal property of the kernel we now obtain a canonical mor-
phism
u∗KΓ
†
Cj
†
XE −→ Γ†C′j†X′u∗KE. (2.2.2)
In the case where E is a j†XO]Y [P -module, composing with j†X′ also gives a
canonical map
u†Γ†CE −→ Γ†C′u†E. (2.2.3)
The first step towards proving the main theorem 2.1.8 is to show that the
canonical map on sheaves with supports is an isomorphism if the morphism
of frames is flat and if the supports are Cartesian.
Proposition 2.2.1. Let
X ′ Y ′ P ′
X Y P
u
be a flat morphism of frames. Let E be a j†XO]Y [P -module. Also choose two
closed subschemes C ′ ⊂ X ′ and C ⊂ X such that C ′ = C ×X X ′. Then the
canonical map (2.2.3) is an isomorphism.
Proof. We know by [LS07, Corollary 3.3.6] that uK is flat on some strict
neighbourhood V ′ of ]X ′[P ′ in ]Y ′[P ′ . Therefore, if jV ′ denotes the inclusion,
then the functor (uK ◦jV ′)∗ is exact. Applying this to the short exact sequence
from [LS07, Proposition 5.2.11] yields
0 j−1V ′ u
∗
KΓ
†
CE j
−1
V ′ u
∗
KE j
−1
V ′ u
∗
Kj
†
UE 0
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By using the exactness of the functor j†X′ together with [LS07, Proposition
5.1.13] we obtain the following short exact sequence, which is the same as
applying j†X′ to the top row of the diagram (2.2.1):
0 j†X′u
∗
KΓ
†
CE j
†
X′u
∗
KE j
†
X′u
∗
Kj
†
UE 0
Therefore it is now sufficient to show that the map
j†X′u
∗
Kj
†
UE −→ j†U ′u∗KE (2.2.4)
is an isomorphism. Here we have also used that the functor j†X′ is exact, hence
preserving kernels. The map (2.2.4) is obtained by applying j†X′ to the map
u∗Kj
†
UE → j†U ′u∗KE coming from the morphism of frames
U ′ Y ′ P ′
U Y P
u
This morphism may be factored as
U ′
U ′′ Y ′ P ′
U Y P
u
where U ′′ = U ×Y Y ′ and where U ′ → U ′′ is an open immersion. The map
(2.2.4) is then the same thing as applying j†X′ to the composition
u∗Kj
†
UE −→ j†U ′′u∗KE −→ j†U ′u∗KE.
The first one of these arrows is an isomorphism by [LS07, Corollary 5.3.9].
Applying j†X′ to the second arrow corresponds to the canonical map
j†(X′∩U ′′)u
∗
KE −→ j†U ′u∗KE (2.2.5)
coming from the open immersion U ′ ↪→ X ′ ∩ U ′′. Note that both X ′ and U ′′
are open subsets of X ′′ = X ×Y Y ′, which is itself an open subset of Y ′. We
may now write U ′′ = X ′′ \ C ′′, where C ′′ = C ×X X ′′. But by assumption we
have C ′ = C ×X X ′ and therefore C ′ = C ′′ ×X′′ X ′. This implies that
U ′′ ∩X ′ = U ′′ ×X′′ X ′ = U ′.
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It follows that the map (2.2.5) is an isomorphism, which finishes the proof.
2.2.2 Part I of the proof: Reformulation
As we mentioned before, the key to proving our main theorem 2.1.8 is to
modify [LS07, Proposition 6.5.3]. The big difference is that in our setting we
can only obtain a local result. More specifically, let x′ ∈ X ′ and x ∈ X be
closed points such that (X ′, x′) ≻ (X,x) via some map f : Ux′ → X. Since
the local cohomology at x′ only depends on an open neighbourhood of x′, we
may assume that Ux′ = X
′ and that f is e´tale. What we need to show is
that for such an f , the base change map with C ′ = {x′} and C = {x} is an
isomorphism. See proposition 2.2.2 below for the precise statement. If we
assume that the morphism of frames in the statement of this proposition is
a realization of f and that E is a realization of F then theorem 2.1.8 follows
immediately (c.f. the remarks at the end of paragraph 2.1.3).
Proposition 2.2.2. Let
X ′ Y ′ P ′
X Y P
g uf
be a proper smooth morphism of smooth S-frames. Also assume that f is
e´tale. Let E be a coherent j†XO]Y [P -module with an integrable connection over
K. Choose two closed points x′ ∈ X ′ and x ∈ X such that f−1(x) = {x′}
and such that f induces an isomorphism k(x)
∼−→ k(x′) on the residue fields.
Then the base change map
u⋆ : Γ†{x}E ⊗O]Y [P Ω
•
]Y [P /K
−→ (RuK∗) Γ†{x′}u†E ⊗O]Y ′[P ′ Ω
•
]Y ′[P ′/K
is an isomorphism.
The proof of proposition 2.2.2 will be covered in the next two paragraphs.
2.2.3 Part II of the proof: The quasi-compact e´tale case
The aim of this paragraph is to prove proposition 2.2.2 in the case of an e´tale
morphism of frames such that the induced morphism on tubes uK : ]Y
′[P ′→
]Y [P is quasi-compact.
In the case of constant coefficients (i.e. E = j†XO]Y [P ) this fact is proved
in the appendix of [Ber97b]. Our proof for the general case uses similar tech-
niques as in [Ber97b, Proposition A.10], but introduces two technical improve-
ments. Firstly there is the matter of switching the order of certain functors,
which seems to be implicit in [Ber97b]. We will briefly discuss the required
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properties below. Secondly, some extra care is needed to show that the con-
structed isomorphism is really the same as the canonical base change map
(2.1.6). Indeed, the result in [Ber97b, Proposition A.10] is used to make state-
ments about the dimension of rigid cohomology. But for our applications the
Frobenius-equivariance is very important.
Proposition 2.2.3. Let
X ′ Y ′ P ′
X Y P
uf
be an e´tale morphism of smooth S-frames such that the induced morphism on
tubes uK : ]Y
′[P ′→]Y [P is quasi-compact. Choose two closed points x′ ∈ X ′
and x ∈ X such that f−1(x) = {x′} and such that f induces an isomorphism
k(x)
∼−→ k(x′) on the residue fields. Let E be a coherent j†XO]Y [P -module with
an integrable connection over K. Then the base change map
u⋆ : Γ†{x}E ⊗O]Y [P Ω
•
]Y [P /K
−→ (RuK∗) Γ†{x′}u†E ⊗O]Y ′[P ′ Ω
•
]Y ′[P ′/K
is an isomorphism.
Before we can give the proof of this result, we will need to recall the
definition of a certain modification of the functor Γ†C . This definition also
appears in [Ber97b].
Definition 2.2.4. Consider a frame (X ⊂ Y ⊂ P ) and let C ⊂ Y be a closed
subset. Define U = X \C and Z = Y \U . Then for any η < 1 we may consider
the open immersion
iη : ]Y [P \]Z[Pη−→]Y [P .
As in [Ber97b, A.9], we define
ΓηE = Ker(E −→ iη∗i−1η E)
for any O]Y [P -module E.
We briefly recall some fundamental properties of the functor Γη. Our
formulations are slightly different from the results mentioned in [Ber97b, A.9],
because we specialize everything to overconvergent modules.
Proposition 2.2.5. Use notations as in definition 2.2.4. Then there are
canonical isomorphisms
lim−→
η
iη∗i−1η E
∼−→ j†UE. (2.2.6)
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and
lim−→
η
Γη j
†
XE
∼−→ Γ†Cj†XE. (2.2.7)
Proof. The isomorphism (2.2.6) is proved in [Ber97b, A.9]. The isomorphism
(2.2.7) follows by combining (2.2.6) with the short exact sequence from [LS07,
Proposition 5.2.11]. Here one also uses that filtered colimits commute with
finite limits.
For the next property we focus on the case where the support C is a closed
point.
Proposition 2.2.6. Use notations as in definition 2.2.4. Assume that C =
{x} is a closed point. Write W =]{x}[P and let iW : W ↪→]Y [P denote the
inclusion map. Then for any η < 1 and for any O]Y [P -module E, the base
change map
Γη j
†
XE −→ (RiW∗) i∗WΓη j†XE (2.2.8)
that is associated to the diagram
W ]Y [P
]Y [P ]Y [P
iW
Id
IdiW
is an isomorphism.
Proof. Consider the immersion ι : ]Z[P→]Y [P . It is proved in [Ber97b, A.9]
that the canonical map
Γη j
†
XE −→ (Rι∗) ι∗Γη j†XE
is an isomorphism. Therefore it suffices to show that there is an identification
(Rι∗) ι∗Γη j
†
XE
∼= (RiW∗) i∗WΓη j†XE. (2.2.9)
To see this, we use that {x} ⊂ Y is a closed subset. This allows us to write,
according to [LS07, Proposition 2.2.15]:
]Z[P = ]Y \X[P ∪ ]{x}[P = ]Y \X[P ∪ W.
But by construction, the restriction of j†XE to ]Y \X[P is zero. The identifi-
cation (2.2.9) follows.
Next we investigate how the functor Γη behaves w.r.t. morphisms of frames.
Definition 2.2.7. Consider a morphism of frames
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X ′ Y ′ P ′
X Y P
g uf
together with supports C ′ ⊂ X ′ and C ⊂ X such that f−1(C) ⊂ C ′. Define
U ′ = X ′ \ C ′ and U = X \ C, and note that f restricts to f : U ′ → U . Also
consider closed complements Z ′ = Y ′ \ U ′ and Z = Y \ U , which satisfy
g−1(Z) ⊂ Z ′.
Then we have the following commutative diagram, for any η < 1:
]Y ′[P ′\]Z ′[P ′η ]Y ′[P ′
]Y [P \]Z[Pη ]Y [P
i′η
iη
uK
For an O]Y [P -module E we may then consider the (underived) base change
map:
u∗Kiη∗i
−1
η E −→ i′η∗u∗Ki−1η E = i′η∗(i′η)−1u∗KE.
Then, using the left exactness of j†X′ , we obtain a commutative diagram whose
top row is a complex and whose bottom row is exact:
j†X′u
∗
KΓηE j
†
X′u
∗
KE j
†
X′u
∗
Kiη∗i
−1
η E
0 j†X′Γ
′
ηu
∗
KE j
†
X′u
∗
KE j
†
X′i
′
η∗(i′η)−1u∗KE
(2.2.10)
By the universal property of the kernel we now obtain a map
j†X′u
∗
KΓηE −→ j†X′Γ′ηu∗KE. (2.2.11)
Finally, by passing to the limit η → 1, one obtains a map
lim−→
η
j†X′u
∗
KΓηE −→ lim−→
η
j†X′Γ
′
ηu
∗
KE. (2.2.12)
Proposition 2.2.8. Use the notations from definition 2.2.7 and assume that
the morphism of frames is flat. Then the top row of the diagram (2.2.10) is
exact. Also, for any η < 1, the object j†X′u
∗
KΓηE is isomorphic to the kernel
of the map
j†X′u
∗
KE −→ j†X′u∗Kiη∗i−1η E.
Proof. We know by [LS07, Corollary 3.3.6] that uK is flat on some strict
neighbourhood V ′ of ]X ′[P ′ in ]Y ′[P ′ . Therefore, if jV ′ denotes the inclusion,
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then the functor (uK ◦ jV ′)∗ is exact. This results in a short exact sequence
0 j−1V ′ u
∗
KΓηE j
−1
V ′ u
∗
KE j
−1
V ′ u
∗
Kiη∗i
−1
η E
By applying the left exact functor j†X′jV ′∗ and using [LS07, Proposition 5.1.13],
we indeed find an exact sequence
0 j†X′u
∗
KΓηE j
†
X′u
∗
KE j
†
X′u
∗
Kiη∗i
−1
η E
This finishes the proof.
The previous proposition is useful for the following lemma, which is one of
the main technical ingredients in the proof of proposition 2.2.11 below.
Proposition 2.2.9. Use the notations from definition 2.2.7. Assume that the
morphism of frames is flat and that E is a j†XO]Y [P -module. Then the map
(2.2.12) is isomorphic to the map (2.2.3).
Proof. By considering the constructions in the proofs of propositions 2.2.8 and
2.2.1, it is sufficient to show the following statement: The map
lim−→
η
j†X′u
∗
Kiη∗i
−1
η E −→ lim−→
η
j†X′i
′
η∗(i
′
η)
−1u∗KE
coming from the rightmost vertical arrow of diagram (2.2.10) is the same thing
as the map
j†X′u
∗
Kj
†
UE −→ j†U ′u∗KE (2.2.13)
coming from the rightmost vertical arrow of diagram (2.2.1).
On modules, the functor j†X′ is left adjoint to the forgetful functor, accord-
ing to [LS07, Proposition 5.3.1]. This means that j†X′ preserves colimits, so
that we are reduced to the map
j†X′ lim−→
η
u∗Kiη∗i
−1
η E −→ j†X′ lim−→
η
i′η∗(i
′
η)
−1u∗KE.
The limit η → 1 also slides through u∗K , which is a left adjoint. By proposition
2.2.5 we indeed recover the map (2.2.13).
In the remainder of this paragraph we will consider the map
j†X′u
∗
KΓηE −→ j†X′Γ′ηu∗KE −→ Γ′η j†X′u∗KE (2.2.14)
where the first arrow is the map (2.2.11) and the second arrow is obtained by
applying j†X′Γ
′
η to the map u
∗
KE → j†X′u∗KE. Here we also use that the module
Γ′η j
†
X′u
∗
KE is already overconvergent, so there is no need to write the j
†
X′ in
front of it. Using our earlier results we easily obtain the following property.
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Proposition 2.2.10. Again use the notations from definition 2.2.7. Assume
that the following conditions hold:
i) The given morphism of frames is flat.
ii) E is a j†XO]Y [P -module.
iii) The supports satisfy f−1(C) = C ′.
Then the map (2.2.14) becomes an isomorphism when passing to the limit
η → 1.
Proof. For the map (2.2.12) this follows immediately by combining proposi-
tions 2.2.9 and 2.2.1. Using the previous techniques, it is easy to show that
j†X′Γ
′
ηu
∗
KE −→ Γ′η j†X′u∗KE
becomes the identity on Γ†C′j
†
X′u
∗
KE in the limit η → 1.
We now use the results about the functor Γη and the map (2.2.14) to prove
a weak version of proposition 2.2.3.
Proposition 2.2.11. Consider an e´tale morphism of frames
X ′ Y ′ P ′
X Y P
uf
such that the induced morphism on tubes uK : ]Y
′[P ′→]Y [P is quasi-compact.
Choose two closed points x′ ∈ X ′ and x ∈ X such that f−1(x) = {x′} and
such that f induces an isomorphism k(x)
∼−→ k(x′) on the residue fields. Let
E be a coherent j†XO]Y [P -module. Then the canonical map
Γ†{x}E −→ (RuK∗)u∗KΓ†{x}E −→ (RuK∗)u†Γ†{x}E (2.2.15)
that is defined in a similar way as the composition (u⋆)2◦(u⋆)1 from paragraph
2.1.3 is an isomorphism.
Proof. Define W ′ =]{x′}[P ′ and W =]{x}[P . Then we have a commutative
diagram
W ′ ]Y ′[P ′
W ]Y [P
iW ′
iW
uKv
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where v is the restriction of uK and iW ′ , iW are open immersions. The fact
that f induces an isomorphism k(x)
∼−→ k(x′) on residue fields means that the
restriction f : Spec k(x′)→ Spec k(x) is an isomorphism. Since uK is e´tale in
a neighbourhood of x′ it then follows from [LS07, Proposition 2.3.15] that v
is an isomorphism.
We now apply a standard property about the behaviour of the base change
map (2.1.3) with respect to a composition of diagrams. This property is for-
mulated for schemes in [SGA4, Proposition XII.4.4]. The proof is formally the
same for any ringed space. We will apply this composition property to the
diagram
W ′ ]Y ′[P ′ ]Y [P
W ]Y [P ]Y [P
iW ′ uK
iW Id
uK Idv
(2.2.16)
and to the sheaf i∗WΓηE. By making use of the isomorphism from proposition
2.2.6 we obtain a commutative diagram
ΓηE (RuK∗)u∗KΓηE
(RuK∗iW ′∗) v∗i∗WΓηE
a1
a2
a3
The horizontal arrow a1 is the base change map coming from the rightmost
square of (2.2.16), applied to the sheaf (RiW∗) i∗WΓηE. The map a2 is obtained
by applying RuK∗ to the base change map coming from the leftmost square of
(2.2.16). By using [SGA4, Proposition XII.4.4] again we see that a2 is equal to
the morphism that one gets after applying RuK∗ to the canonical morphism
u∗KΓηE −→ (RiW ′∗) i∗W ′u∗KΓηE.
The arrow a3 is obtained by taking the base change map of the total diagram
(2.2.16). Note that a3 is equal to the morphism that one gets by applying
RiW∗ to the canonical map
i∗WΓηE −→ (Rv∗) v∗i∗WΓηE.
Since v is an isomorphism it follows that a3 is an isomorphism. Let us now
look at the diagram
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(RuK∗)u∗KΓηE (RuK∗) j
†
X′u
∗
KΓηE
(RuK∗iW ′∗) i∗W ′u
∗
KΓηE (RuK∗iW ′∗) i∗W ′j
†
X′u
∗
KΓηE
b1
b2
b3
a2
that is obtained by applying the canonical map
Id −→ (RiW ′∗) i∗W ′
to the morphism
u∗KΓηE −→ j†X′u∗KΓηE
and then composing with RuK∗.
Note that the map b3 is an isomorphism. This follows from the charac-
terization [LS07, Proposition 5.1.12] of the functor j†X′ . Indeed, i
∗
W ′ is a left
adjoint, hence preserving filtered colimits. If V ′ is any strict neighbourhood
of ]X ′[P ′ in ]Y ′[P ′ , then W ′ ⊂ V ′, so that i∗W ′jV ′∗j−1V ′ = i∗W ′ . This shows that
i∗W ′j
†
X′ = i
∗
W ′ .
In a similar way we construct another diagram
(RuK∗) j†X′u
∗
KΓηE (RuK∗) Γ
′
η j
†
X′u
∗
KE
(RuK∗iW ′∗) i∗W ′j
†
X′u
∗
KΓηE (RuK∗iW ′∗) i∗W ′Γ
′
η j
†
X′u
∗
KE
c1
c2
c3
b2
using the morphism (2.2.14). Observe that the map c2 is an isomorphism,
according to proposition 2.2.6.
We now have the identity
c2 ◦ c1 ◦ b1 ◦ a1 = c3 ◦ b3 ◦ a3 (2.2.17)
and we have shown that a3, b3 and c2 are isomorphisms.
At this point, we fix an m ≥ 0 and we consider the m-th cohomology of
all the complexes above. It is sufficient to consider these modules, since the
statement of the proposition is about a complex concentrated in degree zero.
By abuse of notation, we still write the maps as a1, b1, . . ..
Note that (them-th cohomology of) the map (2.2.15) is recovered by taking
the limit η → 1 of the composition b1 ◦ a1. To see this, first observe that lim−→η
commutes with RmuK∗, since uK is assumed quasi-compact. See [Ber96, 0.1.8]
for details. Also, lim−→η commutes with the functors u
∗
K and j
†
X′ , since these are
left adjoints.
We have proved in proposition 2.2.10 that c1 becomes an isomorphism
in the limit η → 1. We now show that c3 has the same property. By the
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Grothendieck spectral sequence is suffices to show that for every n ≥ 0, the
map
(RmuK∗) (RniW ′∗) i∗W ′j
†
X′u
∗
KΓηE −→ (RmuK∗) (RniW ′∗) i∗W ′Γ′η j†X′u∗KE
(2.2.18)
becomes an isomorphism for η → 1. To see this, we use that W ′ is a union of
nested quasi-compact sets:
W ′ =
⋃
λ<1
W ′λ, (2.2.19)
where W ′λ = [{x′}]P ′λ. Now consider the following map, for η < 1 and λ < 1:
fη λ : (RmuK∗)
(
RniW ′λ∗
)
i∗W ′λj
†
X′u
∗
KΓηE
−→ (RmuK∗)
(
RniW ′λ∗
)
i∗W ′λΓ
′
η j
†
X′u
∗
KE.
(2.2.20)
Then consider the colimit over the diagram indexed by ]0, 1[×]0, 1[. By gen-
eral category theory one knows that this colimit may be computed by first
considering the colimit over one of the sets, then the colimit over the other
set.
Let us first consider the map lim−→
η
lim−→
λ
fη λ. For some sheaf F we have for
every λ < 1 a map
(RniW ′∗) i∗W ′F −→
(
RniW ′λ∗
)
i∗W ′λF .
We argue that this map becomes an isomorphism in the limit λ → 1. This
can be verified on stalks: start by choosing a point Q. Then the stalk at Q of
lim−→
λ
(
RniW ′λ∗
)
i∗W ′λF is given by:
lim−→
λ
lim−→
Q∈U
Hn(U ∩W ′λ,F). (2.2.21)
There are two cases to consider. If Q ∈ W ′ then we have Q ∈ W ′λ for λ large
enough. Then {U ∩W ′λ} is cofinal in the set of all neighbourhoods Q ∈ U ,
and we find:
lim−→
λ
lim−→
Q∈U
Hn(U ∩W ′λ,F) = lim−→
Q∈U
Hn(U,F).
In the other case we have Q ̸∈W ′, and the limit (2.2.21) is zero. In both cases
we recover the stalk at Q of the sheaf (RniW ′∗) i∗W ′F . As a result (also using
the fact that uK is quasi-compact), we find that lim−→
η
lim−→
λ
fη λ is isomorphic to
lim−→
η
(RmuK∗) (RniW ′∗) i∗W ′j
†
X′u
∗
KΓηE −→ lim−→
η
(RmuK∗) (RniW ′∗) i∗W ′Γ
′
η j
†
X′u
∗
KE,
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which is precisely the map that we wish to study. Next we compute the colimit
over ]0, 1[×]0, 1[ by considering lim−→
λ
lim−→
η
fη λ. Since W
′
λ is quasi-compact for
every λ < 1, this is isomorphic to
lim−→
λ
(RmuK∗)
(
RniW ′λ∗
)
i∗W ′λ lim−→
η
j†X′u
∗
KΓηE
−→ lim−→
λ
(RmuK∗)
(
RniW ′λ∗
)
i∗W ′λ lim−→
η
Γ′η j
†
X′u
∗
KE.
By proposition 2.2.10, we see that this is an isomorphism. As a result, the
limit η → 1 of the map (2.2.18) is an isomorphism.
Once we know that c3 is an isomorphism in the limit, it follows immediately
that also b1 ◦ a1 becomes an isomorphism for m = 0 and η → 1.
Similarly, for m > 0 we know that
(RmuK∗) iW ′∗i∗W ′u
∗
KΓηE = 0.
But in the limit η → 1 this module is isomorphic to
lim−→
η
(RmuK∗) j†X′u
∗
KΓηE = (RmuK∗) j
†
X′u
∗
KΓ
†
{x}E,
which must also be zero. This completes the proof.
With proposition 2.2.11 in place the proof of proposition 2.2.3 becomes
relatively straightforward.
Proof of Proposition 2.2.3. As we did in paragraph 2.1.3, we divide the base
change map u⋆ into several parts (u⋆)i for i = 1, . . . , 4. It follows from propo-
sition 2.2.1 that (u⋆)4 is an isomorphism. By [LS07, Corollary 3.3.6] we know
that the map uK : ]Y
′[P ′→]Y [P is e´tale on some strict neighbourhood V ′ of
]X ′[P ′ in ]Y ′[P ′ . It then follows from [LS07, Proposition 5.3.7] that (u⋆)3
is an isomorphism if and only if the corresponding map for the restriction
uK : V
′ →]Y [P is an isomorphism. Therefore we may work as if uK were
e´tale. Since our frames are smooth, we may also work as if ]Y ′[P ′ and ]Y [P
were smooth. In this situation the canonical map u∗KΩ
1
]Y [P
→ Ω1]Y ′[P ′ is an
isomorphism. It immediately follows that (u⋆)3 is an isomorphism as well.
It remains to show that the composition (u⋆)2 ◦ (u⋆)1 is an isomorphism.
For this we can use proposition 2.2.11. Indeed, proposition 2.2.11 is equivalent
to saying that for every coherent j†XO]Y [P -module E , the map
Γ†{x}E −→ uK∗u†Γ†{x}E (2.2.22)
is an isomorphism and
(RmuK∗)u†Γ†{x}E = 0 (2.2.23)
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for allm > 0. Note that by Proposition 5.3.2 and Corollary 5.3.3 in [LS07], ev-
ery term of the de Rham complex Γ†{x}E⊗O]Y [P Ω•]Y [P /K satisfies the conditions
of proposition 2.2.11. By using the spectral sequence of hypercohomology
Em,n1 = (R
muK∗)u†
(
Γ†{x}E ⊗O]Y [P Ω
n
]Y [P /K
)
=⇒(
Rm+nuK∗
)
u†
(
Γ†{x}E ⊗O]Y [P Ω
•
]Y [P /K
)
we deduce from (2.2.23) that
(RuK∗)u†
(
Γ†{x}E ⊗O]Y [P Ω
•
]Y [P /K
)
= uK∗u†
(
Γ†{x}E ⊗O]Y [P Ω
•
]Y [P /K
)
.
This means that (u⋆)2 ◦ (u⋆)1 is equal to the canonical map
Γ†{x}E ⊗O]Y [P Ω
•
]Y [P /K
−→ uK∗u†
(
Γ†{x}E ⊗O]Y [P Ω
•
]Y [P /K
)
. (2.2.24)
But this map can be computed term by term. From the fact that (2.2.22) is an
isomorphism it then follows that (2.2.24) is an isomorphism as well. We have
now shown that the maps (u⋆)4, (u⋆)3 and (u⋆)2 ◦ (u⋆)1 are isomorphisms.
This finishes the proof.
Remark 2.2.12. We have shown that the composition (u⋆)2 ◦ (u⋆)1 is an iso-
morphism. However, the individual maps (u⋆)2 and (u⋆)1 need not be iso-
morphisms. For this reason it was convenient to make definition 2.1.7 slightly
different from the definition in [LS07].
2.2.4 Part III of the proof: The general case
In this paragraph we finish the proof of proposition 2.2.2. First we improve
proposition 2.2.3 by removing the condition that the induced map on tubes
uK : ]Y
′[P ′→]Y [P should be quasi-compact.
Proposition 2.2.13. Let
X ′ Y ′ P ′
X Y P
uf
be an e´tale morphism of smooth S-frames. Also assume that f is e´tale. Let E
be a coherent j†XO]Y [P -module with an integrable connection over K. Choose
two closed points x′ ∈ X ′ and x ∈ X such that f−1(x) = {x′} and such that
f defines an isomorphism k(x)
∼−→ k(x′) on the residue fields. Then the base
change map
u⋆ : Γ†{x}E ⊗O]Y [P Ω
•
]Y [P /K
−→ (RuK∗) Γ†{x′}u†E ⊗O]Y ′[P ′ Ω
•
]Y ′[P ′/K
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is an isomorphism.
Proof. Let Q′ ⊂ P ′ be an open neighbourhood of X ′ such that the restriction
u|Q′ is e´tale. Then define X ′′ = X×PQ′ and Y ′′ = Y ×P P ′. We claim that the
canonical map X ′ → Y ′′ is an open immersion. Since this morphism factors
through X ′′ and since it is easy to see that the canonical map X ′′ → Y ′′ is an
open immersion, it suffices to show that the canonical morphism α : X ′ → X ′′
is an open immersion. It is clear that α is an immersion. Now consider the
projection morphism β : X ′′ → X. Since f = β ◦ α and since β is e´tale by
construction, it follows that α is e´tale as well. This shows that α is indeed
an open immersion, proving our claim. The fact that X ′ → Y ′′ is an open
immersion allows us to factor our morphism of frames as follows:
Y ′
X ′ Y ′′ P ′
X Y P
u
Recall that we assumed the formal schemes P ′ and P to be topologically of
finite type over V. It follows that these formal schemes are Noetherian topo-
logical spaces, since their closed fibers are of finite type over k. In particular
we see that u is quasi-compact. Therefore the morphism uK : P
′
K → PK on
the generic fibers is quasi-compact as well. Since the rightmost square in
the diagram above is Cartesian we find that u−1K (]Y [P ) =]Y
′′[P ′ according
to [LS07, Proposition 2.2.6]. It follows that the induced morphism on tubes
uK : ]Y
′′[P ′→]Y [P is quasi-compact. This allows us to apply proposition 2.2.3
to the lower part of the diagram. Now observe that the morphism Y ′ → Y ′′ is
a closed immersion, hence proper. So according to [LS07, Proposition 6.5.3],
the base change map that is associated to the upper part of the diagram is an
isomorphism as well.
The key idea for the proof of proposition 2.2.2 is to show that an e´tale
map f : X ′ → X has an e´tale realization, at least after shrinking X ′ and X.
In this way one reduces the problem to proposition 2.2.13. The proof of this
fact relies on a number of geometric results that we discuss below.
Proposition 2.2.14.
i) Consider a proper morphism of frames
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X ′ Y ′ P ′
X Y P
f
where f is quasi-projective. Then we can blow up a closed subvariety of
Y ′ outside X ′ in P ′ to obtain a diagram
Y˜ ′ P˜ ′
X ′ Y ′ P ′
X Y P
f
where the composition Y˜ ′ → Y is projective.
ii) Consider a strict morphism of frames
X ′ Y ′ P ′
X Y P
u
where u is a formal blowing up. Then the map uK : ]Y
′[P ′→]Y [P is an
isomorphism. Moreover, any admissible open neighbourhood V of ]Y [P is
a strict neighbourhood of ]X[P in ]Y [P if and only if u
−1
K (V ) is a strict
neighbourhood of ]X ′[P ′ in ]Y ′[P ′. That is, giving a j
†
XO]Y [P -module
amounts to the same thing as giving a j†X′O]Y ′[P ′ -module.
iii) Consider a frame (X ⊂ Y ⊂ P ) together with a diagram
X ′ Y ′
X Y P
f g
where the map X ′ → Y ′ is an open immersion, f is an e´tale morphism
and g is projective. Then locally on (X ⊂ Y ⊂ P ), there exists a closed
subscheme Y ′′ ⊂ Y ′ containing X ′ such that the map g|Y ′′ extends to a
proper e´tale morphism of frames
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X ′ Y ′′ P ′
X Y P
f g u
Proof.
i) Apply [RG71, Corollaire 5.7.14] to the morphism Y ′ → Y and the open
subset X ′ ⊂ Y ′, which is quasi-projective over Y .
ii) This follows from [LS07, Corollary 2.2.7] and [LS07, Proposition 3.1.13].
iii) The composition Y ′ → Y → P can be factored through a closed immer-
sion Y ′ → PNP for some N . It now suffices to show that the morphism
i in the diagram below is a regular immersion. The rest of the proof is
analogous to [LS07, Lemma 6.5.1].
X ′
PNP ×P X PNP
X P
i
f
First note that i is an immersion, since the morphisms X ′ → PNP and
PNP ×P X → PNP are immersions. Also, PNP ×P X → X is smooth since
it is obtained by base extension from a smooth morphism. Since f is a
local complete intersection morphism it follows from [Liu02, Corollary
6.3.22] that i is indeed regular.
With all the preliminary work, the proof of proposition 2.2.2 becomes very
similar to the proof of [LS07, Proposition 6.5.3].
Proof of Proposition 2.2.2. First note that we can always replace X ′ and X by
open neighbourhoods Ux′ , Ux of x
′ resp. of x such that f(Ux′) ⊂ Ux. Indeed,
the base change map coming from the diagram
Ux
X Y P
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is simply the canonical map Γ†{x} → Γ†{x}j†Ux applied to the de Rham complex of
E. This is an isomorphism by [LS07, Proposition 5.2.12]. A similar argument
holds for the inclusion Ux′ ↪→ X ′ and the j†X′O]Y ′[P ′ -module u†E. We may
also replace Y ′ by a closed subscheme that contains X ′. By [LS07, Proposition
6.5.3] this does not alter the base change map either. We will refer to a
combination of these two operations as a shrinking of the data. The fact that
a shrinking of the data does not alter the base change map can be used to
reduce the problem to the case where f has an e´tale realization. Indeed, after
replacing X ′ and X by open neighbourhoods of x′ resp. of x we may assume
that f is an affine morphism, hence quasi-projective. By the first two points
of proposition 2.2.14 we then reduce to the case where g is projective. After
some more shrinking of X ′ and Y ′ we may use the third point of proposition
2.2.14 to obtain an e´tale morphism of frames
X ′ Y ′ P ′′
X Y P
g vf
Now consider the diagonal embedding Y ′ ↪→ P ′′′ = P ′×P P ′′ and let p1 : P ′′′ →
P ′ and p2 : P ′′′ → P ′′ denote the projection maps. By construction we have
that
u ◦ p1 = v ◦ p2. (2.2.25)
Also, p1 and p2 are smooth since they are obtained by base extension from
v resp. from u. By the identity (2.2.25) it is now sufficient to prove that the
base change maps that are associated to v and to the diagrams
P ′′′
X ′ Y ′
P ′, P ′′
p1, p2
are isomorphisms. In proposition 2.2.13 we have already proved that the base
change map for the e´tale morphism of frames v is an isomorphism. For the
two morphisms of frames p1 and p2 it follows directly from [LS07, Proposition
6.5.3].
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Chapter 3
The local cohomology of a
weighted homogeneous
singularity
In this chapter we will study the local cohomology of a weighted homogeneous
hypersurface singularity, i.e. a singularity that is given by a weighted homoge-
neous equation for a suitable choice of local coordinates. The aim is to show
that under certain assumptions the local cohomology of such a singularity is
related to the rigid cohomology of a certain smooth projective hypersurface.
We give the necessary definitions in paragraphs 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 below. The
main result for this chapter is formulated in paragraph 3.1.3. The proof of
this result can be naturally broken down into several statements, which will
be discussed in sections 3.2 through 3.5.
This chapter contains several definitions and results that are analogues
in rigid cohomology to well-known results about the Betti cohomology of
complex-analytical geometric objects. As references for the complex theory
we cite [Sai71], [Ste77a], [Ste77b], [Dol82] and [Dim90b]. As should be ex-
pected, the main theorem 3.1.11 can also be seen as an analogue to a result
over C. See proposition 3.4.3. Although the results in this chapter are to
be expected by analogy, the proofs for rigid cohomology are of course more
difficult. In fact, we have found that some relevant results over C cannot be
easily translated to rigid cohomology. See section 3.4 for details.
From now on we assume that our base field k is finite, say k = Fps . As
usual we fix a Frobenius x ↦→ xq (q = pr) on k together with a lift σ to K.
Throughout this chapter we use the notation H• as an abbreviation for
H•rig. We will also make use of the basic theory of weighted projective spaces,
which is covered in [Dol82].
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3.1 Weighted homogeneous hypersurface singulari-
ties
3.1.1 Definitions and notations
In this paragraph we give the precise definition of a weighted homogeneous
hypersurface singularity. We also formulate some additional assumptions that
we will use throughout this chapter.
We start by discussing the notion of a hypersurface singularity.
Definition 3.1.1. A singular point x ∈ X is said to be a hypersurface singu-
larity if there exists an n ≥ 2 and a square-free polynomial g ∈ k[x1, . . . , xn]
satisfying g(0) = 0 such that (X,x) is contact equivalent to (Y, 0), with
Y = ZAnk (g). The polynomial g is called a local equation or normal form
for the singularity x ∈ X. A hypersurface singularity is called isolated if the
Tjurina number
τ(g) = dimk
k[[x1, . . . , xn]]
(g, ∂1g, . . . , ∂ng)
is finite.
This definition is slightly restrictive in the sense that it implies that the
singularity x ∈ X is a rational point. This is not a problem for our applica-
tions. The condition that the local equation g is square-free ensures that the
scheme Y = ZAnk (g) is reduced. Definition 3.1.1 also excludes smooth points
from being hypersurface singularities. Therefore the local equation g must
have multiplicity ≥ 2, i.e. every monomial must have degree at least 2. It
can be verified that for an isolated hypersurface singularity the singular locus
Ysing ⊂ Y is zero-dimensional at the origin.
The name hypersurface singularity comes from the fact that Y = ZAnk (g)
is an affine hypersurface. The scheme X from definition 3.1.1 on the other
hand is an abstract scheme; we make no assumptions about the existence of
embeddings. However, if X is an affine or projective hypersurface then all of
its singular points are obviously hypersurface singularities.
Observe that the local equation of a hypersurface singularity need not be
unique. If Y ′ = ZAnk (g
′) and Y = ZAnk (g) for g
′, g ∈ k[x1, . . . , xn] then it may
be possible that (Y ′, 0) ∼c (Y, 0). For hypersurface singularities that are given
by a local equation the notion of contact equivalence becomes more concrete.
Indeed, for Y ′ and Y as above it is easy to see that
OˆY,0 ∼= k[[x1, . . . , xn]]
(g)
and OˆY ′,0 ∼= k[[x1, . . . , xn]]
(g′)
.
The singularities 0 ∈ Y ′ and 0 ∈ Y are then contact equivalent if and only if
there exists an automorphism φ of k[[x1, . . . , xn]] such that φ(g) = u · g′ for
u ∈ k[[x1, . . . , xn]] a unit. We also write this as g′ ∼c g. This is the definition
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of contact equivalence that is used in [GK90] and in later papers by Greuel et
al.
We proceed by giving the definition of a weighted homogeneous singularity.
Definition 3.1.2. A singular point x ∈ X is called a weighted homogeneous
hypersurface singularity or simply a weighted homogeneous singularity if it is
an isolated hypersurface singularity having a local equation g ∈ k[x1, . . . , xn]
that is weighted homogeneous with respect to weights w = (w1, . . . , wn).
In this thesis we use the convention that the weights wi are integers. We
say that a polynomial g ∈ k[x1, . . . , xn] is weighted homogeneous of degree d
(or has weighted degree d) with respect to the weights w if each term of g is
of the form c · xa11 . . . xann with w1a1 + . . . + wnan = d. We also write this as
degw(g) = d. Some authors refer to this property as being quasi-homogeneous.
Before we continue we briefly consider the situation of an affine or pro-
jective hypersurface X = Z(F ). It is important to realize that a singularity
x ∈ X may be weighted homogeneous even if the obvious local equations com-
ing from F are not weighted homogeneous. According to definition 3.1.2 a
weighted homogeneous singularity x ∈ X is contact equivalent to a weighted
homogeneous form, therefore the weighted homogeneous normal form g may
only appear after carrying out a suitable change of local coordinates. We
illustrate this in example 3.1.3 below.
Example 3.1.3. Consider the projective hypersurface X = Z(F ) ⊂ P4k that
is given by the homogeneous equation
F (x0, . . . , x4) =
4∑
i=0
x5i − 5 ·
4∏
i=0
xi.
This hypersurface is known as Schoen’s quintic. We wish to show that every
singular point on X is weighted homogeneous.
We will make the additional assumption that there exists a primitive 5th
root of unity ζ ∈ k. Under this assumption it is easy to verify that the singular
locus of X is given by{
(ζa0 : ζa1 : . . . : ζa4) |
4∑
i=0
ai ≡ 0 mod 5
}
.
For each of these singular points there is an automorphism of X that maps it
to P = (1: 1 : 1 : 1 : 1). Therefore it suffices to study the singularity P ∈ X.
Let us now introduce affine coordinates yi =
xi
x0
− 1 for i = 1, . . . , 4. That
is, we limit ourselves to the affine chart x0 ̸= 0. This transformation gives us
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a local equation
1 +
4∑
i=1
(yi + 1)
5 − 5 ·
4∏
i=1
(yi + 1) = 0 (3.1.1)
for the hypersurface singularity P ∈ X. This local equation is obviously not
weighted homogeneous. We will show that P ∈ X is nevertheless a weighted
homogeneous singularity, i.e. that there exists a weighted homogeneous local
equation.
First consider the change of coordinates (we additionally assume that
char(k) ̸= 2, 3): ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
y′1 = y1 − 14 y2 − 14 y3 − 14 y4
y′2 = y2 − 13 y3 − 13 y4
y′3 = y3 − 12 y4
y′4 = y4
This transformation should be seen as an automorphism of A4k, given by the
Spec of the map
k[y1, . . . , y4] → k[y1, . . . , y4]
yi ↦→ y′i
This automorphism transforms the affine hypersurface given by equation (3.1.1)
into the hypersurface with the more manageable equation
4∑
i=1
y2i
(
bi + ci
(
y
))
(3.1.2)
where bi ∈ k× and the ci
(
y
)
are polynomials without constant terms in the
variables y1, . . . , y4. Let us assume for simplicity that the bi are all squares
(for the proof of the general case, see paragraph 4.3.2). After another change
of coordinates we then reduce to the case where the bi are all equal to 1.
Let Y ′ be the affine hypersurface defined by the equation (3.1.2) with bi = 1
for i = 1, . . . , 4. We now claim that (Y ′, 0) ∼c (Y, 0) where Y = ZA4k(g) with
g defined by the homogeneous equation
g = y21 + y
2
2 + y
2
3 + y
2
4. (3.1.3)
In order to prove this, we introduce variables (u ; v ; w) for A12k where
u = (u1, . . . , u4), v = (v1, . . . , v4), and w = (w1, . . . , w4). Now look at the
variety
Y ′′ :
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
w2i = 1 + ci (v) for i = 1, . . . , 4
uiwi = vi (1 + ci (v)) for i = 1, . . . , 4∑4
i=1 v
2
i (1 + ci (v)) = 0
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in A12k . We also introduce the notation Q := (0 ; 0 ; 1) ∈ Y ′′. Now let V denote
the open subset
⋂4
i=1D (1 + ci (v)) of Y
′′. We can then define two morphisms
f ′ : V −→ Y ′ : (u ; v ; w) ↦→ v
and
f : V −→ Y : (u ; v ; w) ↦→ u.
We show that f ′ and f are e´tale at Q using the characterization of e´taleness
in terms of partial derivatives (see for example [Mil80, Corollary 3.16]). For
the Jacobian matrix of f ′ we obtain:
u1 . . . u4 w1 . . . w4
u1w1 − v1 (1 + c1 (v)) w1 u1
...
. . .
. . .
u4w4 − v4 (1 + c4 (v)) w4 u4
w21 − 1− c1 (v) 2w1
...
. . .
w24 − 1− c4 (v) 2w4
The determinant of this matrix evaluated at Q is nonzero. It follows that f ′
is e´tale at Q. A similar computation shows that f is e´tale at Q. We now have
that (Y ′, 0) ∼c (Y, 0) according to proposition 2.1.2.
We have shown that the singular point P ∈ X admits the homogeneous
local equation (3.1.3). This proves the claim that all the singular points on X
are weighted homogeneous.
When we consider a weighted homogeneous singularity we will usually start
from a weighted homogeneous normal form g. That is, we take Y = ZAnk (g)
and we consider the local cohomologyH•{0}(Y ). To justify this point of view we
have to rely on theorem 2.1.1. In the example above we would take Y = ZA4k
(g)
with g = x21+x
2
2+x
2
3+x
2
4. However, we are ultimately interested in the local
cohomology space H•{P}(X). Theorem 2.1.1 guarantees that both cohomology
spaces are the same. In example 3.1.3 the situation is so simple that the
Frobenius action on the local cohomology space H•{0}(Y ) can be computed
exactly. We will do this in paragraph 4.3.2.
The idea of passing to a weighted homogeneous form g and applying the-
orem 2.1.1 is in fact a key idea for proving the main result of this chapter
(theorem 3.1.11). Indeed, we will use the form g to define a number of objects
in definition 3.1.5 below. All of the proof of theorem 3.1.11 will consist of
manipulations of these objects. This is obviously different from the analyti-
cal approach to weighted homogeneous singularities that is given in [Sai71].
Indeed, when the base field is C one usually works in a small complex neigh-
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bourhood of the singularity. With this approach there is no need to explicitly
change the local coordinates to obtain a weighted homogeneous local equa-
tion. However, in our setting we need to immediately change to a weighted
homogeneous local form g because the Zariski topology is too coarse to work
locally as in [Sai71]. By the results in paragraph 2.1.1 one might also say that
we are working e´tale-locally rather than Zariski-locally. In any case we are
using theorem 2.1.1 in an essential way to ensure that the local cohomology
doesn’t change under the initial transformation.
We now fix a weighted homogeneous normal form g and we discuss the
objects that can be defined from it. We start with an auxiliary definition.
Definition 3.1.4. For a polynomial g ∈ k[x1, . . . , xn] and a set of weights
w = (w1, . . . , wn) we will write g˜ := g(x
w1
1 , . . . , x
wn
n ).
By inspecting the terms of g and g˜ it is easy to see that g is weighted ho-
mogeneous of degree d w.r.t. the given weights if and only if g˜ is homogeneous
of degree d.
Definition 3.1.5. Consider a weighted homogeneous singularity Y = ZAnk (g)
with g ∈ k[x1, . . . , xn] a local equation that is weighted homogeneous of degree
d w.r.t. a set of weights w = (w1, . . . , wn). We use the normal form g to define
the following objects.
• The weighted projective hypersurface S∞ = Z(g) ⊂ Pk(w).
• The weighted projective hypersurface S = Z(g − xd0) ⊂ Pk(1, w) (the
additional variable x0 gets weight 1).
• The projective hypersurface S˜∞ = Z(g˜) ⊂ Pn−1k .
• The projective hypersurface S˜ = Z(g˜ − xd0) ⊂ Pnk .
From this point on we will freely use the notations introduced above. We
also use the following convention: after fixing a value for the parameter n ≥ 2
we use x0, x1, . . . , xn as coordinates for Pk(1, w) (resp. for Pnk) and x1, . . . , xn
as coordinates for Pk(w) (resp. for Pn−1k ). In this way S∞ (resp. S˜∞) can be
thought of as the space at infinity of S (resp. of S˜), as the notation suggests.
It follows from our earlier definitions that the hypersurface S∞ is quasi-
smooth:
Proposition 3.1.6. Let g ∈ k[x1, . . . , xn] be a weighted homogeneous poly-
nomial of degree d w.r.t. weights w such that Y = ZAnk (g) is an isolated
hypersurface singularity. Then Y \ {0} is smooth.
Proof. The Tjurina algebra
k[[x1, . . . , xn]]
(g, ∂1g, . . . , ∂ng)
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is finite-dimensional over k by assumption, therefore its Krull dimension must
be zero. But the Tjurina algebra is the completion of the local ring OYsing ,0,
therefore the singular locus Ysing is zero-dimensional at the origin.
Since k is perfect we may base-change to k and apply the Jacobian criterion
[Liu02, Theorem 4.2.19] to Yk \ {0}. Assume that P = (a1, . . . , an) ∈ (k)n is a
singular closed point on Yk \ {0}. The i-th partial derivative ∂ig is weighted
homogeneous of degree d− wi and therefore we have an identity
∂ig(λ
w1a1, . . . , λ
wnan) = λ
d−wi ∂ig(a1, . . . , an) = 0
for every λ ∈ k. In other words, the singular locus of Yk contains the algebraic
curve {
(λw1a1, . . . , λ
wnan) | λ ∈ k
}
.
We find that the singular locus Ysing has dimension ≥ 1 at the origin. This
is a contradiction with the assumption that the singularity defined by g is
isolated.
From now on we will make some additional assumptions about our singu-
larity Y = ZAnk (g).
Definition 3.1.7. Throughout the remainder of this thesis we will assume
that the objects from definition 3.1.5 satisfy the following conditions.
i) The weighted degree d = degw(g) is not divisible by the characteristic
of k.
ii) The weights wi are not divisible by the characteristic of k.
iii) The hypersurface S˜∞ is smooth.
To end this paragraph we give a few comments about the assumptions
above. First note that assumptions i) and iii) imply that the hypersurface S˜ is
also smooth. This can be seen by using the Jacobian criterion for smoothness.
Indeed, since the ground field k is perfect the smoothness of S˜ is equivalent
to the smoothness of the scheme Z(g˜ − xd0) ⊂ Pnk . Now take a closed point
(a0, a1, . . . , an) ∈ (k)n+1 that is a common zero of all the partial derivatives
of g˜− xd0. The Jacobian criterion applied to S˜∞ together with assumption iii)
implies that a1 = . . . = an = 0. Condition i) ensures that the partial derivative
of g˜ − xd0 w.r.t. x0 doesn’t vanish, which forces a0 = 0. It follows that S˜ is
indeed smooth. In a similar way one can show that S is quasi-smooth.
In the theory of weighted projective hypersurfaces over C the usual assump-
tion is that the hypersurfaces under consideration are quasi-smooth. This is
for example the case in [Ste77b]. We should emphasize that our assumption
iii) is much stronger. Consider for example the following polynomial, which
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describes a singularity of type Dj (j ≥ 4).
g = x21 + . . .+ x
2
n−2 + x
2
n−1xn + x
j−1
n . (3.1.4)
It is easy to verify that the associated weighted projective hypersurface S∞ is
quasi-smooth. However, the projective hypersurface S˜∞ has a singularity at
the point (0 : . . . : 0 : 1 : 0).
We see that point iii) is by far the most restrictive assumption in defi-
nition 3.1.7. Because of this assumption we have to avoid certain weighted
homogeneous singularities that are adequately covered by the theory of Betti
cohomology over C. The problem is that the classical proofs over C rely on
some facts that seem to have no obvious analogues in rigid cohomology. We
can work around this difficulty if we assume that S˜∞ is smooth. More expla-
nations can be found in section 3.4. Note however that the partial results that
we will prove in sections 3.2 and 3.3 do not rely on the assumption that S˜∞
is smooth.
As a positive example, consider a singularity of type Aj , whose normal
form is given by
g = x21 + . . .+ x
2
n−1 + x
j+1
n .
For j odd we take the weights w = (m, . . . ,m, 1) with m = j+12 . For j even
we have w = (m, . . . ,m, 2) with m = j + 1. In either case the conditions
of definition 3.1.7 are satisfied if char(k) ∤ 2m. In particular we see that the
singularities that we considered in example 3.1.3 satisfy these conditions.
Also note that condition iii) is satisfied in the case of homogeneous singu-
larities, i.e. when g = g˜. This follows immediately from proposition 3.1.6.
Unfortunately we do not know if definition 3.1.7 is invariant under contact
equivalence. This is problematic because the local equation of a weighted
homogeneous singularity is not unique, meaning that there can be two different
weighted homogeneous normal forms g and g′ such that g ∼c g′. Take for
example k[x1, x2], with k a field of characteristic ̸= 2 that has a square root
of 2, and consider the forms
g = x21 − x42 and g′ = x21 + x1 · x22.
It is easy to see that g ∼c g′ although g ̸= g′. We showed before that an
equation of the form (3.1.4) doesn’t satisfy the conditions of definition 3.1.7.
Strictly speaking this does not imply that a singularity of type Dj doesn’t
satisfy these conditions. In principle it is possible that there exists another
weighted homogeneous normal form that does satisfy the conditions of defini-
tion 3.1.7.
This problem is deeper than it may seem at first. In our context we do
not even know if conditions i) and ii) from definition 3.1.7 are invariant under
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contact equivalence. But it is interesting to note that this question has been
solved over C. Indeed, fix a prime number p, write d = degw(g) and also
assume that gcd(w1, . . . , wn) = 1. Now consider the reduced fractions
wi
d =
ai
bi
for i = 1, . . . , n. Then the first two points of definition 3.1.7 (with respect to
the chosen prime p) can be reformulated as:
For every index i, p ∤ ai and p ∤ bi.
It has been shown in [Sai71, Lemma 4.3] that over the base field C, the numbers
wi
d do not change if g is replaced by a weighted homogeneous form g
′ ∼c g. At
least, this is the case if one only considers forms whose weights satisfy wid ≤ 12
for every i. Unfortunately, the proof heavily relies on analytic methods. Also
see [Sae98] for a topological approach. We are not aware of any proof that
works over a base field of positive characteristic.
3.1.2 Group actions, base field extensions and Frobenius
Before we can state the main result of this chapter we need to settle some subtle
points about certain group actions and their interaction with rigid cohomology.
Recall from [Dol82] that the weighted projective space Pk(1, w) can be
constructed as a quotient of Pnk by a certain group scheme. After base-changing
to the algebraic closure k this comes down to the same thing as quotienting by
an (ordinary) finite group acting on Pn
k
(at least if the weights are not divisible
by the characteristic of k). The latter description is good for our applications
because by functoriality we also obtain a group action on rigid cohomology.
But over k itself it is not immediately clear how an action of a group scheme
interacts with rigid cohomology.
To solve this problem we give a series of definitions that we will use
throughout this chapter and chapter 4. With these definitions we avoid the
use of group schemes, although intuitively nothing changes.
Definition 3.1.8. Assume that the ground field k contains unit roots ζw1 , . . . , ζwn
of order w1, . . . , wn respectively. That is: (ζwi)
wi = 1 but ζawi ̸= 1 for
0 < a < wi. Then consider the group
G(w) :=
n⨁
i=1
⟨ζwi⟩.
We define a right1 action of G(w) on Pnk as follows. For an element h =
(ζa1w1 , . . . , ζ
an
wn) ∈ G(w) we define ϕh ∈ Aut(Pnk) as the Proj of the graded
1We follow the convention from Expose´ V of [SGA1] that a group of automorphisms
G ⊂ Aut(X) acts on X from the right.
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algebra morphism
k[x0, x1, . . . , xn] → k[x0, x1, . . . , xn]
xi ↦→ ζaiwi xi for i ̸= 0
x0 ↦→ x0
The action of G(w) on Pnk restricts to an action on P
n−1
k = ZPnk (x0). The
equations g˜ − xd0 and g˜ are obviously invariant under G(w) and therefore the
schemes S˜, S˜∞, Pnk \ S˜, Pn−1k \ S˜∞ and S˜ \ S˜∞ are also equipped with an
action of G(w). Moreover, all the inclusions between these schemes (such as
S˜∞ ↪→ Pn−1k or S˜ \ S˜∞ ↪→ S˜) are G(w)-equivariant.
By functoriality we also have a G(w)-action on the cohomology spaces of
all the schemes that we mentioned above. As a result we may consider the
G(w)-invariant parts H•( )G(w) of these cohomology spaces.
Since we assumed that k contains the unit roots ζw1 , . . . , ζwn it is obvious
that the quotient of Pnk by G(w) is isomorphic to Pk(1, w). Likewise we have
Pn−1k /G(w) = Pk(w), S˜/G(w) = S, S˜∞/G(w) = S∞ and (S˜ \ S˜∞)/G(w) =
S \ S∞.
The biggest restriction in the definitions above is the assumption that
ζw1 , . . . , ζwn ∈ k. Note however that there exists a finite extension k′ ⊃ k
containing all these roots. This follows from our earlier assumption that
char(k) ∤ wi for all i. Indeed, under this assumption all the polynomials
Twi − 1 ∈ k[T ] are separable, meaning that there exist wi distinct elements
α ∈ k such that αwi = 1. A generator for the group of all such roots must
have order wi.
In the remainder of this paragraph we will argue that under the assump-
tions of definition 3.1.7 we can still make sense of the G(w)-invariant coho-
mology spaces H•( )G(w) for a base field k that may not contain all of the
roots ζw1 , . . . , ζwn . For this we use the following result by Tsuzuki.
Proposition 3.1.9. Consider a base field k with Frobenius x ↦→ xq. Let
K = FracV be a complete ultrametric field such that V/(π) ∼= k. As usual
we assume that the Frobenius on k admits a lift σ to K. Now consider an
algebraic extension k′ ⊃ k together with an extension K ′ = FracV ′ of K
such that V ′/(π′) ∼= k′. Also assume that K ′ admits a lift σ′ of the q-power
Frobenius on k′, which moreover satisfies σ′|K = σ. Finally consider a k-
scheme X, whose extension to k′ we denote by Xk′. Then there is a canonical
Frobenius-equivariant isomorphism
H•rig(X)⊗σ′ K ′ ∼−→ H•rig(Xk′). (3.1.5)
Proof. See [Tsu99, Theorem 6.1.1] in the case where X is smooth. The
smoothness condition can be removed by using cohomological descent. The
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proof of this last statement is similar to (and easier than) the proof of propo-
sition 3.2.2 in the next section.
From now on we fix an algebraic extension k′ of k that contains the roots
ζw1 , . . . , ζwn and we assume that there exists a lift σ
′ : K ′ → K ′ as in the
proposition above. Note that when k and k′ are algebraic over Fp and if we
take K and K ′ to be the completions of unramified algebraic extensions of Qp
then the lift σ′ exists and is unique.
Now let X denote one of the k-schemes Pnk , P
n−1
k , S˜, S˜∞, P
n
k \ S˜, Pn−1k \ S˜∞
or S˜ \ S˜∞. Then Xk′ is equipped with a G(w)-action and proposition 3.1.9
allows us to define the G(w)-invariant subspace of H•(X).
Definition 3.1.10. With X as above and i ≥ 0 we define H i(X)G(w) to be
the intersection with H i(X) ⊂ H i(X)⊗K ′ of the inverse image of H i(Xk′)G(w)
under the canonical map (3.1.5).
With this definition we have all the necessary material to formulate our
main theorem 3.1.11 in the next paragraph. We end this paragraph with a
remark that we will use throughout the proof of theorem 3.1.11.
The fact that the isomorphism of proposition 3.1.9 is canonical means that
if f : X → Y is a morphism of k-schemes then we have a commutative diagram
as follows:
H•(Y )⊗σ′ K ′ H•(Yk′)
H•(X)⊗σ′ K ′ H•(Xk′)
∼
∼
H•(fk′ )H•(f)⊗ IdK′
This means that the map H•(f) may be recovered from H•(fk′) by restricting
the source and target to H•(Y ) ⊂ H•(Yk′) resp. to H•(X) ⊂ H•(Xk′).
Another fact is that the Gysin isomorphism and the Ku¨nneth formula are
compatible with base field extensions. This can be proved from proposition
3.1.9 and its counterpart for cohomology with compact supports (see [Tsu99,
Theorem 6.1.2]).
We can combine these facts to make the following observation. Assume
that we are working with k′-schemes that are defined over k and that we
construct a map using only the following operations:
• Applying H• to a morphism f : Xk′ → Yk′ that is defined over k.
• Using the long exact sequence with supports (1.2.18).
• Using the Gysin isomorphism and the Ku¨nneth formula.
Then we can always bring the situation back down to k. We will implicitly
use this observation throughout the rest of this chapter.
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3.1.3 Statement of results
Theorem 3.1.11. Let g ∈ k[x1, . . . , xn] be a weighted homogeneous form w.r.t.
a tuple of weights w = (w1, . . . , wn). Assume that the singularity 0 ∈ Y =
ZAnk (g) satisfies all the assumptions of definition 3.1.7. Also assume that n ≥
3. Then the following properties hold:
i) Using the notation of paragraphs 3.1.1 and 3.1.2, there is a Frobenius-
equivariant isomorphism
Hn{0}(Y )
∼−→ Hn−1(Pn−1k \ S˜∞)G(w).
ii) There is a Frobenius-equivariant isomorphism
Hn−1{0} (Y )(−1)
∼−→ Hn{0}(Y ).
iii) We have H i{0}(Y ) = 0 for i ̸∈ {n− 1, n, 2n− 2}. The space H2n−2{0} (Y ) is
one-dimensional and its Frobenius action is given by qn−1σ.
Also see table 3.1 below.
i dimH i{0}(Y )
0 ≤ i ≤ n− 2 0
n− 1 N
n N
n+ 1 ≤ i ≤ 2n− 3 0
2n− 2 1
> 2n− 2 0
Table 3.1: Betti table of a weighted homogeneous hypersurface singularity
Remark 3.1.12. The first statement of the theorem can be used to effectively
approximate the Frobenius action on the local cohomology Hn{0}(Y ), using a
modification of the algorithm from [AKR11]. This will be the main result of
chapter 4.
Remark 3.1.13. Theorem 3.1.11 has a straightforward extension to the case
n = 2. See remark 3.5.11 for details.
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3.2 Expressing local cohomology in terms of Monsky-
Washnitzer cohomology
The goal of this section is to express the local cohomology H i{0}(Y ) of a
weighted homogeneous hypersurface singularity Y = ZAnk (g) in terms of Monsky-
Washnitzer cohomology. More precisely, we prove the following proposition.
Proposition 3.2.1. Consider as before an isolated weighted homogeneous hy-
persurface singularity Y = ZAnk (g), given by a weighted homogeneous local
equation g. We also assume that n ≥ 3. Then the following properties hold:
i) We have H i{0}(Y ) = 0 for i = 0, 1.
ii) There is a Frobenius-equivariant isomorphism
H i{0}(Y )
∼−→ H i(Ank \ Y )(+1)
for 2 ≤ i ≤ 2n− 3.
iii) The space H2n−2{0} (Y ) is one-dimensional and its Frobenius action is given
by qn−1σ.
iv) We have H i{0}(Y ) = 0 for i > 2n− 2.
The scheme Ank \ Y is smooth and affine, so by the comparison theorem
with Monsky-Washnitzer cohomology we conclude that the local cohomology
can be expressed in terms of the spaces H iMW (Ank \ Y ).
Proposition 3.2.1 should not come as a surprise, since the proof for Betti
cohomology with coefficients in C is a simple exercise. And indeed, the proof
for rigid cohomology is not particularly difficult. The main technical difficulty
is that we will need to use cohomological descent for the proof of proposition
3.2.2 below. We have not found any elementary way to prove this proposition,
even though the stated property is intuitively clear.
Also note that the statement of proposition 3.2.1 is generally false if one
chooses another local equation for the singularity 0 ∈ Y . As we explained in
paragraph 3.1.1, we have to assume from the start that g is weighted homo-
geneous. By doing so we are heavily relying on theorem 2.1.1.
3.2.1 Weighted homogeneous normal forms are acyclic
The first step towards the proof of proposition 3.2.1 is to show that the affine
scheme Y = ZAnk (g) is acyclic, i.e. that H
i(Y ) = 0 for every i > 0. This
result can be compared with point (b) of the theorem of [Sai71]. The main
difference is that we work with a weighted homogeneous local equation in-
side of Ank , rather than with an arbitrary local equation in a small (complex)
neighbourhood of the origin. We start with a technical lemma.
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Proposition 3.2.2. Let Y be a scheme of finite type and separated over k.
Then for every i ≥ 0 the rigid cohomology spaces H i(Y ) and H i(Y ×A1k) have
equal dimension.
Proof. If Y is smooth then this easily follows from the Ku¨nneth formula. We
use de Jong’s alteration theorem and cohomological descent to reduce to the
smooth case. Indeed, the alteration theorem can be used to show that there
exists a proper hypercover a : X• → Y such that Xn is smooth for every n.
See the introduction of [dJ96] or [Con03, Theorem 4.7] for details.
We now use [ZB14, Theorem 1.1], which states that proper hypercovers are
of cohomological descent w.r.t. finitely presented modules. This means that in
the derived category there is an isomorphism between O†Y and the equalizer
of the arrows
R(a0)∗O†X0 R(a1)∗O
†
X1
. . .
We may also take the product of a with the constant augmented simplicial
complex on A1k. We write this as a′ : X ′• → Y × A1k where X ′n = Xn × A1k.
According to [Con03, Lemma 4.6] a′ is again a proper hypercover. If pri,
i = 1, 2 denote the projections fromX ′n then we have of course an identification
of (classical) overconvergent isocrystals:
OX′n/K = pr∗1OXn/K ⊗OX′n/K pr
∗
2OA1k/K . (3.2.1)
Now let p : Y → Spec k resp. p′ : Y × A1k → Spec k denote the structural
morphisms of Y resp. of Y × A1k. Since the Xn and X ′n are smooth and
since A1k has no rigid cohomology outside of degree zero we may apply the
Ku¨nneth formula (see theorem 1.2.9) to the identification (3.2.1). Together
with the comparison theorem [LS11, Corollary 4.6.8] this gives a canonical
isomorphism
R(p ◦ an)∗O†Xn
∼−→ R(p′ ◦ a′n)∗O†X′n
for every n ≥ 0. We now have a commutative diagram
R(p ◦ a0)∗O†X0 R(p ◦ a1)∗O
†
X1
. . .
R(p′ ◦ a′0)∗O†X′0 R(p
′ ◦ a′1)∗O†X′1 . . .
∼= ∼=
Since Rp∗ is a right adjoint it preserves limits, hence theorem [ZB14, Theorem
1.1] gives an isomorphism between the equalizer of the top row and Rp∗O†Y .
A similar property holds for the equalizer of the bottom row and Rp′∗O†Y×A1k .
So we find an isomorphism Rp∗O†Y
∼−→ Rp′∗O†Y×A1k in the derived category.
By applying the comparison theorem [LS11, Corollary 4.6.8] we obtain an
isomorphism H•(Y ) ∼−→ H•(Y × A1k).
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The acyclicity of Y now follows from a rather standard argument. Compare
for example with paragraph 4 of [BT82].
Proposition 3.2.3. Let g ∈ k[x1, . . . xn] be a weighted homogeneous form with
weights w1, . . . , wn and write Y = ZAnk (g). Then H
i(Y ) = 0 for every i > 0.
Proof. Define a map
F : Y × A1k → Y : (x1, . . . , xn, t) ↦→ ((1− t)w1x1, . . . , (1− t)wnxn).
Also consider the sections σj for j = 0, 1:
σj : Y → Y × A1k : x ↦→ (x, j).
If p denotes the projection onto Y then we have p◦σj = IdY , so on cohomology
we have σ∗j ◦ p∗ = Id∗Y . Since we know by proposition 3.2.2 that H•(Y ) and
H•(Y × A1) have equal dimension it follows that the maps σ∗j are invertible.
Also observe that F ◦σ0 is the identity on Y and that F ◦σ1 maps every point
of Y to the origin. So F ◦ σ1 factors through the one-point space {0} and
it follows that the map on cohomology σ∗1 ◦ F ∗ : H i(Y ) → H i(Y ) is zero for
i > 0. We now have two commutative diagrams as follows, for any i > 0:
H i(Y ) H i(Y × A1k) H i(Y )
F ∗
σ∗0
σ∗1
Id∗Y
0
On the one hand we see that F ∗ is an isomorphism. On the other hand we
have that F ∗ = 0. It follows that H i(Y ) = 0 for i > 0.
3.2.2 Local cohomology and Monsky-Washnitzer cohomology
With proposition 3.2.3 in place we now proceed with the proof of proposition
3.2.1. Essentially this boils down to an application of the Gysin sequence
(1.2.20), but we need a few lemmas first.
Proposition 3.2.4.
i) For every i ≥ 2 there is a Frobenius-equivariant isomorphism
H i−1(Y \ {0}) ∼−→ H i{0}(Y ).
ii) If the canonical map H0(Y )→ H0(Y \{0}) is nonzero then H i{0}(Y ) = 0
for i = 0, 1.
Proof. Consider the long exact sequence with supports
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. . . H i{0}(Y ) H
i(Y ) H i(Y \ {0}) . . .
It follows from proposition 3.2.3 that the boundary maps give an isomorphism
H i−1(Y \ {0}) ∼= H i{0}(Y ) for i ≥ 2. Moreover, the beginning of the sequence
is given by
0 H0{0}(Y ) H
0(Y ) H0(Y \ {0}) H1{0}(Y ) 0
and since dimH0(Y ) = dimH0(Y \{0}) = 1 this proves the second claim.
It is not difficult to see that the canonical map H0(Y ) → H0(Y \ {0}) is
indeed nonzero. In fact, this is a special case of a very general property, which
we prove below.
Proposition 3.2.5. Let Y be a scheme of finite type and separated over k.
Consider the inclusion U ↪→ Y of a dense open subset. Then the canonical
map H0(Y )→ H0(U) is an isomorphism.
Proof. Choose a proper hypercover X• → Y as in the proof of proposition
3.2.2. According to [Con03, Lemma 4.6] we can pull back X• along U ↪→ Y to
obtain a proper hypercover X ′• → U . By construction, each map X ′n → Xn is
the inclusion of a dense open subset. In this way we reduce to the case where
Y is smooth.
Obviously we may also assume that Y is connected, hence of pure dimen-
sion. Denote this dimension by d. Then by [LS07, Proposition 8.2.21] we have
an isomorphism H2drig,c(U)
∼−→ H2drig,c(Y ). The proposition follows by applying
Poincare´ duality.
With this we have already proved point i) of proposition 3.2.1. Point
iv) was only mentioned for completeness, as this is a general fact of rigid
cohomology. To see that this property is true, we first use cohomological
descent to reduce to the smooth case. Then choose a cover by smooth affine
opens and apply the Cˇech spectral sequence from [LS07, Proposition 8.2.17].
We now proceed with the proof of points ii) and iii).
Proof of Proposition 3.2.1. Proposition 3.1.6 implies that we may apply the
Gysin isomorphism to the pair Y \ {0} ⊂ Ank \ {0}. So consider the Gysin
sequences
. . . H i(Ank \ Y ) H i−1(Y \ {0})(−1) H i+1(Ank \ {0}) . . .
(3.2.2)
and
. . . H i(Ank \ {0}) H i−2n+1({0})(−n) H i+1(Ank) . . .
(3.2.3)
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It follows directly that H i(Ank \ {0}) = 0 for 1 ≤ i ≤ 2n− 2. This gives us an
isomorphism H i(Ank \ Y ) ∼= H i−1(Y \ {0})(−1) for 1 ≤ i ≤ 2n− 3. Combining
this with proposition 3.2.4 we find an isomorphism
H i(Ank \ Y )(+1) ∼= H i−1(Y \ {0}) ∼= H i{0}(Y )
for 2 ≤ i ≤ 2n − 3. This proves point ii). By looking at the end of the
sequence (3.2.2) it follows that we have an isomorphism H2n−3(Y \{0})(−1) ∼=
H2n−1(Ank \{0}) if n ≥ 3. To see this you also need to use that H i(Ank \Y ) = 0
for i ∈ {2n − 2, 2n − 1}. This follows from the comparison theorem with
Monsky-Washnitzer cohomology because Ank \Y is smooth affine of dimension
n and 2n− 2 > n. The sequence (3.2.3) also tells us that H2n−1(Ank \ {0}) ∼=
H0({0})(−n). It follows that
H2n−2{0} (Y )
∼= H2n−3(Y \ {0}) ∼= H2n−1(Ank \ {0})(+1) ∼= H0({0})(1− n).
We see that H2n−2{0} (Y ) is one-dimensional with Frobenius equal to q
n−1σ,
which proves point iii).
To finish this section we prove a simple corollary of proposition 3.2.1.
Corollary 3.2.6. If n ≥ 4 then we have that H i{0}(Y ) = 0 for n + 1 ≤ i ≤
2n− 3.
Proof. Since Ank \Y is smooth affine of dimension n we have that H i(Ank \Y ) =
H iMW (Ank \ Y ) = 0 for i > n. The result follows directly from proposition
3.2.1.
To prove point iii) of theorem 3.1.11 it now suffices to show that H i{0}(Y ) =
0 for 1 < i < n− 1. This will be done in section 3.5.
3.3 Local cohomology and the affine Milnor fiber
In the previous section we showed that the local cohomology H•{0}(Y ) may be
identified with the cohomology space H•(Ank \ Y )(+1). The next step is to
derive a relation between H•(Ank \ Y ) and the monodromy-invariant part of
the cohomology of the affine Milnor fiber. The precise statement is given in
proposition 3.3.10.
We start by giving the definition of the affine Milnor fiber and its mon-
odromy action in paragraph 3.3.1 below. In the paragraph after that we recall
some recent work by Etesse about the behaviour of rigid cohomology w.r.t.
e´tale Galois covers. We apply this to the Monsky-Washnitzer cohomology
of the quotient of an affine scheme by a finite group. With this preliminary
material the proof of proposition 3.3.10 becomes quite straightforward: we
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essentially construct a map from the affine Milnor fiber to Ank \Y and we show
that it is the quotient map w.r.t. the monodromy action.
3.3.1 The affine Milnor fiber and its monodromy action
In the study of germs of analytic functions over C there is a classical object
called the Milnor fiber. Although the Milnor fiber is defined through analytic
geometry, it is known that the Milnor fiber of a function germ that is given
by a weighted homogeneous polynomial g is diffeomorphic to the zero set of
g−1. In [Dim92, Definition 3.1.12] this object is called the affine Milnor fiber.
The (affine) Milnor fiber plays an important role in the study of weighted
homogeneous singularities over C. It is therefore not surprising that we will
need an algebraic version of the affine Milnor fiber. See the definition below.
Definition 3.3.1. Consider a weighted homogeneous polynomial g satisfying
the assumptions of definition 3.1.7. Then we define the affine Milnor fiber to
be the affine scheme S \ S∞. If one considers the coordinates Xi := xix0 for Ank
then it is clear that the affine Milnor fiber is isomorphic to ZAnk (g − 1).
Proposition 3.3.2. Under our usual assumptions the affine Milnor fiber is
smooth.
Proof. This is easy to see using the Jacobian criterion for smoothness (as in
the proof of proposition 3.1.6) together with the Euler relation for the weighted
homogeneous polynomial g.
Remark 3.3.3. Note that the assumptions of definition 3.1.7 imply that the
affine Milnor fiber S˜ \ S˜∞ associated to g˜ is also smooth.
We also give an algebraic definition of the monodromy action on the affine
Milnor fiber.
Definition 3.3.4. Let g be a weighted homogeneous polynomial of degree d
w.r.t. weights (w1, . . . , wn) satisfying the assumptions of definition 3.1.7. Fix
an algebraic extension k′ of k that contains a unit root ζd of order d. Then we
let the cyclic group ⟨ζd⟩ act from the right on Pk′(1, w) by mapping ζd to the
Proj of the graded algebra morphism
k′[x0, x1, . . . , xn] → k′[x0, x1, . . . , xn]
xi ↦→ ζwid xi for i ̸= 0
x0 ↦→ x0
It is clear that both g − xd0 and the space at infinity are invariant under ⟨ζd⟩.
Therefore we also have an action of ⟨ζd⟩ on S\S∞. We call this the monodromy
action on the affine Milnor fiber.
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This definition is inspired by the monodromy diffeomorphism of a weighted
homogeneous germ over C. Indeed, with respect to the coordinates Xi = xix0
the monodromy action on ZAnk (g − 1) can be described as the Spec of the
algebra morphism
k′[X1, . . . , Xn] → k′[X1, . . . , Xn]
Xi ↦→ ζwid Xi
This is analogous to the monodromy diffeomorphism, as shown in [Dim92,
Example 3.1.19].
It is obvious that ⟨ζd⟩ also acts on the schemes S, Pk′(1, w)\S, Pk′(w), S∞
and Pk′(w) \S∞. The action on the last three schemes is trivial. We may also
define the ⟨ζd⟩-invariant subspaces of the cohomology of the corresponding
schemes over k, analogously to definition 3.1.10.
3.3.2 Rigid cohomology and e´tale Galois covers
Consider a k-scheme X with a right action of a finite group G. We denote
such a group action as a homomorphism ϕ : G→ Aut(X). Each element g ∈ G
then gives us an automorphism ϕg := ϕ(g) ∈ Aut(X). For simplicity we will
assume that the action is faithful, which means that the homomorphism ϕ is
injective.
Assume moreover that X can be covered by G-stable affine opens. This
condition is automatically satisfied for a quasi-projective X. It is shown in
expose´ V in [SGA1] that for such a scheme X there exists a scheme Y and
a morphism q : X → Y satisfying all the properties listed below. Using the
terminology of [MFK94], we say that Y is the geometric quotient for the G-
action on X. The morphism q is called the quotient map.
• The quotient map q is finite and surjective. The quotient map is also
invariant under G: we have q ◦ ϕg = q for every g ∈ G.
• The group G acts transitively on the geometric fibers of q.
• When viewed as a continuous map, q is precisely the quotient map w.r.t.
the Zariski topology on X.
• There is a canonical isomorphism OY ∼−→ qG∗ (OX).
It can be shown that the pair (Y, q) is also a categorical quotient : if a : X → Z
is another morphism such that a ◦ ϕg = a for all g ∈ G, then there is a unique
arrow b : Y → Z such that a = b ◦ q.
The following additional properties are also useful for the remainder of this
chapter:
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• If X = SpecA is affine then by functoriality A is equipped with a left
G-action. In this case Y ∼= SpecAG and the quotient map corresponds
to the Spec of the inclusion AG ↪→ A.
• If G acts freely on Xk (obtained by base-changing to the algebraic clo-
sure) then q is e´tale.
The quotient map q induces a map H•(q) : H•(Y ) → H•(X) on rigid
cohomology. By functoriality H•(X) is equipped with a left G-action. Since
the quotient map is G-equivariant by construction, the map H•(q) restricts to
a map
H•(Y )→ H•(X)G.
It is natural to ask if this map is an isomorphism. Etesse gave an affirmative
answer in the case where Y is smooth and the quotient map is an e´tale Galois
cover.
We say that a morphism f : X → Y is a finite e´tale Galois cover (or
simply an e´tale Galois cover) if f is finite, surjective, e´tale and the Galois
group Aut(X/Y ) acts transitively on the geometric fibers of f . See chapter 5
in [Sza09] for a detailed discussion of this type of morphism.
Proposition 3.3.5. Let f : X → Y be a finite e´tale Galois cover with group
G = Aut(X/Y ). Assume moreover that Y is smooth. Then the canonical map
H i(f) : H i(Y )→ H i(X)G
is an isomorphism for every i ≥ 0.
Proof. This is a special case of [Ete08, The´ore`me IV.4.2].
Recall that the morphism f in the proposition above is precisely the quo-
tient map associated to the G-action (at least when X is connected). Con-
versely, if a quotient map X → Y = X/G is an e´tale Galois cover then
G ∼= Aut(X/Y ). See for instance [Sza09, Proposition 5.3.8].
In this section we will apply proposition 3.3.5 to Monsky-Washnitzer co-
homology, i.e. we consider the case where X and Y are smooth affine. We use
a slightly different formulation that will be useful later on.
Proposition 3.3.6. Let X = SpecA be a smooth affine scheme with an action
of a finite group G and assume that the quotient Y = SpecAG is again smooth.
Then the following properties hold.
i) The canonical map H i(Y )→ H i(X)G is injective for every i.
ii) If moreover G acts freely on Xk then this map is an isomorphism.
Proof.
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i) This is a special case of [Ber97b, Proposition 3.6]. Note that the flatness
assumption in the cited property is automatically satisfied in our setting,
thanks to the miracle flatness property. This property implies that a
finite surjective morphism between smooth schemes is flat. See [Liu02,
Remark IV.3.11] for details.
ii) The assumption that G acts freely on Xk implies that the quotient map
q : X → Y is e´tale. See for example [SGA1, Corollaire V.2.3]. Combining
this with the usual properties of quotient maps we see that q is an e´tale
Galois cover. We may then apply proposition 3.3.5.
3.3.3 Application to local cohomology
In the remainder of this section we apply the material from the two introduc-
tory paragraphs above to study the cohomology spaces H•(Ank \ Y ). For this
we define the following map.
Definition 3.3.7. Let g ∈ k[x1, . . . , xn] be a weighted homogeneous polyno-
mial of degree d w.r.t. weights (w1, . . . , wn). Also assume that k that contains
a unit root ζd of order d. We define a ⟨ζd⟩-action on the algebra
S =
k[x1, . . . , xn, y1, y2]
(g − 1, y1y2 − 1)
as follows: the element ζd acts on S via the map
xi ↦→ ζwid xi
y1 ↦→ ζ−1d y1
y2 ↦→ ζd y2
Note that SpecS ∼= ZAnk (g− 1)× (A1k \ {0}) and that the ⟨ζd⟩-action described
above is the product of the monodromy action with an action on A1k \{0}. We
also define the algebra morphism
α : R → S
xi ↦→ xi ywi1
y ↦→ yd2
where
R =
k[x1, . . . , xn, y]
(gy − 1) .
By applying the Spec functor to α we obtain a morphism
φ : ZAnk (g − 1)× (A1k \ {0})→ Ank \ Y
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where as usual Y = ZAnk (g). It is easy to verify that φ ◦ ϕζd = φ, where ϕζd
denotes the generator of the ⟨ζd⟩-action on ZAnk (g − 1)× (A1k \ {0}).
Note that the morphism φ can still be defined if ζd ̸∈ k. In this situation
we only need to choose an extension k′ ⊃ k to define the ⟨ζd⟩-action. But as
we explained in paragraph 3.1.2, we can always consider the induced map on
cohomology
H•(φ) : H•(Ank \ Y )→ H•(ZAnk (g − 1)× (A1k \ {0}))⟨ζd⟩.
We start by proving a lemma about the algebra morphism α.
Proposition 3.3.8. As an R-module, S is generated by the elements
{ya1yb2 ∈ S | 0 ≤ a, b ≤ d− 1}.
Proof. Because of the relation y1y2 = 1 it is enough to show that all the
monomials of the form xIymj for j ∈ {1, 2} can be generated in this way. The
element xi ∈ S can be written as α(xi) ywi2 . Since yd2 = α(y) this takes care of
the monomials of the form xIym2 . Now observe that in S,
yd1 = y
d
1g(x) = g(y
w1
1 x1, . . . , y
wn
1 xn) = g(α(x1), . . . , α(xn)) = α(g(x)).
This takes care of the monomials of the form xIym1 .
In the proof of proposition 3.3.10 we will also need the following lemma.
Proposition 3.3.9. Choose an integer d ≥ 2 and let k be a field containing
a unit root ζd of order d. This implies in particular that char(k) ∤ d. Let A be
a k-algebra with a ⟨ζd⟩-action that admits a presentation
A =
k[X1, . . . , Xn]
I
such that the generator ϕζd can be written as Xj ↦→ ζWjd Xj with 1 ≤ Wj ≤
d− 1. Then A⟨ζd⟩ is generated by the image in A of the set Ψ that consists of
the monomials in the variables X1, . . . , Xn that are weighted homogeneous of
degree congruent to zero modulo d with respect to the weights W1, . . . ,Wn.
Proof. It is obvious that k[X1, . . . , Xn] also has a ⟨ζd⟩-action and that every
element of Ψ is invariant under this action. Now consider an element e ∈ A⟨ζd⟩
that is represented by a polynomial∑
J∈Nn
aJ X
J ∈ k[X1, . . . , Xn].
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Then the polynomial
1
d
·
∑
h∈⟨ζd⟩
ϕh
(∑
J∈Nn
aJ X
J
)
=
∑
J∈Nn
aJ
d
·
⎛⎝ ∑
h∈⟨ζd⟩
ϕh(X
J)
⎞⎠
represents e as well. If XJ ∈ Ψ then we have that 1d ·
∑
h∈⟨ζd⟩ ϕh(X
J) = XJ .
On the other hand, if XJ ̸∈ Ψ then we have ϕζd(XJ) = ζbdXJ for some
b ̸≡ 0 mod d. It follows that
∑
h∈⟨ζd⟩
ϕh(X
J) = XJ ·
d−1∑
i=0
(ζbd)
i = 0.
We see that e ∈ A⟨ζd⟩ has a representation of the form∑
XJ∈Ψ
aJ X
J
and this proves our claim. Note that in the end the coefficients aJ don’t
change; we only deleted the monomials that don’t belong to Ψ.
Now we are ready to prove the main result for this section.
Proposition 3.3.10. For every i ≥ 0 the canonical map on rigid cohomology
H i(φ) : H i(Ank \ Y ) −→ H i(ZAnk (g − 1)× (A1k \ {0}))⟨ζd⟩
is an isomorphism.
Proof. After base-changing to k the ⟨ζd⟩-action on the closed points of the
scheme ZAn
k
(g − 1)× (A1
k
\ {0}) can be written as:
ϕζd : (a1, . . . , an, λ, λ
−1) ↦→ (ζw1d a1, . . . , ζwnd an, ζ−1d λ, ζd λ−1)
By looking at the last two coordinates it is immediately clear that the action
of ⟨ζd⟩ is free.
According to point ii) of proposition 3.3.6 it is therefore sufficient to verify
that φ is the quotient map w.r.t. the action of ⟨ζd⟩. This is equivalent to
proving that α is isomorphic to the inclusion S⟨ζd⟩ ↪→ S. That is, we need to
show that α is injective and that its image is precisely S⟨ζd⟩.
It is obvious that Im(α) ⊂ S⟨ζd⟩, so we focus on the other inclusion. We
know by proposition 3.3.8 that every element of S⟨ζd⟩ has a presentation of
the form ∑
0≤a,b≤d−1
α˜(ra,b) y
a
1y
b
2 ∈ k[x1, . . . , xn, y1, y2]
where the ra,b are elements of k[x1, . . . , xn, y] and α˜ is the morphism on poly-
nomial rings that is defined through the same formulas as in definition 3.3.7.
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Now consider the set Ψ as in the statement of proposition 3.3.9, with respect
to the weights (w1, . . . , wn, d − 1, 1). There may be pairs (a0, b0) for which
α˜(ra0,b0) ̸= 0 but ya01 yb02 ̸∈ Ψ. If this is the case then none of the monomials
in α˜(ra0,b0) y
a0
1 y
b0
2 lie in Ψ. According to proposition 3.3.9 we may then delete
the entire term α˜(ra0,b0) y
a0
1 y
b0
2 to obtain another representant. Therefore we
may assume that for every pair (a, b) such that α˜(ra,b) ̸= 0 we have ya1yb2 ∈ Ψ.
But this precisely means that a = b. Because of the relation y1y2 = 1 in S we
may moreover take a = b = 0. The inclusion S⟨ζd⟩ ⊂ Im(α) follows.
It remains to show that α is injective. If we write
R = k[x1, . . . , xn, g
−1]
and
S =
k[x1, . . . , xn, y1]
(g − 1) [y
−1
1 ]
then α may be rewritten as
f
gt
↦→ β(f)
(yd1)
t
, f ∈ k[x1, . . . , xn], t ≥ 0
where β is the composition of the map
β : k[x1, . . . , xn]→ k[x1, . . . , xn, y1] : xi ↦→ xi ywi1
with the quotient map
k[x1, . . . , xn, y1]→ k[x1, . . . , xn, y1]
(g − 1) .
It is obvious that β is injective, so it suffices to show that
Im(β) ∩ (g − 1) = (0).
To see this, assume that there exist nonzero polynomials h ∈ k[x1, . . . , xn, y1]
and f ∈ k[T1, . . . , Tn] such that
(g(x1, . . . , xn)− 1) · h(x1, . . . , xn, y1) = f(x1 yw11 , . . . , xn ywn1 ). (3.3.1)
Now choose a term m(x, y1) of h that has maximal degree. We may choose
m(x, y1) in such a way that there exists a non-constant term m
′(x) such that
m′(x)m(x, y1) appears as a term on the right-hand side of (3.3.1). But all the
terms of f(x1 y
w1
1 , . . . , xn y
wn
1 ) are of the form
c · xa11 . . . xann ya1w1+...+anwn1 . (3.3.2)
In particular, m(x, y1) is not of the form (3.3.2) and therefore it cancels out
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in the expression g h − h. Now write g = ∑i pi(x) and h = ∑j qj(x, y1) as
sum of their terms. Also define
cij =
{
1 if pi(x) qj(x, y1) = c ·m(x, y1) for some constant c ̸= 0
0 otherwise
The fact that m(x, y1) cancels out in the expression g h− h implies that∑
i,j
cij · pi(x) qj(x, y1) = m(x, y1).
There must be at least one pair (i, j) such that cij = 1. For such a pair (i, j)
we have that m′(x) pi(x) qj(x, y1) is of the form (3.3.2). In this way we find
another term qj(x, y1) of h that is not of the form (3.3.2). This term must
also cancel out in g h − h. Also, qj(x, y1) is of strictly smaller degree than
m(x, y1) because g has no constant term. By continuing this process we find
a term of h that is of minimal degree and that cancels out in g h− h. This is
a contradiction, and we have shown that Im(β) ∩ (g − 1) = (0).
3.4 The cohomology of a certain ramified cover
In section 3.3 we have used the property that rigid cohomology behaves well
with respect to e´tale Galois covers. In this section we will show that a similar
property is true for a certain ramified cover. More specifically, consider the
affine Milnor fiber S\S∞ = ZAnk (g−1) of a weighted homogeneous hypersurface
singularity Y = ZAnk (g). We will show in proposition 3.4.5 that the canonical
map
H•rig(S \ S∞)⟨ζd⟩ −→
(
H•rig(S˜ \ S˜∞)⟨ζd⟩
)G(w)
(3.4.1)
is an isomorphism. The difficulty in studying this map comes from the fact that
the quotient map ψ : Pn−1k → Pk(w) = Pn−1k /G(w) is ramified. An easy way
to see this is to observe that G(w) does not act freely on Pn−1k . In fact, every
point that lies on a coordinate hyperplane xi = 0 corresponding to a weight
wi > 1 has a non-trivial stabilizer. It is then easy to see that the restriction
S˜ \ S˜∞ → S \S∞ is still ramified. Because of this we cannot apply proposition
3.3.5 (except of course in the homogeneous case where w = (1, . . . , 1)).
To prove that the map (3.4.1) is an isomorphism we are forced to use a
more indirect approach. First we reduce our problem to a statement about
algebraic de Rham cohomology with coefficients in K. The key idea here is
to use the theorem of Baldassarri-Chiarellotto to circumvent all the problems
that can in general arise when lifting to characteristic zero. After choosing an
embedding K ↪→ C we can then apply some results from the complex analytic
theory of weighted projective hypersurfaces.
We start by giving an overview of the necessary complex theory in para-
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graph 3.4.1. As an easy application we prove the complex version of theorem
3.1.11 that we announced at the beginning of this chapter. We also argue that
some of the classical results over C cannot be easily translated to rigid coho-
mology. The problem is that we don’t know how a ramified cover generally
behaves w.r.t. rigid cohomology. We will address this question in more detail
in section 5.1.
In paragraph 3.4.2 we apply the complex theory to the study of the canon-
ical map (3.4.1).
3.4.1 Results about Betti cohomology over C
In this paragraph we discuss some classical results about the Betti cohomology
of complex weighted homogeneous hypersurfaces. We argue that some of these
results have no obvious analogues in rigid cohomology. However, these analytic
properties will be needed in the next paragraph to prove a (weaker) result
about rigid cohomology.
Throughout the remainder of this section we will use the notationH•(X, C)
for the Betti cohomology with complex coefficients of the complex topology of
a C-scheme X.
The proposition below is due to Steenbrink, Dolgachev and Dimca. It
states that Betti cohomology is compatible with certain quotients by finite
groups. This property can be proved more generally, see proposition 5.1.3 in
chapter 5. However, the proof of proposition 3.4.1 below has the advantage
that it is “as algebraic as possible”. This then makes it clear which parts of
the proof can be translated to rigid cohomology, and for which parts this is
not possible. Also see remark 3.4.2 below.
Proposition 3.4.1. Consider a polynomial g ∈ C[x1, . . . , xn] that is weighted
homogeneous of degree d w.r.t. weights w. Define as before S = ZPC(1,w)(g−xd0)
and S∞ = ZPC(w)(g) together with the usual action of the group ⟨ζd⟩. Also
assume that S∞ (hence also S) is quasi-smooth. Then there is an isomorphism
Hn−1(PC(w) \ S∞, C) ∼−→ Hn−1(S \ S∞, C)⟨ζd⟩.
If moreover S˜∞ (hence also S˜) is smooth then there is an isomorphism
Hn−1(PC(w) \ S∞, C) ∼−→ Hn−1(Pn−1C \ S˜∞, C)G(w).
Proof. It is a classical result by Steenbrink [Ste77a] that the Betti cohomology
spaces H i(S, C) of a projective V -manifold (in particular, of a quasi-smooth
weighted projective hypersurface) S admit a Hodge-type decomposition
H i(S, C) ∼−→
⨁
p+q=i
Hq(S, Ω˜pS). (3.4.2)
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In this decomposition the sheaves Ω˜•S are defined as Ω˜
p
S := j∗Ω
p
W , where
j : W → S is the inclusion of the smooth locus of S. These sheaves are called
the modified differential sheaves on S. Also see paragraph 4.1 in [Dol82] for a
different characterization of these sheaves. A similar decomposition as (3.4.2)
also holds for the Betti cohomology of S∞.
Implicitly we are also using Serre’s GAGA theorem [Ser56, The´ore`me 1].
The sheaves appearing in [Ste77a, Theorem 1.12] live on the analytification of
S, but the modified differentials in the decomposition (3.4.2) are algebraic.
Another crucial ingredient is the Poincare´ duality theorem for rational
homology manifolds (which include V -manifolds). See for instance [Bor57].
This theorem can be used to obtain a Gysin-type sequence that is dual to the
sequence on cohomology with compact supports:
. . . H i(S \ S∞, C) H i−1(S∞, C) H i+1(S, C) . . . (3.4.3)
The cohomology of the sheaves Ω˜pS for a quasi-smooth hypersurface S is
studied in detail in section 4 of [Dol82]. In paragraph 4.4 it is shown that
one can use the resolution from [Dol82, Proposition 4.1.7] together with the
decomposition (3.4.2) and the long exact sequence (3.4.3) to obtain an iso-
morphism
Hn−1(S \ S∞, C) ∼−→ Hn−2(S∞, C)prim ⊕Hn−1(S, C)prim. (3.4.4)
The subscripts prim indicate the primitive parts of the cohomology; see [Dol82]
for the precise definitions.
It has been shown in [Dim90b, Remark 1.21] that the ⟨ζd⟩-invariant sub-
space of Hn−1(S, C)prim is zero. So by taking the monodromy invariants of
(3.4.4) we obtain an isomorphism
Hn−1(S \ S∞, C)⟨ζd⟩ ∼−→ Hn−2(S∞, C)prim.
On the other hand we have an isomorphism
Hn−2(S∞, C)prim
∼−→ Hn−1(PC(w) \ S∞, C).
This is an easy consequence of the Gysin sequence for S∞ ⊂ PC(w) and the
weak Lefschetz theorem for weighted projective hypersurfaces, which is de-
scribed in [Dol82, Theorem 4.2.2]. By combining the two isomorphisms above
we obtain the first claim of the proposition.
It remains to show the second statement. By [Dol82, Proposition 2.2.3]
there is an isomorphism
Ω˜•PC(w)
∼−→ ψG(w)∗
(
Ω•Pn−1C
)
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where Ω˜•PC(w) denote the modified differential sheaves on PC(w) and ψ : P
n−1
C →
PC(w) is the quotient map. Combining this with the decomposition (3.4.2)
and the resolution given in [Dol82, Proposition 4.1.7] we obtain isomorphisms
H•(PC(w), C)
∼−→ H•(Pn−1C , C)G(w).
and
H•(S∞, C)
∼−→ H•(S˜∞, C)G(w).
The second claim of the proposition now follows by using the Gysin sequences
for S∞ ⊂ PC(w) and S˜∞ ⊂ Pn−1C together with the five lemma.
It can be verified that the isomorphisms in the proposition above are com-
patible with the canonical mixed Hodge structure, at least up to a twist.
Remark 3.4.2. Certain parts of the proof of proposition 3.4.1 do not have a
direct counterpart in rigid cohomology.
Of course it is possible to define the sheaves Ω˜•X for a quasi-smooth weighted
projective hypersurface X over any base field K. The Hodge cohomology can
be defined formally as
H iformal(X ) =
⨁
p+q=i
Hq(X , Ω˜pX ).
It is then possible to express the primitive part of H iformal(X ) in terms of
formal differentials. At least, this is the case if K is of characteristic zero. For
example, if we write X = Z(G) ⊂ PK(w1, . . . , wn), then the formal (n − 1)-
forms are of the shape
AΩ
Gt ,
where A is a weighted homogeneous polynomial of degree t ·degw G−
∑n
i=1wi.
This is worked out in detail in paragraph 4.2 of [Dol82]. Also see [Dim92,
Proposition 6.1.21].
However, assume that K = FracV is an ultrametric field of mixed charac-
teristic, with residue k = V/(π), and write X = Xk. Then there is no obvious
connection between H•rig(X) and H
•
formal(X ). Indeed, the Hodge-type decom-
position (3.4.2) heavily relies on a modification of the holomorphic Poincare´
lemma, see [Ste77a, Corollary 1.9]. This argument completely breaks down
for rigid cohomology. Another difficulty is that the Poincare´ duality theorem
for V -manifolds is only known for Betti cohomology. The proof in [Bor57]
really uses that the spaces involved are Hausdorff. For these reasons it seems
difficult to prove an analogue of proposition 3.4.1 for rigid cohomology.
On the other hand, we will prove an analogous statement in the case where
w = (1, . . . , 1). See proposition 3.5.7 in the next section. We can do this
because in the homogeneous case all the schemes involved are smooth and
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affine. In this situation the theory of Monsky-Washnitzer and Baldassarri-
Chiarellotto gives a relation between rigid cohomology and classical differential
forms. Also, we can use the Poincare´ duality theorem for the rigid cohomology
of smooth schemes (in the form of the Gysin sequence (1.2.20)). A similar
remark applies to proposition 3.4.5 below.
As a corollary of proposition 3.4.1 we prove the complex counterpart to
our theorem 3.1.11.
Proposition 3.4.3. Use the notations from proposition 3.4.1. Also assume
that g defines an isolated hypersurface singularity Y = ZAnC (g). Then there is
an isomorphism (of mixed Hodge structures)
Hn{0}(Y, C)
∼−→ Hn−1(PC(w) \ S∞, C).
If moreover S˜∞ is smooth then we have an isomorphism
Hn{0}(Y, C)
∼−→ Hn−1(Pn−1C \ S˜∞, C)G(w).
Proof. The assumption that Y has an isolated singularity at the origin implies
that S∞ (hence also S) is quasi-smooth. See proposition 3.1.6. By looking
at the Gysin sequence for S∞ ⊂ S one can show that H i(S \ S∞, C) = 0 for
i ̸∈ {0, n− 1}.
Our results from sections 3.2 and 3.3 also hold for Betti cohomology, in
fact the proofs are much simpler. After combining proposition 3.3.10 with the
Ku¨nneth formula and the observation above we obtain an isomorphism
Hn{0}(Y, C)
∼−→ Hn−1(S \ S∞, C)⟨ζd⟩.
The result now follows from proposition 3.4.1.
In paragraph 3.1.1 we have explained that for the theory over C one ex-
pects the right condition for theorem 3.1.11 to be the quasi-smoothness of
S∞. We have now shown that this is indeed the case. In definition 3.1.7 we
have imposed the stronger condition that S˜∞ is smooth. The reason for this
assumption should now be clear. The situation can be summed up as follows:
we do not want to pass to the quotient (S \ S∞)/⟨ζd⟩ ∼= Pk(w) \ S∞. The
reason is that we cannot say much about the rigid cohomology of weighted
projective spaces.
As another application of proposition 3.4.1 we prove a complex version of
the result that we announced in the introduction of this section.
Proposition 3.4.4. Use the same notation as in proposition 3.4.1. Also
assume that S˜∞ is smooth. Then we have an isomorphism
Hn−1(S \ S∞, C)⟨ζd⟩ ∼−→
(
Hn−1(S˜ \ S˜∞, C)⟨ζd⟩
)G(w)
.
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Proof. This follows immediately by applying proposition 3.4.1 to both g and
g˜.
3.4.2 Application to rigid cohomology
In this paragraph we prove that the canonical map (3.4.1) is an isomorphism.
We start by giving a careful definition of this map.
As usual, let g denote a weighted homogeneous polynomial of degree d and
weights w. The quotient map ψ : S˜ \ S˜∞ → S \ S∞ is the same as the Spec of
the composition of algebra morphisms
k[x1,...,xn]
(g−1)
(
k[x1,...,xn]
(g˜−1)
)G(w)
k[x1,...,xn]
(g˜−1)
τ
∼=
where the morphism τ is defined by τ(xi) = x
wi
i . Now let ϕζd (resp. ϕ˜ζd)
denote the algebra morphism given by xi ↦→ ζwid xi (resp. by xi ↦→ ζd xi).
Then we clearly have an identity τ ◦ ϕζd = ϕ˜ζd ◦ τ . From this we see that the
quotient map ψ is both ⟨ζd⟩-equivariant and G(w)-equivariant (here we have
applied definition 3.3.4 to both g and g˜). As a result, the map H•rig(ψ) on
cohomology will send a ⟨ζd⟩-invariant element of H•rig(S \ S∞) to an element
of H•rig(S˜ \ S˜∞) that is invariant under both ⟨ζd⟩ and G(w). Since the actions
of these two groups commute with each other we can also write this restriction
as
H•rig(S \ S∞)⟨ζd⟩ −→
(
H•rig(S˜ \ S˜∞)⟨ζd⟩
)G(w)
. (3.4.5)
That is: the group G(w) acts on H•rig(S˜ \ S˜∞)⟨ζd⟩ and the G(w)-invariants are
precisely the elements of H•rig(S˜ \ S˜∞) that are invariant under both G(w) and
⟨ζd⟩.
In the proof of proposition 3.4.5 below we will also need a good lift of
the hypersurface S˜∞ = Z(g˜) ⊂ Pn−1k . Let us assume that this hypersurface
is smooth. Then it is easy to see that S˜∞ can be lifted to a smooth hyper-
surface S˜∞ = Z(G˜) ⊂ Pn−1V . More specifically, we can do this by only lifting
the nonzero coefficients of g˜. As the notation suggests, the polynomial G˜ is
then indeed the same thing as applying the tilde operator to a weighted ho-
mogeneous polynomial G that lifts g. The weighted projective hypersurface
S∞ = Z(G) ⊂ Pn−1V is a quasi-smooth lift of S∞. Similarly we define the
hypersurfaces S˜ and S by the equations G˜ − xd0 and G − xd0 respectively.
It is clear that the actions of the groups ⟨ζd⟩ and G(w) also lift. Indeed,
if ζ ∈ k is a unit root of order r then its Teichmu¨ller lift is a unit root of the
same order in V. The relevant group actions can then be defined analogously
as in paragraphs 3.1.2 and 3.3.1. In this way we also obtain a quotient map
Ψ: S˜ \ S˜∞ → S \ S∞ that lifts the quotient map ψ.
Proposition 3.4.5. Let g ∈ k[x1, . . . , xn] be a weighted homogeneous poly-
nomial of degree d with respect to weights w. We assume that g satisfies all
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the assumptions of definition 3.1.7, in particular that S˜∞ is smooth. Then the
canonical map
Hn−1rig (ψ) : H
n−1
rig (S \ S∞)⟨ζd⟩ −→
(
Hn−1rig (S˜ \ S˜∞)⟨ζd⟩
)G(w)
(3.4.6)
is an isomorphism.
Proof. Since S \ S∞ and S˜ \ S˜∞ are both smooth and affine we know by
proposition 3.3.6 that the map is injective. It remains to show that (3.4.6) is
surjective.
By our assumptions S˜ and S˜∞ are smooth projective hypersurfaces and by
theorem 1.2.2 (Baldassarri-Chiarellotto) we have an isomorphism of K-vector
spaces
H•dR(S˜K \ (S˜K)∞) ∼−→ H•rig(S˜ \ S˜∞).
The subscript K on the left-hand side denotes the generic fiber of the lifts that
we have constructed above. Since the actions of G(w) and ⟨ζd⟩ lift to V and
since all the maps involved are canonical we now find a commutative diagram
as follows:
H•dR(SK \ (SK)∞)⟨ζd⟩
(
H•dR(S˜K \ (S˜K)∞)⟨ζd⟩
)G(w)
H•rig(S \ S∞)⟨ζd⟩
(
H•rig(S˜ \ S˜∞)⟨ζd⟩
)G(w)
H•dR(ΨK)
H•rig(ψ)
∼=
In order to show that Hn−1rig (ψ) is surjective it suffices to show that H
n−1
dR (ΨK)
is an isomorphism.
The injectivity of Hn−1dR (ΨK) follows from the existence of a trace map
on differentials. This is similar to (and easier than) the proof of [Ber97b,
Proposition 3.6]. Also see the construction in the proof of [vdP86, Proposition
3.1].
It is now sufficient to show that
dimK H
n−1
dR (SK \ (SK)∞)⟨ζd⟩ = dimK
(
Hn−1dR (S˜K \ (S˜K)∞)⟨ζd⟩
)G(w)
(3.4.7)
For this we use the assumption (from the beginning of this chapter) that our
base field k is finite. Then we can assume that K is an algebraic extension of
a p-adic field Qp, hence K ⊂ Cp. After choosing an isomorphism Cp ∼= C this
gives us an embedding K ↪→ C. We may then base-change to C and apply
Grothendieck’s theorem [Gro66, Theorem 1] to obtain equalities
dimK H
n−1
dR (SK \ (SK)∞)⟨ζd⟩ = dimCHn−1dR (SC \ (SC)∞)⟨ζd⟩
= dimCH
n−1(SC \ (SC)∞, C)⟨ζd⟩
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and
dimK
(
Hn−1dR (S˜K \ (S˜K)∞)⟨ζd⟩
)G(w)
= dimC
(
Hn−1dR (S˜C \ (S˜C)∞)⟨ζd⟩
)G(w)
= dimC
(
Hn−1(S˜C \ (S˜C)∞, C)⟨ζd⟩
)G(w)
.
The equality (3.4.7) then follows from the isomorphism
Hn−1(SC \ (SC)∞, C)⟨ζd⟩ ∼−→
(
Hn−1(S˜C \ (S˜C)∞, C)⟨ζd⟩
)G(w)
that we proved in proposition 3.4.4.
The only reason why we assumed our ground field k to be finite is that
this guarantees the existence of an embedding K ↪→ C, which allows us to use
complex methods. We remark that the proof could also have been carried out
without complex methods. Indeed, one can use the following property:
Proposition 3.4.6. Let X be a smooth affine K-scheme with an action of
a finite group G. Consider the quotient map ψ : X → Y = X/G and as-
sume that Y is again smooth. Then the canonical map Ω•Y → ψG∗ (Ω•X) is an
isomorphism.
Proof. Since X and Y are smooth their associated differential sheaves are
locally free. On affine open subsets where these sheaves are free the argument
is similar to [Dol82, Proposition 2.2.2]. The proposition then follows from a
(tedious) glueing argument.
This proposition can be used to obtain a more direct proof of the equality
(3.4.7). Indeed, by taking global sections one finds an isomorphism
Γ(Y,Ω•Y )
∼−→ Γ(Y, ψG∗ (Ω•X)) ∼= Γ(X,Ω•X)G,
which then gives an isomorphism on the algebraic de Rham cohomology.
We preferred to use the complex method because this allowed us to prove
the expected complex version of theorem 3.1.11. Also, the remainder of the
proof of theorem 3.1.11 will use a rigid cohomology analogue of proposition
3.4.1 in the homogeneous case. The proof of this property (see proposition
3.5.7) uses formally the same ideas as the complex property.
3.5 Proof of the theorem
This section contains the proof of theorem 3.1.11.
In paragraph 3.5.1 we start by proving a few results about the rigid coho-
mology of smooth hypersurfaces. The statements in this first paragraph are
all rather standard, but we are not aware of a good reference.
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We proceed by showing that the cohomology space Hn(Pnk \ S˜) has no
monodromy-invariants. Combining this with the short exact sequence (3.5.5)
from the first paragraph we obtain an analogue of proposition 3.4.1 for the
rigid cohomology of smooth projective hypersurfaces.
In paragraph 3.5.3 we prove theorem 3.1.11 by combining the results of all
the previous sections.
Throughout this section we use the notations from theorem 3.1.11, al-
though paragraph 3.5.1 is about general smooth hypersurfaces.
3.5.1 Cohomology of smooth projective hypersurfaces
We start by recalling a few facts about the rigid cohomology of smooth hy-
persurfaces.
First we consider the rigid cohomology of a weighted projective space Pnk .
It is well-known that H i(Pnk) is zero for i odd. For i even H i(Pnk) is one-
dimensional with Frobenius acting as q
i
2σ. This can easily be shown with the
Gysin sequence (1.2.20), using induction on n.
It is moreover known that the rigid cohomology H i(Pnk) for i even is gen-
erated by the cycle class of a linear subspace V ⊂ Pnk of codimension i/2.
Also, for a smooth hypersurface S˜ ⊂ Pnk and i ≤ 2n− 2, the cycle class of the
intersection V ∩ S˜ defines a nonzero class of H i(S˜). The notion of cycle classes
in rigid cohomology was introduced in [Pet03].
This information about H i(Pnk) can be used to prove the following state-
ments about the rigid cohomology of a smooth projective hypersurface.
Proposition 3.5.1. Let S˜ ⊂ Pnk with n ≥ 2 be a smooth projective hypersur-
face. Then the following properties hold:
i) The Gysin map H i−2(S˜)(−1) → H i(Pnk) is an isomorphism for i ̸∈
{0, n+ 1}.
ii) For i ̸∈ {0, n} we have H i(Pnk \ S˜) = 0.
iii) There is a short exact sequence
0 Hn(Pnk \ S˜) Hn−1(S˜)(−1) Hn+1(Pnk) 0 (3.5.1)
If n is even then this sequence gives us an isomorphism Hn(Pnk \ S˜)
∼−→
Hn−1(S˜)(−1).
Proof. The short exact sequence (3.5.1) is simply what remains of the Gysin
sequence (1.2.20) after applying points i) and ii). If n is even then Hn+1(Pnk) =
0 and the short exact sequence becomes an isomorphism.
Since Pnk \S˜ is smooth affine of dimension n we know thatH i(Pnk \S˜) = 0 for
i > n. This implies that the maps H i−2(S˜)(−1) → H i(Pnk) are isomorphisms
for i > n+ 1.
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It remains to prove point i) for 0 < i < n+ 1. For any i in this range, the
Gysin mapH i−2(S˜)(−1)→ H i(Pnk) is dual to the mapH2n−ic (Pnk)→ H2n−ic (S˜)
on rigid cohomology with compact supports. Since Pnk and S˜ are proper we
may drop the compact supports. Therefore it is sufficient to show that the
canonical map H i(Pnk) → H i(S˜) is an isomorphism for n − 1 < i < 2n. By
our earlier computations we know that in this range we have an equality of
dimensions
dimH i(S˜) = dimH i+2(Pnk) =
{
1 for i even
0 for i odd
So it remains to show that the map H i(Pnk)→ H i(S˜) is nonzero when i < 2n
and i is even. For this we may of course assume that k is algebraically closed.
Then we can choose a linear subspace V ⊂ Pnk of codimension i/2 such that
V ∩ S˜ is smooth. As noted before, V (resp. V ∩ S˜) defines a cycle class
c ∈ H i(Pnk) (resp. c′ ∈ H i(S˜)). It can be deduced from [Pet03, Proposition
7.5] that c and c′ are nonzero. According to [Pet03, Proposition 7.7] we have
that c ↦→ c′.
This concludes the proof of point i). Point ii) simply follows from the
Gysin sequence.
We proceed with a lemma about the rigid cohomology of the hypersurface
at infinity of S˜.
Proposition 3.5.2. Use the same notations as in proposition 3.5.1. Let S˜∞ ⊂
S˜ denote the intersection of S˜ with the hyperplane at infinity. If S˜∞ is smooth
then the following properties hold:
i) The Gysin map αi : H
i−2(S˜∞)(−1)→ H i(S˜) is an isomorphism for i ̸∈
{0, n− 1, n}.
ii) For i ̸∈ {0, n− 1} we have H i(S˜ \ S˜∞) = 0.
iii) There is a short exact sequence
0 Coker(αn−1) Hn−1(S˜ \ S˜∞) Ker(αn) 0 (3.5.2)
Proof. We have a diagram of closed immersions as follows:
S˜∞ Pn−1k
S˜ Pnk
(3.5.3)
Since rigid cohomology with compact supports is functorial w.r.t. proper mor-
phisms, we may apply H•c to the diagram above. After using Poincare´ duality
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we obtain a commutative diagram
H i−4(S˜∞)(−2) H i−2(Pn−1k )(−1)
H i−2(S˜)(−1) H i(Pnk)
γi−2
δi
αi−2 βi (3.5.4)
where the arrows are precisely the Gysin maps associated to the immersions
from (3.5.3).
It follows from proposition 3.5.1 that δi is an isomorphism for i ̸∈ {0, n+1}.
In a similar way the map γi : H
i−2(S˜∞) → H i(Pn−1k ) is an isomorphism for
i ̸∈ {0, n}. It is also clear that the maps βi are isomorphisms: this follows
directly from the Gysin sequence for Pn−1k ⊂ Pnk .
As a consequence, we find that αi is an isomorphism for i ̸∈ {0, n− 1, n},
proving point i). We also see that αn−1 is injective.
By considering the Gysin sequence for S˜∞ ⊂ S˜ we see that H i(S˜ \ S˜∞) = 0
for i ̸∈ {0, n− 1, n}. But S˜ \ S˜∞ is a smooth affine scheme of dimension n− 1.
It follows that H i(S˜\S˜∞) = 0 for i > n−1. This proves point ii). By plugging
this back into the Gysin sequence we also find that αn is surjective.
The short exact sequence from iii) follows directly from the Gysin sequence
for S˜∞ ⊂ S˜, using the fact that αn−1 is injective and that αn is surjective.
The short exact sequence (3.5.2) can be refined as follows.
Proposition 3.5.3. Use the same notations as in proposition 3.5.2. Then we
have a Frobenius-equivariant short exact sequence
0 Hn(Pnk \ S˜)(+1) Hn−1(S˜ \ S˜∞) Hn−1(Pn−1k \ S˜∞) 0
(3.5.5)
Proof. We have to show that Coker(αn−1) ∼= Hn(Pnk \ S˜)(+1) and Ker(αn) ∼=
Hn−1(Pn−1k \ S˜∞).
Case I: n is even In this case Hn−1(Pn−1k ) = 0. Since γn−1 is an isomor-
phism we read from diagram (3.5.4) that Coker(αn−1) ∼= Hn−1(S˜). Combining
this with point iii) of proposition 3.5.1 we obtain an isomorphism
Coker(αn−1)
∼−→ Hn(Pnk \ S˜)(+1).
Since δn+2 is an isomorphism it follows from the diagram (3.5.4) that Ker(αn) ∼=
Ker(γn). From the short exact sequence
0 Hn−1(Pn−1k \ S˜∞) Hn−2(S˜∞)(−1) Hn(Pn−1k ) 0
γn
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we obtain an isomorphism
Ker(γn) ∼= Hn−1(Pn−1k \ S˜∞).
Case II: n is odd In this case Hn−2(Pn−1k \ S˜∞) = 0 and Hn(Pn−1k ) = 0.
By looking at the Gysin sequence for S˜∞ ⊂ Pn−1k and combining this with the
isomorphism Hn−1(Pn−1k \ S˜∞)
∼−→ Hn−2(S˜∞)(−1) from proposition 3.5.1 we
see that γn−1 is an isomorphism. Also, we know that δn+1 is surjective. From
the diagram (3.5.4) we then deduce an isomorphism
αn−1 : Hn−3(S˜∞)(−2) ∼−→ H
n−1(S˜)(−1)
Ker(δn+1)
,
which shows that Coker(αn−1) ∼= Ker(δn+1)(+1). We also have a short exact
sequence
0 Hn(Pnk \ S˜) Hn−1(S˜)(−1) Hn+1(Pnk) 0
δn+1
This yields the required isomorphism
Coker(αn−1)
∼−→ Ker(δn+1)(+1) ∼= Hn(Pnk \ S˜)(+1).
Since δn+2 is an isomorphism and H
n+2(Pnk) = 0 it follows that Hn(S˜)(−1) =
0. By looking at the diagram (3.5.4) we find that Ker(αn) ∼= Hn−2(S˜∞)(−1).
But since n − 1 is even we know from proposition 3.5.1 that the Gysin map
Hn−1(Pn−1k \ S˜∞)→ Hn−2(S˜∞)(−1) is an isomorphism. This gives an isomor-
phism
Ker(αn)
∼−→ Hn−1(Pn−1k \ S˜∞).
Proposition 3.5.4. The short exact sequence (3.5.5) is compatible with the
actions of the groups ⟨ζd⟩ and G(w).
Proof. This is a result of the following property: any Cartesian square
Z ′ X ′
Z X
with Z ′ ⊂ X ′ and Z ⊂ X closed immersions of codimension c gives rise to a
morphism
. . . H irig(X \ Z) H i+1−2crig (Z)(−c) H i+1rig (X) . . .
. . . H irig(X
′ \ Z ′) H i+1−2crig (Z ′)(−c) H i+1rig (X ′) . . .
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between the Gysin sequences. To prove the proposition we apply this claim
to the actions of ⟨ζd⟩ and G(w) and their restrictions to closed subschemes.
In this way, one sees that all the Gysin sequences appearing in the proof of
proposition 3.5.3 are equivariant w.r.t. the groups ⟨ζd⟩ and G(w).
3.5.2 Proof of the homogeneous case
In this paragraph we prove an analogue of proposition 3.4.1 for the rigid co-
homology of smooth projective hypersurfaces (i.e. in the homogeneous case
w = (1, . . . , 1)). This is sufficient to prove theorem 3.1.11 for homogeneous
singularities, similarly to the proof of proposition 3.4.3. The starting point is
to look at the monodromy-invariants of the sequence (3.5.5).
Proposition 3.5.5. Let A, B and C be vector spaces over a field K of char-
acteristic zero with an action of a finite group G and consider a G-equivariant
short exact sequence
0 A B C 0
α β
Then the induced sequence of maps
0 AG BG CG 0
α β
is still exact.
Proof. We need to show that Ker(β) ⊂ Im(α) and that β is surjective. For
the second claim, choose an element c = β(b) ∈ CG with b ∈ B. Then
c =
1
|G|
∑
g∈G
β(g · b) = β
⎛⎝ 1
|G|
∑
g∈G
g · b
⎞⎠
and 1|G|
∑
g∈G g · b ∈ BG. This shows that the restriction β : BG → CG is
surjective. The proof of the first claim is similar.
From this lemma we obtain a short exact sequence
0 Hn(Pnk \ S˜)(+1)⟨ζd⟩ Hn−1(S˜ \ S˜∞)⟨ζd⟩ Hn−1(Pn−1k \ S˜∞)⟨ζd⟩ 0
(3.5.6)
Next we show that the cohomology space Hn(Pnk \ S˜) has no monodromy
invariants.
Proposition 3.5.6. The subspace of Hn(Pnk \ S˜) that is fixed by ⟨ζd⟩ is trivial.
Proof. Let ϕζd denote the map on H
n(Pnk \ S˜) that comes from ζd. It suffices
to show that the linear map ϕζd − Id is invertible.
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We fix a homogeneous lift G˜ ∈ V[x1, . . . , xn] of the polynomial g˜. We have
explained in paragraph 3.4.2 that G˜ can be chosen in such a way that the mon-
odromy action lifts to the hypersurface S˜ = Z(G˜−xd0) ⊂ PnV . More specifically:
the unit root ζd in definition 3.3.4 needs to be replaced by its Teichmu¨ller
lift ηd. The Baldassarri-Chiarellotto theorem then gives us a monodromy-
equivariant isomorphism of K-vector spaces
HndR(PnK \ S˜K) ∼−→ Hnrig(Pnk \ S˜).
Therefore ϕζd − Id can be interpreted as a map on the space HndR(PnK \ S˜K).
We can use the theory of Griffiths to describe this map more explicitly.
For h = 1, . . . , n and i = 0, . . . , d − 2, find a set Bh,i of monomials in
K[x1, . . . , xn] of degree hd−n−1− i whose classes modulo the Jacobian ideal
J = (∂1G˜, . . . , ∂nG˜) form a basis of the homogeneous part(
K[x1, . . . , xn]
J
)
hd−n−1−i
.
Then we claim that the set
Bh =
d−2⋃
i=0
xi0 · Bh,i (3.5.7)
forms a basis for the space(
K[x0, x1, . . . , xn]
(∂0(G˜ − xd0), ∂1(G˜ − xd0), . . . , ∂n(G˜ − xd0))
)
hd−n−1
. (3.5.8)
If one rewrites the Jacobian ideal of the polynomial G˜ − xd0 as
J ·K[x0, x1, . . . , xn] + (xd−10 )
then it is easy to see that (3.5.7) is indeed a generating set. Also, the Hilbert
function Hilb(β) of the Jacobi ring of G˜ − xd0 is given by
Hilb(β) =
d−2∑
i=0
dim
(
K[x1, . . . , xn]
J
)
β−i
.
This identity can be proved using the techniques from paragraph 4.1 in the
next chapter. It follows that (3.5.7) has the correct number of elements, so
it forms a basis for the space (3.5.8). According to proposition 1.2.4 we may
now choose
n⋃
h=1
{
mΩ
(G˜ − xd0)h
| m ∈ Bh
}
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as a basis for HndR(PnK \ S˜K). It is easy to express ϕζd in terms of this basis:
ϕζd
(
mΩ
(G˜ − xd0)h
)
= η
(hd−n−1−i)+n
d
mΩ
(G˜ − xd0)h
if m ∈ Bh,i. That is, the matrix of ϕζd is diagonal w.r.t. this basis. In order to
prove that ϕζd − Id is invertible it suffices to show that η(hd−n−1−i)+nd − 1 ̸= 0
for i = 0, . . . , d− 2. But this is is equivalent to saying that (i+ 1) ̸≡ 0 mod d
for i = 0, . . . , d− 2, which is trivially true.
Proposition 3.5.7. There is a canonical Frobenius-equivariant isomorphism
Hn−1(Pn−1k \ S˜∞)
∼−→ Hn−1(S˜ \ S˜∞)⟨ζd⟩.
This isomorphism is also G(w)-equivariant.
Proof. Recall that the entire cohomology spaceHn−1(Pn−1k \S˜∞) is monodromy-
invariant. The proposition then follows immediately from the short exact
sequence (3.5.6) and the fact that Hn(Pnk \ S˜)⟨ζd⟩ = 0.
Remark 3.5.8. Proposition 3.5.7 can also be proved in a shorter way. Indeed,
the scheme Pn−1k \ S˜∞ may be interpreted as the quotient of S˜ \ S˜∞ under the
action of ⟨ζd⟩. On the level of geometric points, the quotient map is given by
(a0 : a1 : . . . : an) ↦→
(
a1
a0
: . . . :
an
a0
)
.
The ⟨ζd⟩-action on S˜ \ S˜∞ is obviously free, since it is generated by
ϕζd : (a0 : a1 : . . . : an) ↦→ (ζ−1d a0 : a1 : . . . : an)
and a0 ̸= 0 by construction. We can then apply proposition 3.3.6. The
advantage of the longer proof of proposition 3.5.7 is that it is as close as
possible to the proof of proposition 3.4.1. In other words: we have shown that
the theory of Steenbrink-Dolgachev-Dimca also holds for the rigid cohomology
of smooth projective hypersurfaces.
3.5.3 Proof of the general case
We are now ready to prove theorem 3.1.11. We start with a lemma about the
rigid cohomology of A1k \ {0}.
Proposition 3.5.9. We have H i(A1k \ {0}) = 0 for i ̸∈ {0, 1}. The spaces
H i(A1k \ {0}) for i = 0, 1 are both one-dimensional. Frobenius acts as the
identity on H0(A1k \ {0}) and as qσ on H1(A1k \ {0}). The action of ⟨ζd⟩ on
H•(A1k \ {0}) that is induced by the action of ⟨ζd⟩ on A1k \ {0} (see paragraph
3.3.3) is trivial.
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Proof. The first claim follows from the fact that A1k \ {0} is smooth affine of
dimension 1. It is moreover clear that H0(A1k \ {0}) is one-dimensional and
that ⟨ζd⟩ acts as the identity on H0(A1k \ {0}). By considering the Gysin
sequence for {0} ⊂ A1k it is easy to see that H1(A1k \ {0}) is one-dimensional
with Frobenius acting as qσ.
In order to study the action of ⟨ζd⟩ on H1(A1k \ {0}) we write A1k \ {0} =
P1k \ {0,∞}. We use the coordinates z0, z1 on P1k. According to theorem 1.2.2
(Baldassarri-Chiarellotto) we have an isomorphism of K-vector spaces
H1dR(P1K \ Z(z0z1)) ∼−→ H1(P1k \ Z(z0z1)).
Under this identification the action of ⟨ζd⟩ on H1(P1k \ Z(z0z1)) corresponds
to the action on differential forms that is generated by the rule{
z0 ↦→ z0
z1 ↦→ η−1d z1
with ηd ∈ V denoting the Teichmu¨ller lift of ζd ∈ k.
By the theory of Griffiths (see proposition 1.2.4) we know that the coho-
mology space H1dR(P1K \ Z(z0z1)) is generated by the differential form
z0 · dz1 − z1 · dz0
z0z1
.
One sees immediately that this form is invariant under ⟨ζd⟩. This proves that
⟨ζd⟩ acts as the identity on H1(A1k \ {0}).
The next step is to apply the Ku¨nneth formula to determine the ⟨ζd⟩-
invariant cohomology of (S \ S∞)× (A1k \ {0}).
Proposition 3.5.10. Consider the action of ⟨ζd⟩ on the product
(S \ S∞)× (A1k \ {0}),
as defined in paragraph 3.3.3. Also assume that n ≥ 3. Then the following
properties hold:
i) We have
H i((S \ S∞)× (A1k \ {0}))⟨ζd⟩ = 0
for i ̸∈ {0, n− 1, n}.
ii) There is a Frobenius-equivariant isomorphism
Hn−1((S \ S∞)× (A1k \ {0}))⟨ζd⟩ ∼−→ Hn−1(S \ S∞)⟨ζd⟩.
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iii) There is a Frobenius-equivariant isomorphism
Hn((S \ S∞)× (A1k \ {0}))⟨ζd⟩ ∼−→ Hn−1(S \ S∞)⟨ζd⟩(−1).
Proof. By the Ku¨nneth formula (1.2.21) and proposition 3.5.9 we have a
Frobenius-equivariant isomorphism for every i ≥ 0:
H i((S \ S∞)× (A1k \ {0})) ∼−→
1⨁
j=0
H i−j(S \ S∞)⊗Hj(A1k \ {0}). (3.5.9)
Now observe that H i(S \S∞) = 0 for i ̸∈ {0, n− 1}. This is a consequence
of the first point of proposition 3.3.6. Indeed, the affine Milnor fibers S \ S∞
and S˜ \ S˜∞ are smooth affine, and (after a finite base field extension) we have
an identification S \ S∞ ∼= (S˜ \ S˜∞)/G(w). We know from proposition 3.5.2
that H i(S˜ \ S˜∞) = 0 for i ̸∈ {0, n− 1}. The same property then holds for the
cohomology of S \ S∞.
Point i) follows immediately from this observation.
To prove points ii) and iii) it remains to show that the isomorphisms (3.5.9)
for i = n − 1 and i = n are compatible with the action of ⟨ζd⟩. Let ϕ1 resp.
ϕ2 denote the automorphisms on S \S∞ resp. on A1k \ {0} that come from the
unit root ζd. The action of ⟨ζd⟩ on the product is then given by ϕ1×ϕ2. Under
the Ku¨nneth formula, the induced map H i(ϕ1 × ϕ2) on the left-hand side of
equation (3.5.9) corresponds to sum of the tensor products H i−j(ϕ1)⊗Hj(ϕ2).
But we know from proposition 3.5.9 that Hj(ϕ2) is the identity map. For
i = n− 1 and i = n there is only one nonzero term on the right-hand side of
equation (3.5.9), and we obtain the isomorphisms ii) and iii) by considering
the eigenspaces at eigenvalue 1 on both sides of the equation.
Now we can combine our results from all the previous sections.
Proof of Theorem 3.1.11. By using propositions 3.2.1 and 3.3.10 and the first
point of proposition 3.5.10 we see that H i{0}(Y ) = 0 for i ̸∈ {n− 1, n, 2n− 2}.
This proves point iii) of the theorem. In a similar way, using the last two
points of proposition 3.5.10, we obtain Frobenius-equivariant isomorphisms
Hn−1{0} (Y )
∼−→ Hn−1(S \ S∞)⟨ζd⟩(+1)
and
Hn{0}(Y )
∼−→ Hn−1(S \ S∞)⟨ζd⟩. (3.5.10)
The second point of the theorem follows from these two identifications. Next
we compose (3.5.10) with the isomorphism
Hn−1(S \ S∞)⟨ζd⟩ ∼−→
(
Hn−1(S˜ \ S˜∞)⟨ζd⟩
)G(w)
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of proposition 3.4.5. By applying proposition 3.5.7 we obtain a Frobenius-
equivariant isomorphism
Hn{0}(Y )
∼−→ Hn−1(Pn−1k \ S˜∞)G(w).
This concludes the proof of the theorem.
We end this chapter with a couple of remarks.
Remark 3.5.11. The statement of theorem 3.1.11 needs to be only slightly
modified for the case n = 2. Instead of the isomorphism from point ii) of
proposition 3.2.1 we have a Frobenius-equivariant short exact sequence
0 H2(A2k \ Y )(+1) H2{0}(Y ) H0({0})(−1) 0
By the same arguments as above we still have an isomorphism
H2(A2k \ Y )(+1) ∼−→ H1(P1k \ S˜∞)G(w).
This information is sufficient if one is only interested in the dimension or in
the characteristic polynomial of Frobenius (see chapter 4).
Remark 3.5.12. We do not know if the proof of theorem 3.1.11 can be adapted
for e´tale cohomology. Most of the techniques that we used in this chapter
do carry over to e´tale cohomology. Note in particular that the commuting of
H•e´t( ,Qℓ) with finite e´tale Galois covers is a special case of the Hochschild-
Serre spectral sequence. See [Mil80, Theorem III.2.20] for details. However,
the proofs of propositions 3.4.5 and 3.5.6 rely on the relation between rigid
cohomology and the de Rham cohomology of a lift. This technique is typical
for p-adic cohomology.
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Chapter 4
Computation of invariants
In this chapter we will use the isomorphism
Hnrig,{0}(Y )
∼−→ Hn−1rig (Pn−1k \ S˜∞)G(w) (4.0.1)
from theorem 3.1.11 to compute some invariants of a weighted homogeneous
hypersurface singularity. We have already explained that the abstract coho-
mology space Hnrig,{0}(Y ) is not amenable to direct computation, while the
Frobenius action on Hn−1rig (Pn−1 \ S˜∞)G(w) can “almost” be computed with
the AKR algorithm. The most important result of this chapter is that the
“almost” restriction can be lifted. Indeed, in section 4.2 we will prove some
results that allow us to formulate a modified version of the AKR algorithm.
Throughout this chapter we keep the notations from theorem 3.1.11. In
particular we assume that our singularity Y = ZAnk (g) satisfies all the assump-
tions from definition 3.1.7.
We work over a finite ground field k = Fq with q a power of a prime p. We
will only consider the q-power Frobenius on this base field. As usual we take
V to be the ring W (k) of Witt vectors over k and K = FracW (k).
For a given a weighted homogeneous polynomial g ∈ k[x1, . . . , xn] we de-
note by G ∈ V[x1, . . . , xn] a weighted homogeneous lift that is obtained by
lifting the nonzero coefficients of g. This also allows to define lifts S∞, S, S˜∞,
S˜, . . . together with their usual actions of the group G(w). We have already
carried out this construction in more detail in paragraph 3.4.2.
An important remark for the rest of this chapter is that the cohomology
spaces H•rig(P
n−1
k \ S˜∞) have a concrete description in terms of differential
forms. Indeed, the hypersurface S˜∞ = Z(g˜) ⊂ Pn−1k is smooth by assumption
and the theorem of Baldassarri-Chiarellotto (see theorem 1.2.2) gives us an
isomorphism of K-vector spaces
H•dR(P
n−1
K \ (S˜K)∞)
∼−→ H•rig(Pn−1k \ S˜∞). (4.0.2)
By the work of Griffiths the space on the left-hand side can be explicitly de-
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scribed in terms of differential forms. See the explanations in the introductory
paragraph 1.2.3. The G(w)-action on H•rig(P
n−1
k \ S˜∞) can now be understood
in terms of a G(w)-action on differential forms. At least after a finite base field
extension of k to make sure that the field K contains the necessary unit roots
ζw1 , . . . , ζwn . In this chapter we say that a differential form is G(w)-invariant
if this is the case over some (and hence over any) suitable field extension.
In a similar way we can talk about the G(w)-invariant de Rham classes in
H•dR(P
n−1
K \ (S˜K)∞). Under the identification (4.0.2) these classes precisely
correspond to the elements in H•rig(P
n−1
k \ S˜∞)G(w).
We start this chapter by studying the dimension of local rigid cohomol-
ogy, which is an easy invariant. In section 4.2 we discuss a modification of
the AKR algorithm that allows us to approximate the Frobenius on the local
cohomology. From this algorithm we then derive a more refined invariant.
The final section 4.3 contains some examples of weighted homogeneous sin-
gularities. For some of these examples we are able to exactly determine the
Frobenius action.
4.1 The dimension of local cohomology
In this section we derive a formula for the dimension of the local rigid coho-
mology of a weighted homogeneous singularity. It follows from theorem 2.1.1
that this is an invariant of the local cohomology. For simplicity we will limit
the discussion to the case n ≥ 3, so that theorem 3.1.11 is applicable. The
results in this paragraph can easily be adapted to the case n = 2 by making
use of remark 3.5.11.
After choosing an embedding K ↪→ C and applying Grothendieck’s theo-
rem [Gro66, Theorem 1] to the identification (4.0.2) we obtain an equality
dimK H
n−1
rig (P
n−1
k \ S˜∞)G(w) = dimCHn−1(Pn−1C \ (S˜C)∞, C)G(w).
By proposition 3.4.1 we also have an equality
dimCH
n−1(Pn−1C \ (S˜C)∞, C)G(w) = dimCHn−1(PC(w) \ (SC)∞, C).
Therefore it suffices to consider the dimension of a quasi-smooth complex
weighted homogeneous hypersurface. These objects are well studied. In par-
ticular there is the following result.
Proposition 4.1.1. Let A = C[x1, . . . , xn] denote the polynomial ring with the
grading deg xi = wi. Also choose a weighted homogeneous polynomial P ∈ A
of degree d such that the weighted projective hypersurface V = Z(P ) ⊂ PC(w)
is quasi-smooth. Consider the homogeneous ideal I = (∂1P, . . . , ∂nP ) ⊂ A and
let hA/I denote the Hilbert function of the module A/I. Then the highest Betti
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number of the complement PC(w) \ V is given by the formula
dimHn−1(PC(w) \ V, C) =
n−1∑
α=1
hA/I
(
αd−
n∑
i=1
wi
)
. (4.1.1)
Proof. This follows from [Dol82, Theorem 4.3.2], combined with the Hodge
decomposition from equation (3.4.2).
It remains to compute the Hilbert function on the right-hand side of (4.1.1).
The assumption that V is quasi-smooth makes this particularly easy. Indeed,
assume that M is any finitely generated graded A-module with resolution
. . .
⨁
j A(−j)β1j
⨁
j A(−j)β0j M 0
Then the Hilbert-Poincare´ series of M is given by
ψM (t) =
∑
i,j(−1)iβijtj∏
i(1− twi)
. (4.1.2)
Also see [Eis05, Theorem 1.11]. The assumption that V is quasi-smooth pre-
cisely means that the affine cone is smooth outside the origin. By using the
Euler relation
dP =
n∑
i=1
wixi ∂iP
we see that ZAnC (I) is the origin of A
n
C. In other words, the polynomials
∂iP form a regular sequence in A (see proposition 4.1.5 below). Since ∂iP is
weighted homogeneous of degree d−wi, the Koszul complex gives us a graded
resolution
. . . Fi . . .
⨁n
l=1A(−(d− wl)) A AI 0
where
Fi =
n⨁
l1=1
n⨁
l2=l1
. . .
n⨁
li=li−1
A(−(d− wl1)− (d− wl2)− . . .− (d− wli)).
So for the βij in equation (4.1.2) we obtain:
βij =
⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐
{
(l1, . . . , li) | l1 < . . . < li and id−
i∑
α=1
wlα = j
}⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐ .
For these values βij we have the identity
n∑
i=1
(−1)i
∑
j∈Z
βijt
j =
n∏
i=1
(1− td−wi)
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and it follows that
ψA/I(t) =
n∏
i=1
td−wi − 1
twi − 1 . (4.1.3)
So in order to compute the right-hand side of equation (4.1.1) it suffices to
determine the relevant coefficients of the power series (4.1.3).
Using the formula (4.1.3) it is easy to see that ψA/I(t) is in fact a polyno-
mial. Indeed, the series ψA/I(t) converges for |t| < 1. Since the coefficients of
ψA/I(t) belong to N, the limit for t→ 1− is either a positive number or +∞.
In the first case ψA/I(t) must be a polynomial, and limt→1− ψA/I(t) = ψA/I(1)
is the sum of the coefficients. In our situation the limit for t → 1− is easy to
determine. Using the rule of de L’Hoˆpital we find
lim
t→1−
n∏
i=1
td−wi − 1
twi − 1 =
n∏
i=1
(
d
wi
− 1
)
.
This provides an upper bound
∞∑
l=0
hA/I(l) = ψA/I(1) =
n∏
i=1
(
d
wi
− 1
)
.
for the right-hand side of (4.1.1).
By looking at the degree of the polynomial ψA/I(t) we also obtain the
following fact:
hA/I(l) = 0 for l > nd− 2 ·
n∑
i=1
wi. (4.1.4)
For completeness we write down our computations in the form of a propo-
sition.
Proposition 4.1.2. Consider a weighted homogeneous singularity Y = ZAnk (g)
with g ∈ k[x1, . . . , xn] a weighted homogeneous polynomial of degree d w.r.t.
weights (w1, . . . , wn) that satisfies all the assumptions of theorem 3.1.11. Then
the dimension of the local rigid cohomology is given by the formula
dimHnrig,{0}(Y ) =
n−1∑
α=1
cαd−s
where s =
∑n
i=1wi and cj is the coefficient of t
j in the power series
n∏
i=1
td−wi − 1
twi − 1 .
The dimension is bounded from above by the Milnor number
µ =
n∏
i=1
(
d
wi
− 1
)
.
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Remark 4.1.3. The formulas for the Hilbert-Poincare´ series and the Milnor
number, as well as the statement of proposition 4.1.5 below, are already well-
known. We wrote down their derivations to make it clear that the same calcu-
lations work over any base field whose characteristic does not divide degw P .
This is relevant for the proof of proposition 4.2.3 in the next section.
Remark 4.1.4. In the case of a homogeneous singularity (i.e. g˜ = g) there
is another result that can be used to compute the dimension of the local
cohomology. In this case we have an equality
dimHnrig,{0}(Y ) = dimH
n−1(Pn−1C \ (S˜C)∞, C)
and we may use the formula
dimHn−1(Pn−1C \ (S˜C)∞, C) =
d− 1
d
((d− 1)n−1 + (−1)n).
For an analytical proof of this formula see [Dim92, Exercise 5.3.7]. An alge-
braic proof can be found in [Mon70, Theorem 8.3].
The only thing that is left to do is to justify the earlier claim that the
partial derivatives ∂1P, . . . , ∂nP form a regular sequence. We show that this
property is true over any base field, not only over C.
Proposition 4.1.5. Let k be any field and consider the polynomial ring A =
k[x1, . . . , xn] with the grading deg xi = wi. Let f1, . . . , fn ∈ A be (weighted)
homogeneous polynomials such that the system of equations⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
f1(a1, . . . , an) = 0
...
fn(a1, . . . , an) = 0
has no solutions for (a1, . . . , an) ∈ (k)n, except for a = 0. Then f1, . . . , fn
form a regular sequence in A.
Proof. Write I = (f1, . . . , fn). It then follows from the Nullstellensatz that√
I · k[x1, . . . , xn] = (x1, . . . , xn) · k[x1, . . . , xn].
This means that for every xi, there exists a di > 0 such that
xdii ∈ I · k[x1, . . . , xn].
But since also xdi ∈ A we find that xdii ∈ I. This results in an integer d > 0
such that
(x1, . . . , xn)
d ⊂ I.
This means that the fi form a system of homogeneous parameters for A. See
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chapter III in [NVO79] for the precise definition. Since the ring A is Cohen-
Macaulay, it follows from [NVO79, Proposition III.3.9] that the fi form a
regular sequence in A.
This proposition implies that if a weighted homogeneous polynomial P ∈ A
defines an isolated singularity at the origin (i.e. the hypersurface V = Z(P ) ⊂
Pk(w) is quasi-smooth) and if the characteristic of k does not divide degw P ,
then the partial derivatives ∂1P, . . . , ∂nP form a regular sequence.
4.2 Approximating Frobenius with a modified AKR
algorithm
In this section we describe how the algorithm from [AKR11] can be modified to
approximate the Frobenius action on Hn−1rig (P
n−1
k \ S˜∞)G(w) for n ≥ 2, starting
from the identification (4.0.2).
The theoretical background for this algorithm is largely the same as in
[AKR11]. We will cover this in paragraph 4.2.1.
In paragraphs 4.2.3 and 4.2.4 we show how the classical AKR algorithm
can be rewritten to work on weighted homogeneous polynomials. The resulting
algorithms 4.1 and 4.2 are concrete enough to implement. At the end of
paragraph 4.2.4 we provide a link to our implementation in SAGE1.
Paragraph 4.2.2 contains an overview of previously known variations of the
AKR algorithm.
In paragraph 4.2.6 we give an in-depth comparison of our algorithms with
some program code that is part of the Frobenius project by Johan de Jong
[dJ06]. This project was originally intended to approximate the Frobenius
action on the rigid cohomology of (the complement of) a quasi-smooth hyper-
surface in a weighted projective space. However, we believe that this code is
computationally equivalent to our modification of the AKR algorithm, at least
under our assumption that S˜∞ is smooth. We argue that stronger theoretical
foundations are needed in order to prove that the Frobenius project correctly
approximates the Frobenius action on a quasi-smooth hypersurface.
In paragraph 4.2.7 we show that the modified AKR algorithm can be used
to define another computable invariant of a weighted homogeneous hypersur-
face singularity. More specifically, we show how to compute the characteristic
polynomial of Frobenius modulo a power of p.
1http://www.sagemath.org
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4.2.1 Using AKR on G(w)-invariant forms
We start by verifying that the theoretical background for the AKR algorithm
remains largely the same when one wishes to approximate the Frobenius on
the G(w)-invariant part of cohomology.
Let R denote the polynomial ring K[x1, . . . , xn] and consider the Jacobian
ideal J = (∂1G˜, . . . ∂nG˜) ⊂ R.
Definition 4.2.1. Let D be an integer such that D − n > 0. Let MD be a
set of monomials of degree D− n whose classes form a basis for the K-vector
space
(
R
J
)
D−n. Then we define M′D to be the subset consisting of monomials
m = xa11 · . . . · xann ∈MD that satisfy the following condition:
ai ≡ −1 mod wi for every i such that wi > 1. (4.2.1)
By convention we also define MD = M′D = ∅ for D − n < 0, Mn = {1}
and
M′n =
{
1 if wi = 1 for all i
∅ otherwise
Recall from the introductory paragraph 1.2.3 that for d = deg G˜ and any choice
of monomials {Mαd}n−1α=1 as above the set
n−1⋃
α=1
{
mΩ
G˜α | m ∈Mαd
}
(4.2.2)
forms a basis for the de Rham cohomology space Hn−1dR (P
n−1
K \ (S˜K)∞). It is
quite easy to show that the sets M′αd define a basis for the G(w)-invariant
part of the de Rham cohomology.
Proposition 4.2.2. For α ∈ {1, . . . , n− 1} let Mαd be a set of monomials of
degree αd− n whose classes form a basis for (RJ )αd−n. Then the set
n−1⋃
α=1
{
mΩ
G˜α | m ∈M
′
αd
}
(4.2.3)
withM′αd as in definition 4.2.1 forms a basis for the G(w)-invariant de Rham
cohomology
Hn−1dR (P
n−1
K \ (S˜K)∞)G(w).
Proof. Recall that the G(w)-action on the de Rham cohomology comes from
an action on differential forms. Since every element of Mαd is a monomial it
follows that the G(w)-action on differentials maps every element of (4.2.2) to
a scalar multiple. Therefore the G(w)-invariant subset of (4.2.2) forms a basis
for the G(w)-invariant de Rham cohomology.
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For a given monomial m it is easy to see that a differential form
mΩ
G˜t
is G(w)-invariant if and only if x1 . . . xn·m is a monomial in xw11 , . . . , xwnn , using
the fact that G(w) acts the same on Ω as on the monomial x1 · . . . · xn. But
this is clearly equivalent to the condition (4.2.1). The proposition follows.
In the rest of this paragraph we show that the basis (4.2.3) can be used
together with the AKR algorithm.
First we prove that any basis (4.2.2) satisfies the conditions of [AKR11,
Definition 3.4.2]. This ensures that all the properties in paragraphs 3.4 and
3.5 of [AKR11] hold, also with respect to the sub-basis (4.2.3). The proof
relies on our assumption that the degree d is not divisible by p = char(k). See
definition 3.1.7. It is sufficient to prove the following statement.
Proposition 4.2.3. Let J = (∂1g˜, . . . , ∂ng˜) be the reduction modulo p of the
Jacobian ideal J of G˜. Then for every β ≥ 0 we have
dimk
(
k[x1, . . . , xn]
J
)
β
= dimK
(
K[x1, . . . , xn]
J
)
β
(4.2.4)
where the subscript denotes the homogeneous part of degree β.
Proof. Since we are assuming that p ∤ d the Euler relation
d · g˜ =
n∑
i=1
xi · ∂ig˜
is non-trivial. Our assumption that S˜∞ is smooth then implies that the partial
derivatives ∂1g˜, . . . , ∂ng˜ form a regular sequence in k[x1, . . . , xn]. Therefore the
Koszul complex forms a graded resolution for the module k[x1,...,xn]
J
. The left-
hand side of (4.2.4) may then be computed as in section 4.1, using the same
formal computations as for the right-hand side. The result follows.
Next we verify that the Griffiths-Dwork reduction algorithm also works
for the G(w)-invariant de Rham cohomology. For convenience we rewrite the
basis (4.2.3) as {
mj Ω
G˜αj
}
j
with j running over an appropriate index set and mj ∈M′αj ·d for all j. If AΩG˜t
is a G(w)-invariant form then according to proposition 4.2.2 there is a unique
linear combination
AΩ
G˜t =
∑
j
λj
mj Ω
G˜αj (4.2.5)
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on the level of cohomology. But the basis (4.2.3) is a subset of (4.2.2), which
is a basis for Hn−1dR (P
n−1
K \ (S˜K)∞). It follows that equation (4.2.5) is also
the representation of AΩG˜t in terms of this larger basis. As a consequence, the
representation (4.2.5) may be computed using the classical Griffiths-Dwork
reduction method that we have described in paragraph 1.2.3.
Finally, we verify that the basis (4.2.3) is compatible with the Frobenius
lift that we discussed in paragraph 1.2.3. That is, if mΩG˜α is an element of the
basis (4.2.3) then we would like that every term in the expansion
F
(
mΩ
G˜α
)
= qn−1
∑
i≥0
(
α+ i− 1
i
)
xq−11 · . . . · xq−1n · F (m) · (G˜q − F (G˜))iΩ
G˜q(i+α)
(4.2.6)
is again a G(w)-invariant form. For this it suffices to verify that for every
value of i ≥ 0 the expression
xq1 · . . . · xqn · F (m) · (G˜q − F (G˜))i
is a polynomial in the variables xw11 , . . . , x
wn
n . First observe that
xq1 · . . . · xqn · F (m) = F (x1 · . . . · xn ·m)
and that x1 · . . . · xn ·m is a polynomial in xw11 , . . . , xwnn , since m ∈M′αd. The
claim then follows immediately from the fact that for any polynomial P in the
variables x1, . . . , xn, we have
F (P (xw11 , . . . , x
wn
n )) = P (x
qw1
1 , . . . , x
qwn
n ) = F (P )(x
w1
1 , . . . , x
wn
n ).
We now know that every truncation of the sum (4.2.6) is invariant under
G(w). Note that this does not automatically follow from the fact that the
G(w)-invariant cohomology is Frobenius-stable.
In order to approximate the Frobenius onHn−1rig (Pn−1\S˜∞)G(w) we can now
truncate the sum (4.2.6) at the N th term and use Griffiths-Dwork reduction
to write the first N terms as a linear combination of our basis (4.2.3). If N is
chosen big enough then the resulting matrix will approximate the Frobenius
matrix with absolute precision r, for some value r ≥ 1 that is chosen in
advance. For a prescribed precision r a sufficiently large value for N can
still be determined using the algorithm at the beginning of paragraph 3.5
in [AKR11]2. However, the estimated value of N is likely to be too big.
The reason is that the estimations in [AKR11] look at the entire Frobenius
matrix on Hn−1rig (Pn−1\S˜∞) and determine N such that the slowest converging
entry in this matrix will have the required precision. Since the G(w)-invariant
2One should be careful that this algorithm actually computes a truncation level N that
guarantees absolute precision r in the p-power Frobenius matrix. From this it is possible to
derive precision bounds for the q-power Frobenius matrix. See paragraph 4.2.7 for details.
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subspace usually has a much smaller dimension one can expect that the entries
in the Frobenius matrix that correspond to this subspace converge faster.
Undoubtedly it is possible to find better bounds for the Frobenius matrix of
the G(w)-invariant cohomology, but we haven’t investigated this.
4.2.2 Modifications of the AKR algorithm
In the previous paragraph we have shown that the Frobenius action on the
G(w)-invariant cohomology Hn−1rig (P
n−1
k \ S˜∞)G(w) can be approximated using
the standard AKR algorithm. More precisely: the Frobenius matrix on the
G(w)-invariant cohomology can be seen as a submatrix of the Frobenius matrix
on Hn−1rig (P
n−1
k \ S˜∞).
Our goal in the rest of this section is to show that this clumsy “embedding”
into the classical AKR algorithm is not necessary. We will prove that the
algorithm of paragraph 4.2.1 can be implemented by only using operations on
weighted homogeneous polynomials modulo the Jacobian ideal of G.
In paragraph 4.2.3 we give an algorithm to compute a basis of the G(w)-
invariant de Rham cohomology, using only the Jacobian ideal of G. This is
achieved by proving certain relations with the Jacobian ideal of G˜. In para-
graph 4.2.4 we show how to carry out the reduction step of the AKR algorithm
with respect to this basis. The reduction rules are completely written in terms
of the Jacobian ideal of G.
The results in paragraphs 4.2.3 and 4.2.4 yield an algorithm that we will
refer to as the modified AKR algorithm. Unlike the classical AKR algorithm,
our variation operates on weighted homogeneous polynomials. One should
however remember that this algorithm is still computationally equivalent with
the classical AKR algorithm, as described in paragraph 4.2.1. This does not
mean that our modifications are trivial. Their correctness must be proved.
Our most important result in this regard is proposition 4.2.8.
We emphasize that the modifications in paragraphs 4.2.3 and 4.2.4 only
hold under the assumption that the degree d = deg G˜ = degw G is not divis-
ible by the characteristic p = char(k). Indeed, in paragraph 4.2.1 we have
shown that under this condition any basis (4.2.2) satisfies the conditions from
[AKR11, Definition 3.4.2]. The basis that we will construct in paragraph 4.2.3
corresponds to a particular choice for the basis (4.2.2). When p | d this basis
can still be constructed, but there is no guarantee that it satisfies the condi-
tions of [AKR11, Definition 3.4.2]. In fact, it seems that this basis is always
bad when p | d.
The modified AKR algorithm also makes sense in the homogeneous case
w = (1, . . . , 1). In this way one obtains an alternative way to implement
the classical AKR algorithm. This approach for the homogeneous case was
already known to some people for at least a few years (the author learned
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it from his supervisor). However, the alternative implementation has only
recently been published in [BLS13] and [Lai15]. These two papers contain
(among other things) a generalization of the Griffiths-Dwork reduction for
homogeneous equations that are not necessarily smooth. This goes in a differ-
ent direction from our modification, which deals with weighted homogeneous
equations that are quasi-smooth. The smooth homogeneous equations are pre-
cisely the intersection of these two classes, and in both cases one recovers the
alternative implementation of the AKR algorithm. More precisely: the homo-
geneous cases of our algorithms 4.1 and 4.2 are implicit in the proof of [BLS13,
Proposition 2]. They may also be seen as a special case of [Lai15, Algorithm
3], which is a generalization of Griffiths-Dwork reduction for homogeneous
equations.
The original implementation of the AKR algorithm, which is available from
the homepage of Kiran Kedlaya, also works for p | d. This implementation
uses the more traditional Griffiths-Dwork reduction procedure that we have
described in the introductory paragraph 1.2.3. The advantage of using the
alternative implementation when p ∤ d is that there is no need to do linear
algebra in the quotient ring R/J . Indeed, algorithm 4.1 constructs a basis of
the de Rham cohomology directly from a Gro¨bner basis of the Jacobian ideal.
The coordinates of the cohomology class associated to a given differential form
can then simply be read off from its Griffiths-Dwork reduction.
The algorithms 4.1 and 4.2 have previously been implemented by Johan
de Jong, as part of his Frobenius project. However, we are not aware of any
previous proofs for the correctness of these algorithms. Also, the aim of [dJ06]
is to approximate the Frobenius on a weighted projective hypersurface. The
explanations that come with the source code do not mention local cohomology
at all. In paragraph 4.2.6 we will argue that the correctness of the code
from [dJ06] relies on a certain conjectural relation between rigid cohomology
objects.
Another remark about the implementation [dJ06] is that it should also
work for p | d, according to the documentation. This suggests that our proofs
related to algorithms 4.1 and 4.2 could be extended to deal with the case p | d.
We should also remark that there are several ways to speed up the classical
AKR algorithm. Kloosterman [Klo08] has suggested to replace the Frobenius
lift F by the Dworkian ψ, which is a left inverse. Costa [Cos15] has significantly
improved the time and space complexity of the AKR algorithm, using the
technique of controlled reduction. This result had previously been announced
by Harvey [Har14]. It is possible that some of these improvements can be used
together with our modifications.
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4.2.3 Efficient construction of a G(w)-invariant basis
The naive way to compute the setsM′D from the setsMD by directly applying
the definition (4.2.1) is generally not efficient. A striking example is provided
in the code of the Frobenius project [dJ06]: consider the values d = 64 and w =
(7, 8, 15, 19). In this case the basis (4.2.2) has cardinality 246141 while (4.2.3)
has only 7 elements. In this paragraph we will give some results that allow
us to efficiently compute a basis for the G(w)-invariant de Rham cohomology.
The resulting algorithm 4.1 is also natural in our setting, since it only operates
on the weighted homogeneous equation G.
In this paragraph we heavily rely on the theory of Gro¨bner bases. We use
chapter 21 of [vzGG13] as our reference. In particular we use ≼ to denote a
global monomial order. For a set of polynomials P we let lm(P) denote the
set of leading monomials with respect to the chosen order ≼. We may then
also consider the ideal ⟨lm(P)⟩ that is generated by those leading monomials.
We start by fixing some notations.
• The ring R = K[x1, . . . , xn] with usual grading deg xi = 1.
• The ring R(w) = K[x1, . . . , xn] with grading deg xi = wi.
• For any element f ∈ K[x1, . . . , xn] we define f˜ := f(xw11 , . . . , xwnn ).
• The ideal J = (∂1G˜, . . . , ∂nG˜) ⊂ R.
• The ideal I = (∂1G, . . . , ∂nG) ⊂ R(w).
• The ideal I˜ = ((˜∂1G), . . . , (˜∂nG)) ⊂ R.
Note that J , I and I˜ are homogeneous ideals because they are generated
by homogeneous elements in their respective rings. Clearly we have
J =
(
xw1−11 (˜∂1G), . . . , xwn−1n (˜∂nG)
)
.
From this we derive the relations
J ⊂ I˜ and
(
n∏
i=1
xwi−1i
)
· I˜ ⊂ J.
The next two propositions can be used to compute a basis of the form (4.2.2).
Proposition 4.2.4. Choose an integer D such that D − n ≥ 0 as well as a
monomial order ≼ on R. Take MD to be the complement of lm(JD−n) in the
set of all the monomials of degree D − n. Then the set MD consisting of the
classes in RJ of the elements of MD is a basis for the K-vector space
(
R
J
)
D−n.
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Proof. By proposition 4.2.5 below we have
RD−n = Span(MD)⊕ Span(lm(JD−n)) = Span(MD)⊕ ⟨lm(J)⟩D−n.
Now use the fact that the ideals J and ⟨lm(J)⟩ have the same Hilbert function
[GP08, Theorem 5.2.6]. It follows that
|MD| = dimRD−n − dim⟨lm(J)⟩D−n
= dimRD−n − dim JD−n
= dim
RD−n
JD−n
.
Also note that no two elements in MD can have the same class in RD−nJD−n .
Indeed, if m and m′ are distinct monomials of degree D−n such that m−m′ ∈
JD−n then eitherm orm′ is the leading monomial of an element of JD−n, hence
not in MD. So we also have |MD| = dim RD−nJD−n .
Now we show that the set MD is linearly independent. For this it suffices
to show that for any nontrivial relation
λ1m1 + . . .+ λlml ∈ JD−n, (4.2.7)
where the mi are the monomials of degree D − n, there exists a coefficient
λi ̸= 0 such that mi ̸∈ MD or mi ∈ lm(JD−n). This is immediate: one of the
mi is the leading monomial of the left-hand side of equation (4.2.7), hence an
element of lm(JD−n).
Proposition 4.2.5. In RD−n we have an equality of subspaces
⟨lm(J)⟩D−n = Span(lm(JD−n)).
Proof. The inclusion “⊃” is clear so we only prove the other inclusion.
A general element of ⟨lm(J)⟩ is of the form ∑i himi where mi = lm(fi)
for some fi ∈ J and hi ∈ R. Since J is a homogeneous ideal we may assume
that fi is homogeneous of the same degree as mi. An element
∑
i himi that
is homogeneous of degree D − n may be written as ∑i,j cij · nimj where the
ni are monomials such that deg ni +degmj = D− n for every pair (i, j) with
cij ̸= 0. But this can be rewritten as
∑
i,j cij · lm(nifj) and since nifj ∈ JD−n,
this belongs to Span(lm(JD−n)).
Remark 4.2.6. Note that proposition 4.2.4 can be generalized to any homoge-
neous ideal in a weighted polynomial ring.
Proposition 4.2.4 is in fact very classical. In [Eis95, Theorem 15.3] it is
attributed to Macaulay, although the formulation is slightly different. For our
applications we will need the exact formulation of propositions 4.2.4 and 4.2.5.
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So far we have only used the ideal J , which is the Jacobian ideal “upstairs”.
The next step is to find a relation with the Jacobian ideal I “downstairs”. For
this we make the following definition.
Definition 4.2.7. Choose an integer D such that D − n ≥ 0. Let Monw(D)
denote the set of monomials in R(w) of weighted degree D −∑iwi. Also
let Mon′(D) denote the set of monomials in R of degree D − n that satisfy
condition (4.2.1). We define a map
φ : Monw(D)→ Mon′(D) : xa11 · . . . · xann ↦→
(
n∏
i=1
xwi−1i
)
xw1a11 · . . . · xwnann .
It is easy to see that the map φ is well-defined. Indeed, the fact that a
monomial u = xa11 · . . . · xann ∈ Monw(D) has weighted degree D −
∑
iwi in
R(w) means that
n∑
i=1
wiai = D −
n∑
i=1
wi. (4.2.8)
It follows that φ(u) has degree D − n. It is clear that φ(u) satisfies condition
(4.2.1).
It is also easy to show that φ is bijective. Indeed, note that every monomial
satisfying (4.2.1) is of the form(
n∏
i=1
xwi−1i
)
xw1a11 · . . . · xwnann (4.2.9)
for some integers a1, . . . , an. The only possible inverse image under φ is
xa11 · . . . · xann . (4.2.10)
The fact that the monomial (4.2.9) lies in Mon′(D) is expressed by the equation
(4.2.8). It follows that (4.2.10) has weighted degree D−∑ni=1wi, as required.
In what follows we will consider the map φ for different values of D. We
prefer to keep this dependence implicit in the notation, since the right value
for D can usually be deduced from the context.
We can now use the map φ to express a relation between the Jacobi ring
R/J “upstairs” and the Jacobi ring R(w)/I “downstairs”.
Proposition 4.2.8. Choose an integer D such that D−n ≥ 0. LetMD be as
in proposition 4.2.4, defined with respect to the lexicographic monomial order
≼lex. Then apply definition 4.2.1 to obtain a setM′D. Define ND to be the set
of monomials of weighted degree D −∑iwi in R(w) that don’t belong to the
set lm(ID−∑i wi). Then the restriction of φ to the set ND defines a bijection
φ : ND −→M′D.
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Note that this proposition also holds when D− n ≥ 0 but D−∑iwi < 0.
In this case it implies that M′D = ∅.
It is easy to see that the classes of the elements of ND form a basis for
the K-vector space (R(w)/I)D−∑i wi : the proof of proposition 4.2.4 can be
adapted to the weighted homogeneous case. In this sense proposition 4.2.8 can
be seen as the algebraic counterpart of the analytical result from proposition
4.1.1. In fact, proposition 4.2.8 can be used to give an algebraic proof of the
dimension formula from proposition 4.1.2, removing the need to base-change
to C.
We first prove a lemma. This is the only place where we rely on the choice
of the lexicographic monomial order ≼lex. The lemma is certainly false for a
general monomial order.
Proposition 4.2.9. Consider the polynomial ring K[x1, . . . , xn] together with
the lexicographic monomial order ≼lex. Choose an ideal I = (f1, . . . , fm) and
define I˜ = (f˜1, . . . , f˜m). Let {Q1, . . . , Qs} denote the unique reduced Gro¨bner
basis of I. Then {Q˜1, . . . , Q˜s} is the reduced Gro¨bner basis of I˜.
Proof. We can compute a Gro¨bner basis for I using Buchberger’s algorithm
[vzGG13, Algorithm 21.33]. This algorithm boils down to repeatedly com-
puting the remainders of S-polynomials w.r.t. a set of generators for I. So it
suffices to prove that for any pair (i, j) we have
S(f˜i, f˜j) rem f˜1, . . . , f˜m = r˜ij (4.2.11)
where
rij = S(fi, fj) rem f1, . . . , fm.
Since we are using the lexicographical ordering we have that lm(f˜) = l˜m(f)
for any polynomial f . It is then easy to verify that the multivariate division
algorithm [vzGG13, Algorithm 21.11] is compatible with the tilde operator.
One can also check that
S(f˜i, f˜j) = ˜S(fi, fj).
This is a direct consequence of the definition [vzGG13, Definition 21.29]. The
equality (4.2.11) follows. To compute the reduced Gro¨bner basis we can use
the algorithm described in [vzGG13, Theorem 21.38]. It is easy to see that
this algorithm is also compatible with the tilde operator. This finishes the
proof.
Corollary 4.2.10. Consider the ideal I = (∂1G, . . . , ∂nG) and again choose
the lexicographic monomial order ≼lex. Then the ideal ⟨lm(I)⟩ is generated by
a set of monomials {u1, . . . , us} such that {u˜1, . . . , u˜s} generates ⟨lm(I˜)⟩.
Proof. One defining property of a Gro¨bner basis {Q1, . . . , Qs} of an ideal I
is that ⟨lm(Q1), . . . , lm(Qs)⟩ = ⟨lm(I)⟩. See for example [vzGG13, Definition
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21.25]. The claim follows immediately from proposition 4.2.9 by taking uj :=
lm(Qj).
With corollary 4.2.10 we are now ready to give the proof of proposition
4.2.8.
Proof of Proposition 4.2.8. It suffices to work on the complements and to show
that φ restricts to a bijection
φ : lm(ID−∑i wi) −→ lm(JD−n) ∩Mon′(D).
By combining corollary 4.2.10 with an argument similar to the proof of propo-
sition 4.2.5 it easily follows that
lm(ID−∑i wi) = { monomials m · uj | degwm+ degw uj = D −
∑
i
wi}.
The elements uj on the right-hand side are the same as in the corollary. Sim-
ilarly we have
lm(I˜β) = { monomials m · u˜j | degm+ deg u˜j = β}
for any β ≥ 0. It is now sufficient to show that a monomial u ∈ Monw(D)
belongs to lm(ID−∑i wi) if and only if φ(u) belongs to lm(JD−n).
Assume that u ∈ lm(ID−∑i wi). Then there exists a monomial m such that
u = m · uj with uj as in corollary 4.2.10. We then obtain
φ(u) =
(
n∏
i=1
xwi−1i
)
· m˜ · u˜j ∈
(
n∏
i=1
xwi−1i
)
· lm(I˜D−∑i wi) ⊂ lm(JD−n).
Conversely, assume that
φ(u) =
(
n∏
i=1
xwi−1i
)
· xw1a11 · . . . · xwnann ∈ lm(JD−n)
for some values a1, . . . , an. Since lm(JD−n) ⊂ lm(I˜D−n) we see that there
exists a monomial m such that φ(u) = m · u˜j for some uj as in corollary
4.2.10. Then we must have
m =
(
n∏
i=1
xwi−1i
)
· m˜′
for another monomialm′. It follows that φ(u) = φ(m′ ·uj). Hence u = m′ ·uj ∈
lm(ID−∑i wi).
We can use proposition 4.2.8 together with propositions 4.2.4 and 4.2.2 to
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efficiently compute a basis for the G(w)-invariant de Rham cohomology space
Hn−1dR (P
n−1
K \ (S˜K)∞)G(w). (4.2.12)
See algorithm 4.1 below.
Algorithm 4.1: Computing a basis for the G(w)-invariant de Rham
cohomology.
Data: A polynomial G ∈ V[x1, . . . , xn] that is weighted homogeneous of
degree d w.r.t. weights w and that satisfies all the assumptions
from the introduction of this chapter.
Result: A set of differential forms whose cohomology classes form a
basis for the G(w)-invariant de Rham cohomology (4.2.12).
begin
Compute the reduced Gro¨bner basis {Q1, . . . , Qs} of the ideal
I = (∂1G, . . . , ∂nG)
using the lexicographic monomial order ≼lex. Then define
uj := lm(Qj) for 1 ≤ j ≤ s.
for D ∈ {d, 2d, . . . , (n− 1)d} do
if D −∑iwi < 0 then
Define ND := ∅.
else
Define ND to be the set of monomials of weighted degree
D −∑iwi that are not a multiple of u1, . . . , us.
end
end
Output: the set
n−1⋃
α=1
{
φ(u) Ω
G˜α | u ∈ Nαd
}
.
end
The core of algorithm 4.1 is very classical. It goes as far back as the
thesis of Buchberger [Buc06]. However, it is the relation to cohomology (see
proposition below) that is of interest to us.
Proposition 4.2.11. The output of algorithm 4.1 is a basis for the invariant
de Rham cohomology (4.2.12).
Proof. The monomials uj = lm(Qj) are precisely those from corollary 4.2.10.
Now fix a value of D such that D −∑iwi ≥ 0. The set ND generated by the
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algorithm is the complement of
{ monomials m · uj | degwm+ degw uj = D −
∑
i
wi} (4.2.13)
in the set of all monomials of weighted degree D −∑iwi. We have shown in
the proof of proposition 4.2.8 that the set (4.2.13) is equal to lm(ID−∑i wi).
Therefore the set ND that is constructed by the algorithm is indeed the one
that we defined in the statement of proposition 4.2.8. The result now follows
by combining propositions 4.2.8, 4.2.4 and 4.2.2.
We don’t give a detailed analysis of the performance of this algorithm, but
it should be clear that it is in general much faster than the naive algorithm that
we sketched at the beginning of this paragraph. Indeed, the naive approach
comes down to applying the algorithm to G˜ instead of G. This produces a
larger basis that needs to be trimmed afterwards.
4.2.4 A modified Griffiths-Dwork reduction
In this paragraph we show that the basis from algorithm 4.1 is particularly
well suited to carry out the Griffiths-Dwork reduction. Indeed, we will use
this basis to rewrite the Griffiths-Dwork reduction algorithm in terms of the
Jacobian ideal of the weighted homogeneous equation G. We also show that the
coordinates of the cohomology class of a G(w)-invariant form can be directly
read off from this modified Griffiths-Dwork method. The key observation is
given in the following proposition.
Proposition 4.2.12. Take a weighted homogeneous polynomial G as in algo-
rithm 4.1. We use this polynomial to define the ideals
I = (∂1G, . . . , ∂nG) and J = (∂1G˜, . . . , ∂nG˜).
We let {Q1, . . . , Qs} denote the reduced Gro¨bner basis of I w.r.t. ≼lex. Also
write
h(x1, . . . , xn) =
n∏
i=1
xwi−1i .
Let A ∈ K[x1, . . . , xn] be a weighted homogeneous polynomial of weighted de-
gree td−∑iwi ≥ 0. Now take the remainder
r = A rem Q1, . . . , Qs
using the multivariate division algorithm [vzGG13, Algorithm 21.11] with re-
spect to ≼lex. Then the following properties hold:
i) The polynomial r is a K-linear combination of the monomials in the set
Ntd from proposition 4.2.8.
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ii) If t > n− 1 then r = 0.
Proof.
i) It is a well-known fact that the reduced Gro¨bner basis of a weighted
homogeneous ideal consists of weighted homogeneous polynomials. One
way to prove this property is to analyse Buchberger’s algorithm, simi-
larly to the proof of proposition 4.2.9. It follows that the polynomial r
is weighted homogeneous as well. But then each monomial in r must
have the same weighted degree as A. So r is a K-linear combination
of monomials of weighted degree td −∑iwi. Also, one of the defining
properties of the multivariate remainder is that none of the monomials
in r are a multiple of the uj = lm(Qj). It follows that r is indeed a
K-linear combination of the monomials in Ntd.
ii) Assume t ≥ n, then we have
degw A ≥ nd−
∑
i
wi > nd− 2 ·
∑
i
wi.
It follows that A ∈ I, according to equation (4.1.4). Therefore r = 0.
We now show how proposition 4.2.12 can be used to implement the Griffiths-
Dwork reduction method for a G(w)-invariant differential form that has the
shape
h · A˜Ω
G˜t .
Before we give the algorithm we need to chose an ordering on the monomials
in the sets Nαd. To this end we write
n−1⋃
α=1
Nαd = (v1, v2, . . . , vδ).
With this notation the basis from algorithm 4.1 is given by the differential
forms {
φ(vj) Ω
G˜αj
}
j
(4.2.14)
for 1 ≤ j ≤ δ and αj = degw vj+
∑
i wi
d . The following algorithm carries out the
Griffiths-Dwork reduction with respect to the basis above.
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Algorithm 4.2: Griffiths-Dwork reduction with respect to the basis pro-
duced by algorithm 4.1.
Data: A weighted homogeneous polynomial G satisfying the same
assumptions as algorithm 4.1 and a weighted homogeneous
polynomial A ∈ K[x1, . . . , xn] of weighted degree td−
∑
iwi ≥ 0.
Result: A coefficient vector τ = (τ1, . . . , τδ) such that, on the level of
cohomology, we have
h · A˜Ω
G˜t =
δ∑
j=1
τj
φ(vj) Ω
G˜αj
with the vj as in equation (4.2.14).
Initialization: Compute the Gro¨bner basis {Q1, . . . , Qs} from
algorithm 4.1.
Definition of procedure Reduce(A) :
begin
Compute the remainder r = A rem Q1, . . . , Qs. Then write
r = λ1v1 + . . .+ λδvδ for λi ∈ K.
if A− r ̸= 0 then
Find polynomials B1, . . . , Bn such that
A− r = B1 · (∂1G) + . . .+Bn · (∂nG).
Recursively define µ := Reduce
(
(t− 1)−1 ·∑ni=1 ∂iBi).
else
Define µ := 0.
end
Output: τ := λ+ µ.
end
We verify that every step in the procedure Reduce(A) makes sense. In
proposition 4.2.12 we have shown that r can indeed be written as a K-linear
combination of the vj . Moreover, this linear combination can be computed
using the multivariate division algorithm [vzGG13, Algorithm 21.11]. The
same algorithm allows us to write A − r as a combination of the Qj . During
the computation of the Gro¨bner basis one can keep track of how the Qj can
be written as combination of the ∂iG, and this gives the polynomials Bi. It
is easy to see that the Bi are again weighted homogeneous. Their degree is
equal to
degw Bi = td−
∑
i
wi − (d− wi)
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and therefore
degw ∂iBi = degw Bi − wi = (t− 1)d−
∑
i
wi.
This shows that the recursive call to Reduce makes sense. Now we are ready
to show that the output of algorithm 4.2 is correct.
Proposition 4.2.13. Consider an input A of weighted degree td−∑iwi ≥ 0
for algorithm 4.2, which generates an output τ = (τ1, . . . , τδ). Then on the
level of cohomology we have a linear combination
h · A˜Ω
G˜t =
δ∑
j=1
τj
φ(vj) Ω
G˜αj .
Proof. Using the notations of the algorithm, we write
h A˜ = h B˜1 · (˜∂1G) + . . .+ h B˜n · (˜∂nG) + h r˜
=
h1
w1
B˜1 · ∂1G˜ + . . .+ hn
wn
B˜n · ∂nG˜ + h r˜
with
hi = x
w1−1
1 · . . . · xˆwi−1i · . . . · xwn−1n .
By combining propositions 4.2.12 and 4.2.8 we see that the differential form
h · r˜Ω
G˜t
is a linear combination of the differential forms from the set (4.2.14). The
coefficients of this linear combination are the same λj as in the algorithm. It
remains to verify that the recursive part of the algorithm correctly applies the
pole order reduction rule from [Gri69] to the differential form
h · (A˜− r˜) Ω
G˜t .
By linearity it suffices to check this for each term individually. For 1 ≤ i ≤ n
the pole order reduction rule reads
hi
wi
B˜i · (∂iG˜) Ω
G˜t ≡ (t− 1)
−1 ∂i
(
hi
wi
B˜i
)
Ω
G˜t−1 .
But we have
∂i(hiB˜i) = ∂ihi · B˜i + hi · ∂iB˜i
= 0 + hi · wi xwi−1i (˜∂iBi).
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Therefore we find that
∂i
(
hi
wi
B˜i
)
= h · (˜∂iBi).
From this we see that the recursive call Reduce
(
(t− 1)−1 ·∑ni=1 ∂iBi) indeed
corresponds to the classical pole order reduction rule.
Remark 4.2.14. The remainders r that are computed by algorithm 4.2 can
be seen as an analogue of the Griffiths-Dwork reduction for weighted homo-
geneous polynomials of degree td −∑iwi. In this sense algorithm 4.2 is a
generalization of [BLS13, Algorithm 1], which computes the Griffiths-Dwork
reduction of the differential form associated to a homogeneous polynomial. It
follows from proposition 4.2.13 that two weighted homogeneous polynomials
A and A′ define the same cohomology class in Hn−1dR (P
n−1
K \ (S˜K)∞)G(w) if and
only if their reduced forms are equal. This is analogous to [BLS13, Theorem
1].
Remark 4.2.15. Algorithm 4.2 can easily be applied to the truncated sum
(4.2.6). Indeed, it is easy to calculate that a differential form of the shape
xq−11 · . . . · xq−1n · F (φ(vj)) · (G˜q − F (G˜))iΩ
G˜q(i+α)
can be rewritten as
h · A˜Ω
G˜q(i+α)
with
A = xq−11 · . . . · xq−1n · F (vj) · (Gq − F (G))i.
With algorithms 4.1 and 4.2 and the remark above we now have enough
details to implement the modified AKR algorithm. Our implementation in
SAGE can be found at the address
https://github.com/ouwehand
Note that this implementation is only meant to demonstrate the algorithms
from this chapter. All the other details of the AKR algorithm are kept as
simple as possible.
We have limited the implementation to polynomials G ∈ Z[x1, . . . , xn] ⊂
Zp[x1, . . . , xn], which reduce to g ∈ Fp[x1, . . . , xn]. The bottleneck of our
implementation is that all the intermediate computations are over Q. Only
the final result is interpreted as a matrix with entries in K = Qp. It is
more efficient to use approximate p-adic arithmetic, but this also causes some
additional loss of precision. This issue is not discussed in [AKR11], but the
original implementation3 contains some comments about it.
3Available from the homepage of Kiran Kedlaya.
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Our implementation can be used on simple yet interesting examples, de-
spite the limitations on speed and generality.
Example 4.2.16. Consider for instance the following equation in three vari-
ables over the base field k = F3:
g = x51 + x
10
2 + x
2
3 + x1x
3
2x3.
This equation belongs to the weighted Dwork family, whose rigid cohomology
is studied in the paper [Klo07]. The weights are given by w = (2, 1, 5) and the
weighted degree d is equal to 10. The modified AKR algorithm can be used
to compute an approximation of the characteristic polynomial of Frobenius,
based on the first 10 terms of the sum (4.2.6). This computation finishes
quickly, even on old hardware. The resulting approximation suggests that the
characteristic polynomial of the Frobenius action on Hn−1rig (P
n−1
k \ S˜∞)G(w)
should be:
T 4 − 3T 3 − 34 T + 36.
4.2.5 Changing the monomial order
Most of the proofs in paragraphs 4.2.3 and 4.2.4 strongly depend on the as-
sumption that one uses the lexicographical monomial order ≼lex. A natural
question to ask is: what happens if we choose a different monomial order?
Say we work with the degree lexicographical order ≼deglex. It is immedi-
ately obvious that the tilde operator is no longer compatible with the monomial
order. In fact, it is not difficult to give an example for which the statements
of propositions 4.2.9, 4.2.10 and 4.2.8 are all false. More precisely, if we define
the sets ND and M′D with respect to the order ≼deglex, then φ(ND) is gener-
ally not equal to M′D. In case of example 4.2.16, we have φ(ND) ̸⊂ M′D and
M′D ̸⊂ φ(ND) at the same time.
On the other hand, it is quite easy to see that algorithm 4.1 still produces
a basis for the G(w)-invariant de Rham cohomology. Indeed, this follows
immediately from the following proposition.
Proposition 4.2.17. Take a polynomial G ∈ V[x1, . . . , xn] that is weighted
homogeneous of degree d w.r.t. weights w and that satisfies all the usual as-
sumptions. For D ∈ {d, 2d, . . . , (n − 1)d}, choose a set BD of monomials in
R(w) whose classes form a basis for the K-vector space(
R(w)
I
)
D−∑i wi .
Then the set
n−1⋃
α=1
{
φ(m) Ω
G˜α | m ∈ Bαd
}
(4.2.15)
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forms a basis for the G(w)-invariant de Rham cohomology
Hn−1dR (P
n−1
K \ (S˜K)∞)G(w).
Proof. First observe that the set (4.2.15) has the right number of elements,
according to proposition 4.1.1. We only need to verify that the set (4.2.15) is
linearly independent.
So assume that there is a nontrivial linear combination on the level of
cohomology: ∑
i
λi
φ(mi) Ω
G˜αi =
∑
i λi φ(mi) G˜t−αi Ω
G˜t ≡ 0. (4.2.16)
Here we have chosen an arbitrary ordering of the elements in ∪αBαd, with
mi ∈ Bαid. The value t is defined by the formula:
t = max{αi | λi ̸= 0}.
This quantity is well-defined, since we assumed that at least one of the λi is
nonzero. We may then write the numerator on the left-hand side of equation
(4.2.16) as h · A˜, where
A =
∑
i
λimi Gt−αi .
Now we consider the modified Griffiths-Dwork reduction from remark 4.2.14.
Since A induces the zero class in cohomology, its reduction must be zero. In
particular, we have A ∈ I.
By collecting the indices i for which αi = t, we may rewrite this as∑
j
λjmj +
∑
l
λlml Gβl ∈ I
with βl > 0 for all l. Since also G ∈ I, we find a nontrivial linear combination∑
j
λjmj ∈ I.
But this is in contradiction with the fact that these monomials mj belong to
Btd. This concludes the proof.
The proof above should be compared with [BLS13, Proposition 2]. The
only real difference is that we replaced the classical Griffiths-Dwork reduc-
tion with the modified version from remark 4.2.14. As a result, the proof of
proposition 4.2.17 heavily depends on the theory for ≼lex that we discussed in
paragraphs 4.2.3 and 4.2.4.
Proposition 4.2.17 clearly implies that algorithm 4.1 produces a basis for
any choice of monomial order ≼, since the sets ND (defined w.r.t. ≼) form a
basis for (R(w)/I)D−∑i wi . This last claim can be proved similarly as propo-
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sition 4.2.4.
This basis is still special, in the sense that algorithm 4.2 correctly computes
the coordinates w.r.t. this basis. To see this, consider the sets ND, defined
w.r.t. a general order ≼. Then the proof of point i) of proposition 4.2.12
goes through without any modification. The statement of point ii) is clearly
independent of the choice of monomial order, since r = 0 if and only if A ∈ I.
As a result, the proof of proposition 4.2.13 is still valid for the basis that is
computed by algorithm 4.1 w.r.t. a general order ≼.
These observations form the basis for the following proposition:
Proposition 4.2.18. The modified AKR algorithm is still correct if one re-
places ≼lex with any global monomial order ≼.
Proof. We have already shown that
n−1⋃
α=1
{
φ(m) Ω
G˜α | m ∈ Nαd
}
(4.2.17)
is a basis for Hn−1dR (P
n−1
K \ (S˜K)∞)G(w) and that algorithm 4.2 correctly com-
putes the coordinates w.r.t. this basis. It remains to show that the sets φ(Nαd)
can be obtained by applying definition 4.2.1 to a set of monomialsMαd whose
classes form a basis for (R/J)αd−n. The results in paragraph 4.2.1 then guar-
antee that the precision estimates from [AKR11] still hold.
It is easy to see that the set φ(Nαd) is linearly independent in (R/J)αd−n.
Indeed, for a fixed value α, consider a linear combination
λ1 φ(v1) + . . .+ λl φ(vl) ∈ J
for v1, . . . , vl ∈ Nαd. This implies that the differential form∑l
i=1 λi φ(vi) Ω
G˜α
is cohomologous to a form of pole order α − 1. But this is in contradiction
with the basis (4.2.17), unless λ1 = . . . = λl = 0.
Now fix an 1 ≤ α ≤ n− 1 and consider the subspace Vαd−n ⊂ Rαd−n that
is spanned by the monomials of degree αd − n that don’t belong to φ(Nαd).
We then obtain a decomposition(
R
J
)
αd−n
= Span(φ(Nαd))⊕ Vαd−n
Jαd−n
.
Choose a set Cαd of monomials in Vαd−n whose classes form a basis for Vαd−nJαd−n .
Then the set
Mαd = φ(Nαd) ∪ Cαd
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is a set of monomials whose classes form a basis for (R/J)αd−n. After applying
definition 4.2.1 we obtain an obvious inclusion φ(Nαd) ⊂M′αd. By combining
proposition 4.2.2 and the fact that (4.2.17) is a basis, we conclude that in fact
φ(Nαd) =M′αd. This finishes the proof.
We emphasize again that the proof of proposition 4.2.18 strongly relies
on the modified Griffiths-Dwork reduction from remark 4.2.14, which is based
on the lexicographic monomial order. The arguments used in this paragraph,
considered on their own, only prove the following a priori weaker statement:
Proposition 4.2.19. If the modified AKR algorithm works for some mono-
mial order, then it works for any monomial order.
Our implementation of the modified AKR algorithm includes a demon-
stration of the phenomena that occur when the monomial order is changed.
One surprising observation is that the choice of the monomial order can affect
the precision of the approximate Frobenius matrix. For example 4.2.16, the
monomial orders ≼deglex and ≼degrevlex both give more precision than ≼lex for
the same level of truncation in the sum (4.2.6). Also, the basis for the G(w)-
invariant de Rham cohomology that is computed with respect to ≼degrevlex
happens to be the same as the basis w.r.t. ≼lex. This shows that the mono-
mial order is really responsible for the gained precision.
Thus it seems that ≼degrevlex is a good overall choice of monomial order.
It is generally considered a good choice for computing Gro¨bner bases, and it
seems to give better results than ≼lex when combined with the modified AKR
algorithm.
Remark 4.2.20. We should mention that there is an alternative proof for propo-
sition 4.2.18, which works by modifying propositions 4.2.9, 4.2.10 and 4.2.8. To
do this, one should use a different monomial order “upstairs” that is adapted
to the choice of monomial order “downstairs”. If one represents the monomial
order “downstairs” by an element of GL(n,R), then it is easy to see which
matrix should represent the monomial order “upstairs”.
Our approach was to use the modified Griffiths-Dwork reduction from re-
mark 4.2.14, after which it suffices to work “downstairs”. The advantage of
this approach is that it allows us to use the classical proofs from [BLS13] with
almost no modifications.
4.2.6 Comparison with the Frobenius project
The Frobenius project [dJ06] is a program written in C whose stated goal is
to approximate the Frobenius action on the rigid cohomology
Hn−1rig (Pk(w) \ S∞),
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with S∞ a quasi-smooth weighted projective hypersurface w.r.t. weights w =
(w1, . . . , wn) over a finite field k.
The code from [dJ06] comes with a text file that briefly explains what
is being computed. To our knowledge there are no rigorous proofs for the
correctness of this code. For this reason we start by proving that the algorithm
behind [dJ06] correctly calculates a reduction of certain formal differentials.
Reduction of formal differentials
Consider a weighted homogeneous polynomial G ∈ K[x1, . . . , xn] defining a
quasi-smooth weighted projective hypersurface (S˜K)∞ ⊂ PK(w) of degree d.
Then define the K-vector space of formal differentials
Zn−1 =
{
AΩ
Gt | degw A = td−
n∑
i=1
wi
}
where
Ω =
n∑
i=1
(−1)i−1wi xi ·
(
dx1 ∧ . . . ∧ dˆxi ∧ . . . ∧ dxn
)
.
The formal cohomology Hn−1formal is defined as the quotient of Z
n−1 by the
subspace of differentials that arise as a (formal) derivative. More precisely:
Hn−1formal = Z
n−1/Bn−1 where Bn−1 is the subspace spanned by elements of the
form
A · (∂iG) Ω
Gt − (t− 1)
−1 ∂iAΩ
Gt−1 ,
for 1 ≤ i ≤ n and t ≥ 2.
The assumption that G is quasi-smooth ensures that the results from para-
graph 4 of [Gri69] still hold. To see this it suffices to verify the following two
properties:
i) If degw A ≥ nd−
∑n
i=1wi, then A ∈ I = (∂1G, . . . , ∂nG).
ii) If
∑n
i=1Bi · ∂iG = 0 for certain Bi, then there exists a skew-symmetric
matrix of polynomials Cij satisfying the property
Bi =
n∑
j=1
Cij · ∂jG
for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
These properties can be used as substitutes for [Gri69, Theorem 4.11] and
[Gri69, Proposition 4.14] (originally due to Macaulay and Dwork). The other
proofs in paragraph 4 of [Gri69] then go through without any modifications.
We have already proved the first of the two claims above, see equation
(4.1.4). For this property to hold one only needs the fact that the partial
derivatives ∂1G, . . . , ∂nG form a regular sequence. The second claim is already
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covered by [Dwo62, Lemma 3.1], the same lemma that is cited in [Gri69].
Again, this statement is valid for any regular sequence.
By repeating the proofs from [Gri69], one can now show that the differen-
tials in Zn−1 admit a Griffiths-Dwork reduction. An element of Zn−1 induces
the zero class in Hn−1formal if and only if its reduction is zero.
The existence of such a Griffiths-Dwork reduction implies that Hn−1formal
admits a basis that is similar to the one from proposition 1.2.4. The proof
is formally the same as in [BLS13, Proposition 2]. It is then not difficult to
devise an algorithm that writes an element of Zn−1 as a linear combination
of this basis, similarly to the homogeneous case. This (among other things) is
implemented in [dJ06].
Relation with rigid cohomology
The statement that the code from [dJ06] can be used to approximate the
Frobenius action on the rigid cohomology Hn−1rig (Pk(w) \ S∞) is much less
obvious.
Over the complex numbers it is known that there is an identification
Hn−1formal ⊗ C
∼−→ Hn−1(PC(w) \ (SC)∞, C).
This correspondence can be proved using the techniques from the proof of
proposition 3.4.1.
But in remark 3.4.2 we have explained that (outside of the homogeneous
case) we see no clear connection between the rigid cohomology of weighted
projective hypersurfaces and formal differentials. For this reason we believe
that additional theoretical foundations are needed to prove that the algorithm
behind [dJ06] correctly approximates the Frobenius on Hn−1rig (Pk(w) \ S∞).
On the other hand we found that under additional assumptions the code
from the Frobenius project is computationally equivalent to our implementa-
tion of the modified AKR algorithm. More precisely: assume that the hyper-
surface S∞ = ZPk(w)(g) satisfies all the assumptions from definition 3.1.7, in
particular that S˜∞ is smooth. Then the code from [dJ06] computes the same
approximate matrix as our algorithms 4.1 and 4.2 applied to the truncated
Frobenius lift (4.2.6).
To see this, let G be a weighted homogeneous lift of the equation g. Also
consider a set of monomials v1, . . . , vδ whose classes form a basis for H
n−1
formal.
The final output of the Frobenius project is the matrix that is obtained by
writing the formal differentials
qn−1
N∑
i=0
(
αj + i− 1
i
)
xq−11 · . . . · xq−1n · F (vj) · (Gq − F (G))iΩ
Gq(i+αj) (4.2.18)
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as a linear combination of the basis v1, . . . , vδ. The value N at which the sum
is truncated is a parameter of the program.
The first observation is that the numerators of the formal differentials
(4.2.18) are the same weighted homogeneous polynomials that we encountered
in remark 4.2.15. So the truncated sums (4.2.6) can essentially be obtained
by “pulling up” the formal differentials (4.2.18).
The elements vj are computed by the function char_0_basis. At least,
this is the case if the degree d = degw G is not divisible by the characteristic
of k. One can verify that this function is computationally equivalent to our
algorithm 4.1. So the elements vj are given by the same sets of monomials
ND as computed by algorithm 4.1.
The pole order reduction rule used in [dJ06] reads
B(∂iG) Ω
Gt ≡ (t− 1)
−1 (∂iB) Ω
Gt−1 . (4.2.19)
This is essentially the same rule as is applied by our algorithm 4.2. It should
be noted that the Frobenius project uses a different definition of the form Ω,
which ensures that the pole order reduction rule (4.2.19) works “downstairs”,
instead of “upstairs” as in proposition 4.2.13. But this different definition of
Ω doesn’t affect the matrix that is being computed.
So when S˜∞ is smooth, we see that applying the pole order reduction
(4.2.19) to the forms (4.2.18) amounts to the same thing as applying the
classical pole order reduction to the truncated forms (4.2.6). In other words,
there is an identification
Hn−1formal
∼−→ Hn−1dR (Pn−1K \ (S˜K)∞)G(w)
and the algorithm from [dJ06] corresponds to the modified AKR algorithm.
We conclude that under the assumptions from definition 3.1.7, both algorithms
compute the same matrix. Possibly up to a permutation of the rows and
columns, due to the fact that the basis elements can be permuted4.
This suggests that in the case where S˜∞ is smooth, [dJ06] implicitly relies
on the assumption that there is a Frobenius-equivariant isomorphism of rigid
cohomology
Hn−1rig (Pk(w) \ S∞) ∼−→ Hn−1rig (Pn−1k \ S˜∞)G(w). (4.2.20)
We have already noted in remark 3.4.2 that such an identification is far from
obvious outside of the homogeneous case where w = (1, . . . , 1). If S∞ is quasi-
smooth but S˜∞ is not smooth then the justification would need an analogue
in rigid cohomology of the decomposition (3.4.2) in terms of modified differen-
4Also note that the implementation from [dJ06] multiplies the Frobenius matrix with an
extra factor q−1.
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tials. This seems even more difficult to prove than the isomorphism (4.2.20).
Aside from this issue, it has been commented in [Ked12] that the Frobe-
nius project doesn’t provide precision estimates. We have shown at the end of
paragraph 4.2.1 that the original estimates from [AKR11] can be used if one
assumes that S˜∞ is smooth, although these bounds can probably be signifi-
cantly improved.
4.2.7 The characteristic polynomial of Frobenius
The algorithms in paragraphs 4.2.3 and 4.2.4 allow us to introduce another
computable invariant of a weighted homogeneous hypersurface singularity: the
approximate characteristic polynomial of Frobenius. We start by giving the
necessary definitions. After that we give an algorithm to compute the approx-
imate characteristic polynomial. This is quite straightforward, but one needs
to be aware of the possibility that some p-adic precision is lost.
The approximate characteristic polynomial
Definition 4.2.21. Given a weighted homogeneous hypersurface singularity
Y = ZAnk (g), we define the characteristic polynomial of Frobenius as
P (T ) = det
(
T · Id− Fr | Hnrig,{0}(Y )
)
∈ K[T ].
Unlike the matrix of Frobenius, which depends on a choice of basis, the
polynomial P (T ) only depends on the Frobenius action on Hnrig,{0}(Y ). Also,
it follows from theorem 2.1.1 that this polynomial is invariant under contact
equivalence. Therefore the characteristic polynomial of Frobenius is indeed an
invariant of the singularity.
It is obvious that P (T ) is related to the Frobenius action on the G(w)-
invariant part of Hn−1rig (P
n−1
k \ S˜∞).
Proposition 4.2.22. Let P (T ) denote the characteristic polynomial of Frobe-
nius of a weighted homogeneous singularity Y = ZAnk (g). As usual we assume
that all the conditions of definition 3.1.7 hold. If n ≥ 3 then
P (T ) = det
(
T · Id− Fr | Hn−1rig (Pn−1k \ S˜∞)G(w)
)
.
For n = 2 we have
P (T ) = (T − q) · det
(
T · Id− Fr | H1rig(P1k \ S˜∞)G(w)
)
.
Proof. For n ≥ 3 this is an immediate consequence of theorem 3.1.11. The
case n = 2 follows from remark 3.5.11.
With this description of the characteristic polynomial of Frobenius we can
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show that P (T ) has coefficients in V ⊂ K. Note that this property is not
immediate, because the matrix of the Frobenius action on Hn−1rig (P
n−1
k \ S˜∞)
can have entries that do not belong to V.
Proposition 4.2.23. The the characteristic polynomial P (T ) from definition
4.2.21 belongs to V[T ].
Proof. First we show that the polynomial
det
(
Id− T · Fr | Hn−2rig (S˜∞)
)
(4.2.21)
belongs to Z[T ]. Since S˜∞ is proper this polynomial can be seen as a part of
the zeta function of S˜∞. More precisely, this follows from [E´LS93, The´ore`me
6.3], which relates zeta functions to rigid cohomology with compact supports5.
From the p-adic interpretation of the Weil theorem (see paragraph 6.6 of
[Ked06]) one deduces that there cannot be any cancellation in the zeta func-
tion of S˜∞, so that (4.2.21) must belong to Z[T ]. The details of the argument
are the same as in the first paragraph of [Del74].
Now consider the polynomial
Q(T ) = det
(
Id− T · Fr | Hn−1rig (Pn−1k \ S˜∞)
)
.
From the Frobenius-equivariant short exact sequence
0 Hn−1rig (Pn−1 \ S˜∞) Hn−2rig (S˜∞)(−1) Hnrig(Pn−1) 0
we can deduce that
det
(
Id− q T · Fr | Hn−2rig (S˜∞)
)
= Q(T ) · (1− q n2 T )δ(n)
where
δ(n) =
{
1 for n even
0 for n odd
It follows that Q(T ) ∈ Z[T ]. We now write
R(T ) = det
(
T · Id− Fr | Hn−1rig (Pn−1k \ S˜∞)
)
.
Since R(T ) = T degQ · Q ( 1T ) we have R(T ) ∈ Z[T ]. We may assume that
n ≥ 3, so that
P (T ) = det
(
T · Id− Fr | Hn−1rig (Pn−1k \ S˜∞)G(w)
)
.
5The formula (1.2.2) from the introduction is a special case of the second statement of
[E´LS93, The´ore`me 6.3], which relates the zeta function of a smooth scheme to the rigid
cohomology without supports. For smooth proper schemes one finds two different ways to
write the zeta function, which gives a proof of the functional equation.
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We also know that Hn−1rig (P
n−1
k \ S˜∞)G(w) is a Frobenius-stable K-subspace of
Hn−1rig (P
n−1
k \ S˜∞). It immediately follows that P (T ) | R(T ) in the ring K[T ].
The fact that P (T ) ∈ V[T ] now follows from a generalization of Gauß’ lemma,
see [MRR88, corollary IV.4.4].
Before we proceed we will need to recall some facts about approximate p-
adic arithmetic. These can also be found in the second paragraph of [Vac14].
Definition 4.2.24. Fix an element z ∈ K. We say that z0 ∈ K is an approxi-
mation of z with absolute precision r ≥ 1 if z−z0 ∈ prV. The integer r should
be thought of as a required level of precision that has been fixed in advance.
In other words: there may be a larger r′ such that z − z0 ∈ pr′V. Also, it is
not really necessary to name the approximate element z0. One can say that z
is known with absolute precision r.
If an element z ∈ V is known with absolute precision r, then this element
defines a unique element of the ring V/(pr). Indeed, the element (z0 mod pr) ∈
V/(pr) is the same for any approximation z0 ∈ V satisfying z − z0 ∈ prV.
If z1 ∈ K and z2 ∈ K are known with absolute precision r, then so is
z1 + z2. If z1 ∈ V and z2 ∈ V are known with absolute precision r, then so is
z1 ·z2. This means that for z1, z2 ∈ V with precision r, we may regard addition
and multiplication as operations in the ring V/(pr).
Thus proposition 4.2.23 ensures that an approximation of precision m
of the characteristic polynomial P (T ) can be considered as an element of
V[T ]/(pm). This leads to the following definition.
Definition 4.2.25. Given an integer m ≥ 1, we define the approximate char-
acteristic polynomial of Frobenius
Pm(T ) := P (T ) mod p
m,
which is an element of the ring V[T ]/(pm).
For a fixed choice of m, the polynomial Pm(T ) is an invariant of the
weighted homogeneous singularity (Y, 0). It is quite obvious that the poly-
nomials Pm(T ) can be computed using the modified AKR algorithm. We
only need to determine the necessary precision of the Frobenius matrix, as a
function of m.
Bounds on precision loss
It is well-known that the matrix that is computed by the (modified) AKR
algorithm may have denominators. These denominators will cause some loss
of precision when we compute the (approximate) characteristic polynomial.
On the other hand, it is known that the denominators in the Frobenius matrix
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are bounded. This allows us to determine bounds for the precision that is lost,
see algorithm 4.3 below. Our approach is very straightforward, but we did not
find a good reference for it.
Remark 4.2.26. The ideal situation would be to have a basis for which the
Frobenius matrix has entries in V. Then there would be no loss of precision
when we compute the characteristic polynomial. It is explained in [AKR11]
that there is such a basis, coming from crystalline cohomology. The best known
description of this basis is presented in [Min13, Theorem B]. A special case of
this result has been used in [vdB08] to study hyperelliptic curves. From this
one obtains an algorithm to effectively calculate an integral basis for such a
curve, see the discussion just after [vdB08, Proposition 5.4]. It seems that the
general situation, as described in [Min13, Theorem B], is still too abstract to
be turned into a general-purpose algorithm. However, this result does have a
number of immediate applications. See [Min13, Remark 3.8], and in particular
the application to superelliptic curves that is given in [Min13, Proposition 4.2].
Remark 4.2.27. We should point out that there are two ways in which precision
loss can occur when we calculate the characteristic polynomial of Frobenius.
Indeed, the q-power Frobenius matrix is usually computed as a product
M ·Mσ ·Mσ2 · . . . ·Mσvp(q)−1 (4.2.22)
where M is the matrix of the p-power Frobenius. The precision of M can be
controlled using the algorithm at the beginning of paragraph 3.5 in [AKR11].
Since the matrixM can have denominators, there may be some loss of precision
in the calculation of (4.2.22). This loss of precision can be bounded. For
hyperelliptic curves this is discussed in [Ked03]. The bounds for the AKR
algorithm are given in [Ger07, Lemma 3.4]6 and [Ger07, Theorem 4.1].
The problem that we study is a bit different. As our starting point, we
take an algorithm that can approximate the q-power Frobenius matrix with a
prescribed precision r. Then we only consider the precision that is lost due to
calculating the characteristic polynomial.
Let us now discuss how to compute the characteristic polynomial of a
matrix M that has entries in V. It is obvious that this can be achieved using
the naive formula for the determinant, without any loss of precision. But there
is a better way to do this, using the following result of Vaccon.
Proposition 4.2.28. Let V be a complete discrete valuation ring with local
parameter π. Consider a square matrix M , with entries in V, that is known
6The formulation of this lemma is a bit confusing. It mentions the characteristic poly-
nomial of the q-power Frobenius, yet it does not take into account that precision can be
lost when computing this polynomial. In other words, the lemma only makes a statement
about the exact characteristic polynomial. It is easy to reformulate this lemma using only
the p-power and q-power Frobenius matrices.
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with precision a. Assume that the determinant det(M) ∈ V has valuation
b < a. Then one can compute the row-echelon form M˜ of M with precision
a− b.
Proof. This is [Vac14, Theorem 3.2].
To calculate M˜ , one should use the Gaußian elimination algorithm with
respect to pivots of minimal valuation. See [Vac14, Algorithm 1] for details.
Since the row-echelon form M˜ is known with precision a− b, the same is true
for its determinant. We now show how this technique can be used to compute
characteristic polynomials without loss of precision.
To this end we recall the Gauß valuation vG on (the completion of) the
field K(T ) of rational functions. On polynomials this valuation is defined by
the equation
vG(a0 + a1T + . . .+ amT
m) = min
j
vp(aj)
with vp the p-adic valuation on K.
Now consider a square matrix M with entries in V =W (Fq). The polyno-
mial
det (T · Id−M) (4.2.23)
is monic, so its Gauß valuation is zero. This means that the characteristic
polynomial can be determined with precision r if the matrix M is known with
precision r. This special case of proposition 4.2.28 is in fact very simple: we
can always choose a quotient of monic polynomials as pivot, so we never divide
by p.
The computation of (4.2.23) modulo pr is also easy from a practical point
of view. Indeed, the computations can be carried out in the ring of rational
functions in T with coefficients in V/(pr), whose denominators are not divisible
by p. If we take V = Zp then this ring is very easy to represent in a computer.
Let us now look how this method can be applied to the characteristic
polynomial from definition 4.2.21. By proposition 4.2.22 we only need to
consider the matrix of the Frobenius action on Hn−1rig (P
n−1
k \ S˜∞)G(w). It is
known that this matrix has entries in p−αV, where α is defined by the formula:
α = vp((n− 2)!) + ⌊logp((n− 2)!)⌋ − vp(q). (4.2.24)
This bound is proved in [AKR11, Lemma 3.4.3], [AKR11, Proposition 3.4.6]
and [Ger07, Lemma 3.3]. Also see [Ger07, Theorem 4.1].
The denominators in the Frobenius matrix lead to some additional loss
of precision when one wishes to approximate the characteristic polynomial of
Frobenius. However, since the denominators are bounded we easily obtain a
bound on this loss of precision. We use this observation as the basis for an
algorithm to compute the polynomials Pm(T ). See algorithm 4.3 below. For
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convenience we limit ourselves to the case n ≥ 3.
Algorithm 4.3: Computing the approximate characteristic polynomial
of Frobenius.
Data: A weighted homogeneous hypersurface singularity Y = ZAnk (g)
satisfying all the assumptions from definition 3.1.7 (together
with a suitable lift G of g) and an integer m ≥ 1.
Result: The polynomial Pm(T ) = P (T ) mod p
m, with P (T ) as in
definition 4.2.21.
begin
Compute an integer α such that pα times the Frobenius matrix of
Hn−1rig (P
n−1
k \ S˜∞)G(w) has entries in V. One can take α as in
equation (4.2.24).
Apply algorithm 4.1 to find a basis v1, v2, . . . , vδ. Initialize an
empty δ × δ matrix M . Also define
r := m+ (δ − 1) · α
Calculate an index N at which the sum (4.2.6) needs to be
truncated in order to approximate the Frobenius matrix with
precision r (or use the alternative technique from remark 4.2.27).
for j ∈ {1, . . . , δ} do
Compute the sum (4.2.6) corresponding to the basis element vj ,
truncated at the N th term.
Apply algorithm 4.2 to compute the j-th column of M .
end
Compute the polynomial
Q(T ) := det(T · Id− pαM).
using the approximate Gaußian elimination algorithm [Vac14,
Algorithm 1].
Output:
p−δ·α ·Q(pαT ) mod pm.
end
Unfortunately the bound N at which to truncate the sum (4.2.6) quickly
becomes unmanageable as the required precision r grows. The dependency of
r on the dimension δ means that the algorithm is only practical when m and
δ are both small.
However, in practice it often happens that the approximate matrix of
Frobenius has no denominators. In this case proposition 4.2.28 can be used to
compute the characteristic polynomial of Frobenius without loss of precision
(i.e. we may take r = m).
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Also note that the edge case δ = 1 of algorithm 4.3 is consistent with
proposition 4.2.23. If the dimension is equal to one then there cannot be any
denominators in the Frobenius matrix, since P (T ) ∈ V[T ]. In this case we
can read off the characteristic polynomial Pm(T ) with m equal to the chosen
precision in the modified AKR algorithm.
We now prove the correctness of algorithm 4.3.
Proposition 4.2.29. The output of algorithm 4.3 is indeed equal to Pm(T ) =
P (T ) mod pm, with P (T ) as in definition 4.2.21.
Proof. We have proved earlier that the matrix M approximates the Frobenius
matrix with precision r. It follows that pαM is an approximation of pα times
the Frobenius matrix with absolute precision r + α. Moreover, we know that
pα times the Frobenius matrix has entries in V. The method from [Vac14,
Algorithm 1] can then be used to calculate the polynomial
Q(T ) = det(T · Id− pαM).
According to proposition 4.2.28 this step does not lead to any loss of precision,
therefore we know that Q(T ) is an approximation of precision r + α of the
polynomial
det
(
T · Id− pα · Fr | Hn−1rig (Pn−1k \ S˜∞)G(w)
)
.
We now rewrite P (T ) as
P (T ) = p−δ·α · det
(
pα · T · Id− pα · Fr | Hn−1rig (Pn−1k \ S˜∞)G(w)
)
.
Since we chose r = m+ (δ − 1) · α it easily follows that
Pm(T ) = p
−δ·α ·Q(pαT ) mod pm.
This shows the correctness of algorithm 4.3.
Remark 4.2.30. It seems likely that algorithm 4.3 can be improved, see for
example the suggestion in [AKR11, Remark 1.6.4]. This approach has been
worked out in [Wal09] for the rigid cohomology of a smooth projective hyper-
surface minus a smooth hyperplane section. This solution also assumes that
some of the constructions related to [Min13, Theorem B] can be made explicit.
The improved bound for the precision loss that occurs when one calculates the
characteristic polynomial is given in [Wal09, Theorem 6.1.5]. This bound no
longer involves the dimension of the cohomology.
Exact calculation
To end this paragraph we discuss the finest possible invariant that can be
computed with algorithm 4.3.
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Let us first consider a homogeneous singularity (i.e. we assume g = g˜). In
this situation the local rigid cohomology Hnrig,{0}(Y ) can be identified with the
primitive part of Hn−2rig (S˜∞)(−1). By following the proof of proposition 4.2.23
we then find that the characteristic polynomial P (T ) belongs to Z[T ]. This
means that P (T ) can be recovered exactly by computing Pm0(T ) for a certain
value m0 that is large enough.
By the Weil theorem, the eigenvalues λ of the Frobenius on Hn−2rig (S˜∞)
have complex norm |λ| = q n−22 . This provides upper bounds for the complex
norms of the coefficients of P (T ), and in this way a precise value for m0 can
be determined. Compare this with paragraph 3 of [Ked01], where the same
technique is applied to hyperelliptic curves.
In the general case it is a bit more difficult to see that P (T ) has integer
coefficients. Using an unpublished result of Kloosterman7 one can prove that
the polynomial
Q(T ) := εq−β · P (qn−1T )
can be identified with a certain part of the zeta function of the weighted
homogeneous hypersurface complement Pk(w) \ S∞. In this expression ε ∈
{±1} and the value β ≥ 0 can be determined after a bit of computation. The
polynomial Q(T ) belongs to Z[T ] and as a result we have P (T ) ∈ Z[1/p][T ].
Combining this with proposition 4.2.23 we find that P (T ) ∈ Z[T ] as claimed.
The local rigid cohomology of a weighted homogeneous singularity is re-
lated to the primitive part of Hn−2rig (S˜∞)(−1)G(w). One can again use the Weil
theorem to find bounds on the complex norms of the coefficients of P (T ).
Knowing that P (T ) ∈ Z[T ], these bounds can be used to find a value m0
such that P (T ) can be deduced from Pm(T ) for m ≥ m0. In other words:
the approximate polynomial Pm0(T ) can be considered as the finest possible
invariant that can be computed with algorithm 4.3.
4.3 Examples
In this section we discuss some specific classes of weighted homogeneous hy-
persurface singularities.
For the most part we will not rely on the algorithms from section 4.2. The
reason is that these algorithms can only be applied to one example at a time,
not to an entire class. Also, for some classes of singularities we are able to
determine the characteristic polynomial of Frobenius exactly, something which
is difficult to achieve using the modified AKR algorithm.
We start this section by proving a simple technique that will allow us
to study several types of singularities. We apply this technique to ordinary
double points, singularities of type Aj and unimodal singularities. We end this
7See proposition 5.1.6 in the next chapter.
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section with some general remarks about weighted homogeneous singularities
on curves.
Perhaps the most important reason for discussing these examples is that
they provide test cases for our implementation of the modified AKR algorithm.
In this section we use the notation H• as an abbreviation for H•rig.
4.3.1 Counting points on a normal form
We start by describing a simple but effective technique that is specific to
weighted homogeneous singularities.
Proposition 4.3.1. Consider a field k = Fq and let g, g′ ∈ k[x1, . . . , xn] be
two weighted homogeneous polynomials such that the singularities Y = ZAnk (g)
and Y ′ = ZAnk (g
′) satisfy all the conditions of definition 3.1.7. Also assume
that n ≥ 3.
If there exists a Frobenius-equivariant isomorphism Hn{0}(Y ) ∼= Hn{0}(Y ′)
then |Y (k)| = |Y ′(k)|.
If moreover dimHn{0}(Y ) = dimH
n
{0}(Y
′) = 1 then the converse property
holds.
Proof. Recall from paragraph 3.2 that we have Frobenius-equivariant isomor-
phisms H i{0}(Y ) ∼= H i(Ank \Y )(+1) for 2 ≤ i ≤ n. By combining this with the-
orem 3.1.11 we find that Hn−1(Ank \Y ) ∼= Hn(Ank \Y )(+1) and H i(Ank \Y ) = 0
for 2 ≤ i ≤ n− 2.
In the proof of proposition 3.2.1 we have also shown that there is an iso-
morphism H1(Ank \ Y ) ∼= H0(Y \ {0})(−1). It follows that H1(Ank \ Y ) is
1-dimensional with the Frobenius acting as multiplication by q. As usual,
H0(Ank \ Y ) is 1-dimensional with Frobenius acting as the identity.
We can combine all this with the trace formula (1.2.1) for the scheme
Ank \ Y , which is smooth affine. By doing so we obtain
|Y (k)| = qn − |(Ank \ Y )(k)|
= qn −
n∑
i=0
(−1)iTr(qnFr−1 | H i(Ank \ Y ))
= qn − [qn − qn−1 +
n∑
i=2
(−1)iTr(qn−1Fr−1 | H i{0}(Y ))
= qn − [qn − qn−1 + (−1)n−1qnT + (−1)nqn−1T ]
= qn−1 + (−1)nqnT + (−1)n+1qn−1T
where T = Tr(Fr−1 | Hn{0}(Y )). By a similar argument we have
|Y ′(k)| = qn−1 + (−1)nqnT ′ + (−1)n+1qn−1T ′
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with T ′ = Tr(Fr−1 | Hn{0}(Y ′)). If Hn{0}(Y ) and Hn{0}(Y ′) are Frobenius-
isomorphic then it follows that |Y (k)| = |Y ′(k)|, as required.
Now assume that dimHn{0}(Y ) = dimH
n
{0}(Y
′) = 1. In this case we have
T = F−1 and T ′ = (F ′)−1 with F, F ′ ∈ K the Frobenius matrix of Hn{0}(Y )
resp. of Hn{0}(Y
′). If |Y (k)| = |Y ′(k)| then it follows that T = T ′ or F = F ′.
This finishes the proof.
This result gives a very simple way to distinguish non-equivalent weighted
homogeneous singularities, at least when q and n are small.
Note however that the number of rational points on the normal form should
not be considered as a true invariant, since this number only makes sense for a
weighted homogeneous singularity. The invariants from sections 4.1 and 4.2 on
the other hand are defined for any isolated singularity. Our goal in the previous
two sections was to show that these invariants happen to be computable for
weighted homogeneous singularities.
Distinguishing forms over k
So far we have described several methods to distinguish non-equivalent weighted
homogeneous forms over a finite base field Fpr . Indeed, suppose that g, g′ ∈
Fpr [x1, . . . , xn] are weighted homogeneous polynomials whose dimension, point-
count or approximate characteristic polynomial of Frobenius are different.
Then we can conclude that g and g′ are not contact equivalent over Fpr .
This algorithmic approach is less suited for distinguishing forms over Fp.
If we are given weighted homogeneous polynomials g, g′ ∈ Fp[x1, . . . , xn] then
there exists of course an r such that g and g′ are defined over Fpr . However, it
is possible that g and g′ are contact equivalent over Fp but not over Fpr . An
easy example of this phenomenon can be constructed using proposition 4.3.4
in the next paragraph. So if g and g′ have different point-counts or different
approximate characteristic polynomials over Fpr , then g and g′ may still be
contact equivalent over Fp.
What we do know is that if g and g′ are contact equivalent over Fp then
there exists a finite extension Fq ⊃ Fpr such that g and g′ are contact equiv-
alent over Fq. So if one can distinguish g, g′ ∈ Fpr [x1, . . . , xn] over any finite
extension Fq ⊃ Fpr , then g and g′ cannot be contact equivalent over Fp. This
property can (in principle) be tested by replacing the point-counting technique
of proposition 4.3.1 with a comparison of the zeta functions of Y = ZAnk (g)
and Y ′ = ZAnk (g
′). These zeta functions can theoretically be computed using
the algorithms from section 4.2. With this technique it should be possible to
distinguish forms over Fp. However, it requires a bit more effort to develop
this idea into a general algorithm.
It seems that the most practical way to distinguish forms over Fp is still the
formal-analytical approach that is used in [GK90] and in many other papers
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by Greuel et al. This technique works over any algebraically closed base field,
but not over a finite base field.
4.3.2 Ordinary double points
The next step is to apply a point-counting technique to the study of ordinary
double points. We start by defining this class of singularities.
Definition 4.3.2. Consider a field k = Fq with q odd and denote by M the
maximal ideal (x1, . . . , xn) ⊂ k[x1, . . . , xn]. A singularity Y = ZAnk (g) with
g ∈M2 is said to be an ordinary double point if the Hessian matrix
Hess(g) =
(
∂2g
∂xi∂xj
(0)
)
1≤i,j≤n
has full rank.
We verify that this definition is stable under contact equivalence. This
means that the definition above really describes a class of singularities, not
just a class of equations.
Proposition 4.3.3. Use the same notations as in definition 4.3.2. If two
polynomials g, g′ ∈M2 are contact equivalent then Hess(g) and Hess(g′) have
equal rank.
Proof. Note that for g ∈ M2, the matrix Hess(g) only depends on g modulo
M3. We can then write
g ≡ (x1, . . . , xn)M (x1, . . . , xn)t mod M3
with M a matrix with entries in k. Since char(k) ̸= 2 we may assume that M
is symmetric. A direct calculation shows that Hess(g) = 2M . In other words,
rank Hess(g) = rank M.
Since by assumption g ∼c g′ there exists an automorphism φ of k[[x1, . . . , xn]]
such that φ(g) = ug′ with u a unit. Now write fi = φ(xi) for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
By using the inverse function theorem [GP08, Theorem 6.2.18] we see that the
matrix that is formed by the linear parts of the fi is invertible. This means
that that there is an invertible matrix N such that
(f1, . . . , fn)
t ≡ N(x1, . . . , xn)t mod M2.
Now we have that
ug′ = φ(g) ≡ (f1, . . . , fn)M (f1, . . . , fn)t mod M3
≡ (x1, . . . , xn)N tMN (x1, . . . , xn)t mod M3
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Since M and N tMN have equal rank we see that
rank Hess(g) = rank Hess(ug′).
Also, since g′ ∈M2 and since the constant term of u is nonzero we have that
ug′ ≡ g′ mod M3. Therefore we also have rank Hess(ug′) = rank Hess(g′).
This finishes the proof.
Next we have the well-known Morse lemma, which gives us the canonical
equation for an ordinary double point.
Proposition 4.3.4. Again assume that char(k) ̸= 2 and that g ∈M2. Then
Y = ZAnk (g) is an ordinary double point if and only if g is contact equivalent
to a form
α1 x
2
1 + . . .+ αn x
2
n
for certain α1, . . . , αn ∈ k×.
Proof. Assume that Hess(g) is invertible. We can write
g =
∑
i,j
xixjHij(x1, . . . , xn) = xH(x)x
t
whereH is an n×nmatrix with polynomial entries and x = (x1, . . . , xn). Since
char(k) ̸= 2 we may assume that H is symmetric. A simple computation then
shows that
Hess(g) = 2 ·H(0).
It follows that the matrix H(0) is invertible. Now let M ∈ GLn(k) be such
that MH(0)M t is a diagonal matrix. Such an M always exists for a base field
of characteristic ̸= 2. By applying the automorphism x ↦→ xM−1 of Ank we
reduce to the case where H(0) is a diagonal matrix.
Now we need to construct an automorphism of k[[x1, . . . , xn]] that trans-
forms g into the required form. In informal terms this boils down to “complet-
ing the squares”. In order to do this we need to be able to take square roots
of formal power series, at least under certain conditions. The main technical
ingredient here is a version of Hensel’s lemma. More specifically, we refer to
[GP08, Exercise 6.2.5].
The details of the calculation are almost the same as over the complex
numbers, see for example [dJP00, Lemma 3.4.30]. The difference is that the
implicit function theorem and the inverse function theorem should be replaced
by Hensel’s lemma resp. by [GP08, Theorem 6.2.18].
Remark 4.3.5. It can be verified that if the matrix H(0) in the proof above is
diagonal, then αi = Hii(0) for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n. The proof in example 3.1.3
can then be completed by calculating the Hessian matrix of equation (3.1.2).
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We find that each singular point on Schoen’s quintic is contact equivalent to
the equation b1 y
2
1 + . . .+ b4 y
2
4.
We now use the canonical equation of an ordinary double point to com-
pletely determine the Frobenius action on its local rigid cohomology.
Proposition 4.3.6. We work over a finite field k = Fq with q odd. Consider
for n ≥ 3 the form
g = α1 x
2
1 + . . .+ αn x
2
n
with αi ̸= 0 for all i. Write Y = Z(g) ⊂ Ank . Then the dimension of the local
rigid cohomology Hn{0}(Y ) is equal to{
1 for n even
0 for n odd
If n is even then the Frobenius is equal to the multiplication by εq
n
2 , where
ε = η((−1)n2 α1 . . . αn)
with η the quadratic character of F×q .
Proof. By theorem 3.1.11 we have an isomorphism
Hn{0}(Y )
∼−→ Hn−1(Pn−1k \ S˜∞)
where S˜∞ = Z(g) ⊂ Pn−1k . The dimension of the right-hand side is equal
to d−1d ((d − 1)n−1 + (−1)n) with d = 2. This proves the first part of the
proposition.
For n even the Frobenius on the local cohomology is given by the multipli-
cation with a constant F ∈ K. By using the same calculations as in the proof
of proposition 4.3.1 we find that
|Y (k)| = qn−1 + F−1(q − 1)qn−1.
On the other hand, it is a classical fact that
|Y (k)| = qn−1 + ε(q − 1)q n−22
with ε as in the statement of the proposition. See [LN97, Theorem 6.26] for a
proof. It easily follows that F = εq
n
2 .
Remark 4.3.7. Proposition 4.3.6 provides a way to test our implementation of
the algorithms in section 4.2. We have tried out several examples of ordinary
double points with n even. The answer was always compatible with proposition
4.3.6.
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4.3.3 Singularities of type Aj
As our next example we consider the singularities of type Aj .
Definition 4.3.8. Fix an integer j ≥ 1 and define
m =
{
j+1
2 if j is odd
j + 1 if j is even
Now consider a finite base field k. We say that a hypersurface singularity on
a k-scheme is of type Aj if it is contact equivalent to the singularity with local
equation
g = xj+11 + x
2
2 + . . .+ x
2
n. (4.3.1)
Remark 4.3.9. The conditions of theorem 3.1.11 are satisfied if the character-
istic of k does not divide 2m and if n ≥ 3. In the rest of this paragraph we
work under these two assumptions. We also write Y = ZAnk (g) with g as in
(4.3.1).
Note that according to our definition 4.3.2 and proposition 4.3.4, an ordi-
nary double point need not be of type A1.
Clearly g is weighted homogeneous with weights
w =
{
(1,m, . . . ,m) if j is odd
(2,m, . . . ,m) if j is even
We start by examining the dimension of an Aj singularity. For this we may
interpret (4.3.1) as an equation with coefficients in C. After invoking theorem
3.1.11 and applying [Gro66, Theorem 1] we find that
dimK H
n
rig,{0}(Y ) = dimCH
n−1(PC(w) \ S∞, C)
where S∞ = Z(g) ⊂ PC(w). We now apply a remark from [Dol82], which says
that a weighted projective space PC(w) with weights satisfying
gcd(w1, . . . , wn) = 1
is isomorphic to a certain other space PC(w′) with weights satisfying
gcd(w′1, . . . , wˆ′i, . . . , w
′
n) = 1
for every i. There are two cases to consider.
Case I: j is odd
In this case there is an isomorphism PC(w) ∼= Pn−1C . The precise calculation
is as in paragraph 1.3 of [Dol82]. The equation (4.3.1) is transformed into
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g′ = x21 + . . .+ x2n. Therefore we have
dimK H
n
rig,{0}(Y ) = dimCH
n−1(Pn−1C \ Z(g′), C).
We have seen in the proof of proposition 4.3.6 that this space is one-dimensional
for n even and zero-dimensional for n odd.
Case II: j is even
We claim that in this case dimK H
n
rig,{0}(Y ) = 0. To see this we first apply
proposition 3.4.1. With S∞ = Z(g) ⊂ PC(w) as above we find that
Hn−1(PC(w) \ S∞, C) ∼−→ Hn−1(S \ S∞, C)⟨ζd⟩. (4.3.2)
Since we are working over C the monodromy action on S \S∞ that we defined
in paragraph 3.3.1 corresponds to the classical analytic monodromy. A proof
of this fact can be found in chapter 3 of [Dim92]. We can now apply the
Sebastiani-Thom theorem (c.f. the main result of [ST71]) to the form (4.3.1).
It is mentioned on the last page of [ST71] that the monodromy associated to
the form u21+u
2
2 is the identity map on a one-dimensional space. By combining
the theorem of [ST71] with equation (4.3.2) we reduce to the case where
g = xj+11 + x
2
2 + x
2
3 or g = x
j+1
1 + x
2
2 + x
2
3 + x
2
4.
By applying the same weight-change technique as in the previous case we
find an isomorphism PC(w) ∼= PC(w′) where w′ = (2, 1, . . . , 1). Under this
isomorphism our equation g is transformed to
g′ = x1 + x22 + x
2
3 resp. g
′ = x1 + x22 + x
2
3 + x
2
4.
The dimension of Hn−1(PC(w′)\Z(g′), C) can now be computed using propo-
sition 4.1.1. Both possibilities for g′ give dimension zero.
These results about the dimension of an Aj singularity are compatible with
[Dim90a, Example 1.9]. This paper also considers the mixed Hodge structure
on Hn{0}(Z(g), C) for n even and g the complex equation (4.3.1) with j odd.
It is shown that these mixed hodge structures are all the same, namely of type
(n2 ,
n
2 ). This suggests that the Frobenius on the local rigid cohomology of an
Aj singularity with j odd should only depend on n and on the cardinality of
the base field. We show that this is indeed the case.
Proposition 4.3.10. Take j odd and n ≥ 4 even. Also fix a base field k = Fq
with q odd. Then the Frobenius on the n-th local cohomology of a form of type
Aj is given by the multiplication with
(η(−1) · q)n2 ,
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where η denotes the quadratic character on Fq.
Proof. Again we use the isomorphism Pk(w) ∼= Pn−1k , but this time over the
finite base field k = Fq. Under this isomorphism, the hypersurface S∞ =
Z(g) ⊂ Pk(w) is transformed into Z(g′) ⊂ Pn−1k , where
g′ = x21 + . . .+ x
2
n.
In particular we see that the complement Pk(w)\S∞ ∼= Pn−1k \Z(g′) is smooth.
It follows that the canonical map
Hn−1rig (Pk(w) \ S∞) −→ Hn−1rig (Pn−1k \ S˜∞)G(w) (4.3.3)
is injective. Indeed, this is a special case of point i) of proposition 3.3.6.
By theorem 3.1.11, the right hand-side of (4.3.3) can be identified with
the local rigid cohomology space Hnrig,{0}(Y ), with Y = Z(g) ⊂ Ank . We have
computed before that its dimension is equal to one. Similarly, and by using
the isomorphism Pk(w) \ S∞ ∼= Pn−1k \ Z(g′), the left-hand side of (4.3.3) can
be identified with the local rigid cohomology of an ordinary double point. By
proposition 4.3.6 we see that the left-hand side of (4.3.3) also has dimension
one.
It follows that the map (4.3.3) is a Frobenius-equivariant isomorphism.
The formula for the Frobenius action on Hnrig,{0}(Y ) now follows immediately
from proposition 4.3.6.
Remark 4.3.11. In the proof of proposition 4.3.10 we have shown that the
canonical map (4.2.20) is an isomorphism when S∞ is defined by the equation
of an Aj-singularity. However, this situation is special because Pk(w) \ S∞
happens to be smooth. In general, the weighted projective complement Pk(w)\
S∞ has singularities, and proposition 3.3.6 is not applicable. In this situation
we are not aware of any proof that the map (4.2.20) is injective. We also refer
to section 5.1, where the weight-change technique will be described in general.
4.3.4 Unimodal singularities
In this paragraph we consider the class of unimodal singularities on a surface
(i.e., we take n = 3). Over C there are two equivalent sets of equations that
one can use to define this class. In [Bri79] a unimodal singularity is defined
as a hypersurface singularity that is contact equivalent to one of the weighted
homogeneous forms
T3,3,3 : x
3
1 + x
3
2 + x
3
3 + c · x1x2x3
T2,4,4 : x
2
1 + x
4
2 + x
4
3 + c · x1x2x3
T2,3,6 : x
2
1 + x
3
2 + x
6
3 + c · x1x2x3
(4.3.4)
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In [Sai74] a unimodal singularity is defined by the set of weighted homogeneous
equations8
E˜6 : x2(x2 − x1)(x2 − λ · x1)− x1x23
E˜7 : x2x1(x2 − x1)(x2 − λ · x1)− x23
E˜8 : x2(x2 − x21)(x2 − λ · x21)− x23
(4.3.5)
Suppose now that we work over a finite base field k = Fq with char(k) ̸∈ {2, 3}.
It is easy to verify that the projective hypersurfaces S˜∞ associated to the
forms (4.3.4) and (4.3.5) are “almost always” smooth. Only a finite number
of characteristics for the ground field k need to be excluded (for a fixed choice
of the parameters c and λ).
To see this, we consider (4.3.4) and (4.3.5) as elements of Q[x1, x2, x3], and
we compute the reduced Gro¨bner bases of the Jacobian ideals. We will also
fix the parameter values c = 1 and λ = 2. Using the lexicographic monomial
order and the convention x3 ≼lex x2 ≼lex x1, we find that each Gro¨bner basis
contains a power of one or more variables, which means that these variables can
be eliminated. With this information it is easy to check that the hypersurfaces
S˜∞ associated to equations (4.3.4) and (4.3.5), viewed overQ, are smooth. The
same property must then hold over a base field k of positive characteristic, if
we exclude a finite number of characteristics. A direct calculation shows that
the conditions of definition 3.1.7 are verified when char(k) ∈ {5, 11, 13}.
We can then use proposition 4.1.2 to verify that the local rigid cohomology
of a unimodal singularity over Fq has dimension 2, regardless of whether we
use the equations (4.3.4) or (4.3.5). This is compatible with [Dim90a, Example
1.10]. However, in [Dim90a] it is also shown that the complex equations (4.3.4)
and (4.3.5) all give rise to the same type of mixed Hodge structure on the local
cohomology. By analogy we expect that the equations that define a unimodal
singularity over Fq have isomorphic Frobenius structures, at least for a fixed
choice of the parameter. We can test this property using proposition 4.3.1.
The results are presented in table 4.1 (again fixing c = 1 and λ = 2). We see
p T3,3,3 T2,4,4 T2,3,6 E˜6 E˜7 E˜8
5 25 33 21 33 33 33
11 121 81 171 121 121 121
13 217 193 193 97 97 97
Table 4.1: Point-counts of equations (4.3.4) with c = 1 and (4.3.5) with λ = 2
over Fp.
that the equations (4.3.4) cannot have isomorphic Frobenius structures. On
the other hand we can use the algorithms from section 4.2 to verify that the
equations (4.3.5) all give rise to the same characteristic polynomial of Frobe-
8Certain values for the parameters c and λ must be excluded. See the cited papers for
details.
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nius, at least modulo some power of p. We have calculated the characteristic
polynomials with high precision for p ∈ {5, 11, 13} and for each equation E˜6,
E˜7 and E˜8 (with λ = 2). It seems that for a fixed p, the modified AKR algo-
rithm will converge to the same characteristic polynomial, for each equation
in (4.3.5). These (conjectural) characteristic polynomials are displayed in ta-
ble 4.2. We have carried out the same experiment for different values of the
parameters c and λ, and each time we obtained similar results. This suggests
that the equations (4.3.5) give the “right” definition for unimodal singularities
over a finite base field. More precisely: the equations (4.3.5) seem to have the
expected properties over a given base field Fq, whereas the equations (4.3.4)
will only enjoy these properties over an extension Fqa .
p Characteristic polynomial of (4.3.5)
5 T 2 + 2 · 5T + 53
11 T 2 + 0 · T + 113
13 T 2 − 6 · 13T + 133
Table 4.2: Characteristic polynomials of Frobenius for the equations (4.3.5)
with λ = 2, over the field Fp.
4.3.5 The case n = 2
We end this section with a remark about weighted homogeneous singulari-
ties on curves. This corresponds to taking n = 2. We show that for such
singularities the characteristic polynomial of Frobenius always has a specific
form.
Proposition 4.3.12. Fix a finite base field k = Fq. Let g ∈ k[x1, x2] be
weighted homogeneous of degree d w.r.t. weights w = (w1, w2) and consider
the singularity Y = ZA2k
(g). Assume that this singularity satisfies all the con-
ditions of definition 3.1.7. Then the characteristic polynomial of the Frobenius
on H2rig,{0}(Y ) is of the form
P (T ) =
∏
i
(T − q · αi) (4.3.6)
where the αi are unit roots of order ≤ d. If moreover w = (1, 1) then
P (T ) =
∏
i
(T di − qdi) (4.3.7)
where the di are the degrees of the irreducible factors of g.
Proof. According to proposition 4.2.22 we can write the characteristic poly-
nomial of Frobenius as (T − q) times the characteristic polynomial of the
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Frobenius on H1(P1k \ S˜∞)G(w). It is then also clear that we only need to con-
sider the case w = (1, 1). Indeed, any monic polynomial that divides (4.3.7)
is of the form (4.3.6).
So we assume that g is homogeneous. Let g =
∏
i gi be the factoriza-
tion into irreducible factors, with each gi being of degree di. By the Chinese
remainder theorem we have
S˜∞ = Proj
(
k[x1, x2]
g(x1, x2)
)
∼=
∐
i
Proj
(
k[x1, x2]
gi(x1, x2)
)
.
The scheme Proj
(
k[x1,x2]
gi(x1,x2)
)
has exactly one closed point, which is of degree
di. Therefore its zeta function is equal to
exp
⎛⎝ ∞∑
j=1
T j·di
j
⎞⎠ = exp(− log(1− T di)) = (1− T di)−1.
From this we obtain the identity
Z(P1k \ S˜∞, T ) =
∏
i(1− T di)
(1− T )(1− qT ) .
Now we can use the formula (1.2.2) that relates the zeta function to Monsky-
Washnitzer cohomology. Since H0(P1k \ S˜∞) is one-dimensional with Frobenius
acting as the identity, we must have
det
(
1− q Fr−1T | H1(P1k \ S˜∞)
)
= (1− T )−1 ·
∏
i
(1− T di).
The formula for P (T ) easily follows.
Remark 4.3.13. A polynomial g satisfying the conditions of definition 3.1.7 can
only be reducible when n = 2. Indeed, for n ≥ 3 the smoothness condition on
S˜∞ implies that g˜, hence also g, is irreducible.
Remark 4.3.14. Proposition 4.3.12 gives another test case for our implementa-
tion of the the algorithms from section 4.2. Consider for example g = x31 + x
3
2
over a prime field Fp with p ̸= 2, 3. If p ≡ 1 mod 3 then Fp has a square
root of −3. In this case g has three irreducible factors. In the other case g
has exactly two irreducible factors. In both cases we know the characteristic
polynomial of Frobenius.
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Chapter 5
Some global questions
In this last chapter we discuss some open problems that are of a global nature.
We start with a survey about what is (not) known about the commuting
of cohomology with finite groups. In chapter 3 we have used the fact that
rigid cohomology commutes with finite groups under certain specific condi-
tions. In section 5.1 we consider the big picture, and we describe what type
of commuting properties are to be expected in general.
In the rest of this chapter we discuss some questions about the global rigid
cohomology of a singular hypersurface. More specifically, we consider a hyper-
surface X ⊂ Pnk having only weighted homogeneous singularities. Throughout
this chapter we will also fix a global homogeneous equation F ∈ k[x0, x1, . . . , xn]
for this hypersurface. Then we investigate what can be said about the rigid
cohomology H•rig(Pnk \X).
Theorem 3.1.11 gives us a fairly explicit description of the local rigid co-
homology spaces H•rig,{x}(X), where x ∈ X is a singular point. One can ask
how these local objects are related to the global object H•rig(Pnk \X). For Betti
cohomology over C, one such relation has been proved by Dimca in [Dim90a],
using certain topological techniques.
In section 5.2 we investigate whether the techniques of Dimca may be
adapted to study the rigid cohomology H•rig(Pnk \X). We will show that some
intermediate results do carry over to rigid cohomology. This is due to certain
vanishing properties that we will discuss in section 5.3. However, it seems that
the main result from [Dim90a] cannot be easily translated to rigid cohomology.
Section 5.4 contains a possible corollary of the overconvergent site, namely
a long exact sequence associated to a resolution of singularities X˜ → X. Such
a sequence would make it possible to study the rigid cohomology of X in
terms of the smooth scheme X˜, at least if one finds a suitable resolution. We
argue that the only point that is missing for the proof is a proper base change
theorem on the overconvergent site.
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5.1 Commuting of rigid cohomology with finite groups
Consider a k-scheme X and a finite group G ⊂ Aut(X) that acts on X from
the right. Under some mild assumptions on X we can form the quotient X/G,
see paragraph 3.3.2 for details. From the quotient map X → X/G we then
obtain a map
H•rig(X/G) −→ H•rig(X)G (5.1.1)
on rigid cohomology. A crucial fact that we used in chapter 3 is that the map
(5.1.1) is an isomorphism when the quotient map X → X/G is a finite e´tale
Galois cover and X/G is smooth. It is natural to ask if this property holds
more generally.
Question 5.1.1. When is the map (5.1.1) an isomorphism?
The sufficient condition that X → X/G is an e´tale cover was proved by
Etesse in [Ete08, The´ore`me IV.4.2]. This property is to be expected, since it
can be seen as an analogue of the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence for e´tale
cohomology. See [Mil80, Theorem III.2.20] for the precise formulation. This
theorem is quite general, in that it provides a relation between the cohomology
of any e´tale sheaf F on X/G and the cohomology of its restriction to X.
However, applying this result to the ℓ-adic cohomology H•e´t(X/G,Qℓ) yields
an isomorphism similar to (5.1.1).
One limitation of [Ete08, The´ore`me IV.4.2] is that the quotient X/G is
assumed to be smooth. It seems plausible that this assumption is not essential,
since the isomorphism derived from [Mil80, Theorem III.2.20] holds for any
finite e´tale Galois cover. This leads to the following conjecture.
Conjecture 5.1.2. The map (5.1.1) is an isomorphism whenever the quotient
X → X/G is a finite e´tale Galois cover.
A proof of this conjecture could possibly be derived from the special case
[Ete08, The´ore`me IV.4.2] by using cohomological descent. Indeed, consider
a proper hypercover Y• → X/G such that each scheme Yi is smooth. Such
a hypercover is guaranteed to exist by the main theorem of [dJ96]1. Each
pullback Xi = Yi ×X/G X is of course an e´tale Galois cover of Yi. Also,
the Xi form a proper hypercover X• → X. If one knows that each cover
Xi → Yi has the same Galois group G then conjecture 5.1.2 follows by applying
cohomological descent. However, this last claim would require some more effort
to prove.
1The generalization [dJ96, Theorem 7.3] can be used to construct a proper hypercover
X• → X where each Xi is equipped with a G-action, and every morphism Xi → Xi−1 is
G-equivariant. However, it is not clear that the quotients Xi/G have any relation with the
Yi
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5.1.1 The situation in characteristic zero
It seems difficult to give a general answer to question 5.1.1. Except for e´tale
Galois covers we are not aware of any classes of G-actions for which such a
property holds. However, for the Betti cohomology of C-schemes the commut-
ing with G-actions is a well-known fact.
Proposition 5.1.3. Consider a separated C-scheme X with an action of a
finite group G. Assume that X can be covered by G-stable affine opens, so that
the quotient X/G exists. Then the quotient X → X/G induces an isomorphism
H•(X/G, C) ∼−→ H•(X, C)G (5.1.2)
on the Betti cohomology spaces.
Proof. As a corollary of the material in paragraph 5.3 of [Gro57] one can prove
the following fact. Let K be a field of characteristic zero, T a Hausdorff space
and G a finite group acting on T . Then the canonical map H•(T/G, K) →
H•(T, K)G is an isomorphism.
Therefore it remains to show that we have a homeomorphism X(C)/G ∼−→
Z(C), where Z = X/G is the algebraic quotient and X(C)/G is the topological
quotient of the action that is induced by G on X(C).
Now let qalg : X → Z denote the algebraic quotient map. By the con-
struction of the complex topology it is obvious that qalg(C) : X(C)→ Z(C) is
continuous. From the universal property of the topological quotient map qtop
we then find a continuous map β that makes the following diagram commute:
X(C) X(C)/G
Z(C)
qtop
qalg(C)
β
It is easy to see that β is a bijection, since the fibers of qalg are precisely the
orbits of G.
It only remains to show that β is an open map. Since qtop is continuous
and surjective, this follows if we can show that qalg(C) is open. This is indeed
the case, due to a variation of the open mapping theorem. See paragraph 5.4
in [GR84]. But then β must be an open map as well, and this concludes the
proof.
By [Gro66, Theorem 1] the commuting property from proposition 5.1.3
also holds for the algebraic de Rham cohomology of a smooth affine C-scheme
X with a G-action such that X/G is again smooth. In proposition 3.4.6 we
gave a sketch of an algebraic proof of this property. The algebraic proof has
the advantage that it works over any base field K of characteristic zero. As
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an application we obtained a more direct proof that the map Hn−1dR (ΨK) from
the proof of proposition 3.4.5 is bijective. We also refer to [Bri98, Theorem 1].
This result generalizes the statement of proposition 3.4.6, at least when the
base field K is algebraically closed.
Next we consider a smooth proper C-scheme X. In this situation we have
an isomorphism H•dR(X) ∼= H•(X, C), which follows from the holomorphic
Poincare´ lemma (combined with GAGA). By the isomorphism (5.1.2) one
finds that the algebraic de Rham cohomology commutes with the action of a
finite group G, at least if the quotient X/G is smooth. It seems likely that for
such an X the commuting property
H•dR(X/G)
∼−→ H•dR(X)G
can also be proved in a purely algebraic way, as was the case for smooth affine
schemes.
In conclusion, it seems that the difficulty of question 5.1.1 comes from the
following two facts:
i) There is not always a clear connection between rigid cohomology and
lifted data in characteristic zero. This is in particular the case for
weighted projective schemes, as we have explained in remark 3.4.2. Also
see the remarks in paragraph 4.2.6.
ii) In general we cannot lift the situation to characteristic zero.
This second point is even true in the simplest case where X is a smooth affine
scheme over a field k of characteristic p > 0. Indeed, write X = SpecA and
let A be the weak completion of A. If G ⊂ Aut(A) is a finite group, then
one knows that each automorphism g ∈ G lifts to A. However, it is a priori
not clear that the lifted set again forms a group under composition. There is
the additional difficulty that one has to consider the continuous differentials
D•(A) on A, not the traditional differential forms Ω•B on a smooth lift B of
A. This means that proposition 3.4.6 is not sufficient, even in cases where the
group action lifts to the weak completions. Compare this with the question
just below [MW68, Theorem 8.6], which does not seem to have been solved to
this day.
The situation in proposition 3.4.5 is special because we can use theorem
1.2.2 (the Baldassarri-Chiarellotto theorem) to take care of the lifting step.
Also, it is obvious that the G-action lifts to characteristic zero. However, this
approach would fail for a general ramified cover.
Further comments
To end this paragraph we give some more clarifications about the results from
[Gro57] that were used in the proof of proposition 5.1.3. It is explained
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just after [Gro57, The´ore`me 5.2.1] that the canonical map H•(T/G, K) →
H•(T, K)G is an isomorphism if the spectral sequences Ip,q2 and II
p,q
2 from
the Theorem degenerate at their second page. In the context of proposition
5.1.3 the spectral sequence IIp,q2 is degenerate. Indeed, H
i(G,V ) = 0 for a
finite group G, a vector space V over a field K of characteristic zero and i > 0.
Now proposition [Gro57, Proposition 5.2.3] says that Ip,q2 is degenerate if the
higher G-invariant pushforwards of the coefficient sheaf F vanish:
RiψG∗ (F) = 0 for i > 0, (5.1.3)
where ψ denotes the quotient map. The corollary of [Gro57, The´ore`me 5.3.1]
shows that this is the case under the assumption “(D)”, stated at the beginning
of that paragraph. This assumption is always satisfied for a Hausdorff space
T and a finite group G. One should also be careful that in [Gro57], the
term se´pare´ means Hausdorff ; it should not be confused with the concept
of separability for schemes. There is a warning that the assumption “(D)”
is not true for an algebraic variety with its Zariski topology. At the end of
paragraph 5.2 it is explained that for algebraic varieties, the condition (5.1.3)
is guaranteed to hold when F is coherent and the quotient map is unramified.
This sheds some more light on the reason why the commuting property
holds very generally for Hausdorff spaces, whereas for varieties one usually
considers e´tale Galois covers. In general one should verify that the condition
(5.1.3) holds.
It seems that this idea can be generalized for G-sheaves on any site. In
fact, the proof of the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence as presented in [Mil80,
Theorem III.2.20] is very close in spirit to the material in [Gro57]. With some
additional effort it may be possible to prove stronger commuting properties
for e´tale cohomology, compare for example with [Got96, Proposition 3.6].
5.1.2 The weighted projective case
Choose a tuple of weights w = (w1, . . . , wn) and consider a quasi-smooth
weighted projective hypersurface S∞ ⊂ Pk(w). At the beginning of chapter
3 we have explained that S∞ can be seen as the quotient of a projective
hypersurface S˜∞ ⊂ Pn−1k by a finite Abelian group G(w). If there is at least
one wi > 1 then the cover Pn−1k → Pk(w) is ramified. In this situation we are
not aware of any proof that the canonical map
Hn−1rig (Pk(w) \ S∞) −→ Hn−1rig (Pn−1k \ S˜∞)G(w) (5.1.4)
is an isomorphism. However, there is no reason to believe that this would not
be the case. For this reason we make the following conjecture.
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Conjecture 5.1.4. The map (5.1.4) is an isomorphism for any tuple of
weights w and any quasi-smooth hypersurface S∞, assuming that S˜∞ is also
smooth.
For the Betti cohomology of a quasi-smooth weighted projective hypersur-
face over C we know, by proposition 5.1.3, that the canonical map
Hn−1(PC(w) \ S∞, C) −→ Hn−1(Pn−1C \ S˜∞, C)G(w) (5.1.5)
is an isomorphism. In this situation there are some classical results that make
the arrow (5.1.5) more concrete. See our overview in the proof of proposition
3.4.1. In remark 3.4.2 we observed that some of these complex analytical
results do not have a direct counterpart in rigid cohomology. This comparison
gives a more intuitive sense of the difficulty of conjecture 5.1.4.
In chapter 4 we proved that the code of the Frobenius project [dJ06]
approximates the Frobenius action on the G(w)-invariant rigid cohomology
Hn−1rig (P
n−1
k \ S˜∞)G(w). A proof of conjecture 5.1.4 would justify the claim
that this modification of the AKR algorithm computes the Frobenius action
on Hn−1rig (Pk(w) \ S∞). See paragraph 4.2.6 for detailed explanations.
Another application of conjecture 5.1.4 is the computation of local rigid
cohomology spaces by a “change of weights” argument, similar to what we
used in paragraph 4.3.3 to determine the local cohomology of an Aj singularity.
Indeed, consider a tuple w = (w1, . . . , wn) satisfying the condition
gcd(w1, . . . , wn) = 1.
Following the procedure described in paragraph 1.3 of [Dol82], one obtains a
tuple w′ = (w′1, . . . , w′n) satisfying
gcd(w′1, . . . , wˆ′i, . . . , w
′
n) = 1
for all i and such that Pk(w) ∼= Pk(w′). Under this isomorphism, a weighted
projective hypersurface S∞ = Z(g) ⊂ Pk(w) will be transformed into another
hypersurface S′∞ = Z(g′) ⊂ Pk(w′). Now let Y = Z(g) ⊂ Ank resp. Y ′ =
Z(g′) ⊂ Ank denote the weighted homogeneous singularities defined by g resp.
by g′. Also assume that S˜′∞ is smooth. By combining theorem 3.1.11 and
conjecture 5.1.4 we obtain the following identifications:
Hn−1rig (Pk(w) \ S∞) Hn−1rig (Pn−1k \ S˜∞)G(w) Hnrig,{0}(Y )
Hn−1rig (Pk(w′) \ S′∞) Hn−1rig (Pn−1k \ S˜′∞)G(w
′) Hnrig,{0}(Y
′)
∼= ∼=
∼= ∼=
∼=
We conclude that the local rigid cohomology spacesHnrig,{0}(Y ) andH
n
rig,{0}(Y
′)
are Frobenius-isomorphic.
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Recall that we have already used a similar technique in paragraph 4.3.3
to determine the Frobenius action on the local cohomology of a singularity of
type Aj . This case is special because one finds w
′ = (1, . . . , 1). From this it
follows that Pk(w) \ S∞ is smooth, and as a result the canonical map (5.1.4)
is injective. Conjecture 5.1.4 is then reduced to verifying that the dimensions
are the same on both sides. See the proof of proposition 4.3.10 for details.
However, the weighted projective complements Pk(w)\S∞ and Pk(w′)\S′∞
will be singular in general. In this case we are not aware of any proof that
the map (5.1.4) is injective. So in general the weight-change technique really
depends on conjecture 5.1.4.
As noted above, we can combine theorem 3.1.11 and conjecture 5.1.4 to
obtain an isomorphism
Hnrig,{0}(Y )
∼−→ Hn−1rig (Pk(w) \ S∞). (5.1.6)
However, this isomorphism still relies on the assumption that S˜∞ is smooth.
In order to remove the smoothness assumption on S˜∞, one can try to follow
the proof of proposition 3.4.3, which deals with an analogous result for Betti
cohomology. For this we should at least solve another instance of question
5.1.1. The weighted projective complement Pk(w)\S∞ may be identified with
the quotient of the affine Milnor fiber S \ S∞ by its monodromy action. This
motivates the following conjecture:
Conjecture 5.1.5. The quotient map S \ S∞ → Pk(w) \ S∞ induces an iso-
morphism
Hn−1rig (Pk(w) \ S∞) ∼−→ Hn−1rig (S \ S∞)⟨ζd⟩.
Again, we refer to remark 3.4.2 for explanations about the obstacles to
proving this conjecture. We also note that conjecture 5.1.5 is not quite suf-
ficient to prove an isomorphism (5.1.6) without the assumption that S˜∞ is
smooth. We also need to show that H irig(S \S∞) = 0 for i ̸∈ {0, n− 1}, which
would follow from a Poincare´ duality theorem for quasi-smooth weighted pro-
jective hypersurfaces. Compare this with the proof of proposition 3.4.3.
5.1.3 An unpublished result of Kloosterman
To close this section we present a result that was communicated by Remke
Kloosterman.
Proposition 5.1.6. Consider a quasi-projective k-scheme X with an action
of a finite group G. Assume moreover that G is Abelian and that the order of
G is not divisible by the characteristic of k. Then the quotient map X → X/G
induces an isomorphism
H•rig,c(X/G)
∼−→ H•rig,c(X)G (5.1.7)
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on the rigid cohomology with compact supports.
Note that since the quotient map X → X/G is finite (hence proper), the
rigid cohomology with compact supports behaves in a contravariant manner.
The statement of proposition 5.1.6 should be compared with that of [Ete08,
The´ore`me IV.4.2]. The latter result states that H•rig,c commutes with G when
X → X/G is a finite e´tale Galois cover (for compact supports the quotient
X/G is not assumed to be smooth).
The idea behind the proof of proposition 5.1.6 is as follows. First one
reduces to the case where G is a cyclic group of prime order. Then one can
proceed by induction on the dimension of X. The induction step is based on
the long exact sequence (1.2.22) for rigid cohomology with compact supports.
It seems that the existence of this sequence makes the situation significantly
easier than for the regular rigid cohomology.
Prof. Kloosterman has communicated this result as a fix for an issue in the
paper [Klo07]. More specifically, proposition 5.1.6 is meant to replace [Klo07,
Proposition 3.4]. The latter proposition is equivalent to the claim that for
a general smooth affine k-scheme U with an action of a finite group G the
canonical map H•rig(U/G)→ H•MW (U)G is an isomorphism. The proof of this
proposition is only a sketch. The idea is to express the rigid cohomology of
U/G in terms of a realization (U/G ⊂ Y/G ⊂ P/G), where (U ⊂ Y ⊂ P ) is a
realization of U .
There are two problems with this approach. Firstly, it is not obvious
that the G-action on U extends to a G-action on a realization. Secondly, the
formal scheme P/G may be singular. It is then not obvious that carrying out
the usual constructions w.r.t. to the frame (U/G ⊂ Y/G ⊂ P/G) will give
the rigid cohomology H•rig(U/G). Note however that when U/G is smooth
and when the quotient map U → U/G is an e´tale Galois cover, the approach
suggested by Kloosterman works. Indeed, the same approach is worked out in
detail in the proof of [Ete08, The´ore`me IV.4.2].
The claim of [Klo07, Proposition 3.4] is applied to the scheme Pn−1k \ S˜∞
and the group G(w). In other words: the paper relies on conjecture 5.1.4.
However, most proofs in [Klo07] go through without modification if one
replaces [Klo07, Proposition 3.4] with proposition 5.1.7 below. Only the state-
ment of [Klo07, Theorem 3.10] needs to be reformulated as follows: Poincare´
duality holds for Pk(w) \ S∞ if and only if conjecture 5.1.4 holds for S∞ ⊂
Pk(w).
Proposition 5.1.7. Consider a weighted projective hypersurface S∞ ⊂ Pk(w).
Then there is a Frobenius-equivariant isomorphism
Hn−1rig,c(Pk(w) \ S∞)∨ ∼−→ [Hn−1rig (Pn−1k \ S˜∞)G(w)](n− 1).
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The ∨ on the left-hand side denotes the dual space, the (n−1) on the right-hand
side signals a Frobenius twist.
Proof. By proposition 5.1.6 there is a Frobenius-equivariant isomorphism
Hn−1rig,c(Pk(w) \ S∞) ∼−→ Hn−1rig,c(Pn−1k \ S˜∞)G(w).
Since Pn−1k \ S˜∞ is smooth we can use Poincare´ duality. It is easy to see that
the resulting isomorphism
Hn−1rig,c(P
n−1
k \ S˜∞)
∼−→ Hn−1rig (Pn−1k \ S˜∞)(n− 1)∨
is also G(w)-equivariant. The proposition follows.
Remark 5.1.8. Note that the same argument would hold for any smooth quasi-
projective scheme X and any group G that satisfies the conditions of propo-
sition 5.1.6. If X/G is also smooth, then we even obtain an isomorphism
H•rig(X/G)
∼−→ H•rig(X)G. In this way one finds another class of pairs (X,G)
for which the question 5.1.1 has an affirmative answer.
As a consequence of the proposition above, and assuming that S˜∞ is
smooth, the zeta function of Pk(w) \ S∞ may be written as:
Z(Pk(w) \ S∞, T )
= (1− qn−1T )−1 · det
(
Id− FrT | Hn−1rig,c(Pk(w) \ S∞)
)(−1)n
= (1− qn−1T )−1 · det
(
Id− qn−1Fr−1T | Hn−1rig (Pn−1k \ S˜∞)G(w)
)(−1)n
Several propositions in [Klo07] implicitly make use of this expression of the
zeta function. We have also used this formula at the end of paragraph 4.2.7, to
prove that the characteristic polynomial of Frobenius belongs to Z[T ]. As an-
other application we can give a partial answer to the technical difficulties that
we discussed in paragraph 4.2.6. Proposition 5.1.7 shows that the modified
AKR algorithm from section 4.2 (or equivalently, the algorithm from [dJ06])
can be used to approximate a cohomological object related to the weighted
projective scheme Pk(w) \ S∞. If one calculates with high enough precision
then the zeta function can be recovered. On the other hand, there still seems
to be no way to get around the assumption that S˜∞ is smooth.
5.2 Dimca’s method in rigid cohomology
The paper [Dim90a] contains a topological method for the computation of the
Betti cohomology Hn−1(PnC \X, C), for X ⊂ PnC a hypersurface with weighted
homogeneous singular points. Also see chapter 6 of [Dim92], where the same
method is covered in more detail.
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In this section we discuss which parts of Dimca’s method can be carried
over to rigid cohomology. We also argue that some of the techniques used in
[Dim90a] have no clear analogues in rigid cohomology.
The set-up in [Dim90a] is as follows. Fix a complex hypersurface X ⊂ PnC
that has only isolated weighted homogeneous singularities. Denote the singular
locus by Σ ⊂ X. Since X is singular, the Betti cohomology Hn−1(PnC \X, C)
is in general not zero. Also see corollary 5.3.2 in the next section. It is then
possible to identify the Betti cohomology Hn−1(PnC \X, C) with the cokernel
of a certain map
Hn(PnC \X, C) −→ HnΣ(X, C) (5.2.1)
that can be constructed from standard long exact sequences. The main idea
in [Dim90a] is that this map is concrete enough to be able to compute the
cokernel. To see this, one first applies the isomorphism
Hn(PnC \X, C) ∼−→ HndR(PnC \X)
that is described in [Gro66, Theorem 1]. For this one uses the fact that PnC \X
is smooth affine of dimension n. In paragraph 1.2.3 we have seen that for a
smooth X, the algebraic de Rham cohomology of PnC \X can be described in
terms of the differential forms
AΩ
Fn−t
where F is the defining equation of X, d = degF and degA = (n − t) · d −
n− 1. The relations among these differential forms, in the case where X is a
smooth hypersurface, are described in [Gri69]. See also paragraph 1.2.3 of the
introduction. In our setting X is singular, and some of the results in [Gri69]
are no longer true. However, even for X singular, the map
C[x0, . . . , xn](n−t)·d−n−1 −→ HndR(PnC \X)
A ↦→ AΩ
Fn−t
is surjective for t = 0. This is due to a relation between the images for t ≥ 0
(the so-called polar filtration) and the Hodge filtration F •H on H
n
dR(PnC \ X),
see [Dim90a, Proposition 1.2]. For a general t ≥ 0, the image contains the
subset F t+1H H
n
dR(PnC \X).
The cokernel of the map (5.2.1) is now equal to the cokernel of a map
C[x0, . . . , xn](n−t)·d−n−1 −→ HnΣ(X, C) (5.2.2)
for a suitable choice of t ≥ 0. This is expressed in [Dim90a, Theorem 2.4].
Usually one is interested in the maximal value of t for which the cokernel of
(5.2.2) completely determines the cohomology Hn−1(PnC \X, C). It is known
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that, if X has only weighted homogeneous singularities, then the Hodge filtra-
tion onHnΣ(X, C) coincides with the polar filtration2. In this case the maximal
value for t can be determined. This is explained in more detail in [Dim90a,
Corollary 2.6].
The central idea of the paper [Dim90a] is that if one has a detailed under-
standing of the local Betti cohomology HnΣ(X, C), then the map (5.2.2) can be
described in a quite explicit way. This results in a method to compute the di-
mension (and with some luck, the mixed Hodge structure) of Hn−1(PnC\X, C).
For example, assume that n is even and consider an X that has only
ordinary double points. Then the arrow (5.2.2) may be identified with the
map
C[x0, . . . , xn](n−t)·d−n−1 −→ HnΣ(X, C) =
⨁
P∈Σ
W
A ↦→ ⊕P∈Σ A(P˜ ) · v
(5.2.3)
where t = n2 . In the equation above, v is a basis vector of the one-dimensional
C-space W , which is the local cohomology space of an ordinary double point.
The points P˜ ∈ Cn+1 are representatives of the projective points P ∈ Σ.
These representatives are completely determined by the choice of v. See
[Dim90a, Proposition 3.3] for details. With the formula above, the coho-
mology Hn−1(PnC \X, C) can be understood as the defect of a linear system
in C[x0, . . . , xn](n−t)·d−n−1.
The explicit formulation of the map (5.2.2) for an X that has only A1-
singularities is a consequence of [Dim90a, Corollary 2.5]. Here it is shown
that the kernel of (5.2.2) is given by certain linear conditions that can be de-
termined explicitly if one has a good understanding of the local cohomology
space HnΣ(X, C). The idea of the proof is that the map (5.2.1) is essentially
the restriction of a global differential form to a small analytic neighbourhood
of a singular point P ∈ Σ. If one represents a global differential form by a
polynomial A ∈ C[x0, . . . , xn](n−t)·d−n−1, then this translates to a linear condi-
tion that is satisfied by A at the point P . It seems possible to explicitly write
down the relevant linear conditions for any hypersurface X having weighted
homogeneous singularities, even though this is not completely worked out in
[Dim90a].
5.2.1 Rigid cohomology
We now discuss which parts of Dimca’s method can be carried over to rigid
cohomology, and for which parts this is not immediately possible.
One important ingredient in [Dim90a] is the following fact about weighted
homogeneous singularities. Assume that Y = Z(g) is a weighted homogeneous
2The local cohomology carries a polar filtration coming from local differential forms.
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hypersurface singularity, defined by an analytic germ g around the origin.
Then there is an isomorphism
Hn{0}(Y, C)
∼−→ Hn(Bε \ Y, C) (5.2.4)
were Bε is a small ball around the origin. Our proposition 3.2.1 should be seen
as a partial analogue in rigid cohomology. Indeed, if the complex germ g above
is chosen to be a weighted homogeneous polynomial then the isomorphism
(5.2.4) above also holds with Bε replaced by AnC. The need for a small analytic
neighbourhood only arises when one replaces g by a contact equivalent germ
that is not a weighted homogeneous polynomial. When working over a base
field k of positive characteristic, it is obvious that there is no isomorphism
similar to (5.2.4) for a general local equation g. But we can use theorem 2.1.1
to find a weighted homogeneous equation, which can then be used together
with proposition 3.2.1.
Now assume that X ⊂ Pnk is a projective hypersurface with a non-empty
zero-dimensional singular locus Σ ⊂ X. We assume that all the singular points
of X are weighted homogeneous. Then it is still true that the rigid cohomology
Hn−1(Pnk \X) may be identified with the cokernel of a certain map
Hnrig(Pnk \X) −→ Hnrig,Σ(X). (5.2.5)
The proof is quite straightforward. In [Dim90a] the construction of the map
(5.2.1) uses certain long exact sequences from topology. For the construction
of (5.2.5) we need to replace these with the standard long exact sequences
from rigid cohomology. We break up the proof into several lemmas.
Proposition 5.2.1. Take X ⊂ Pnk as above, with n ≥ 3. Then for each i ≥ 2
there are isomorphisms
H irig,c(X \ Σ) ∼−→ H irig,c(X)
and
H irig,c(Pnk \ Σ) ∼−→ H irig,c(Pnk).
The spaces H1rig,c(X \ Σ) and H1rig,c(Pnk \ Σ) are both of dimension |Σ| − 1.
Also,
dimH0rig,c(X \ Σ) = dimH0rig,c(Pnk \ Σ) = 0.
Proof. The first statement follows immediately by considering the long exact
sequence (1.2.22) for the pairs Σ ⊂ X and Σ ⊂ Pnk .
Now consider the following commutative diagram with exact rows:
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0 H0rig,c(Pnk \ Σ) H0rig,c(Pnk) H0rig,c(Σ) H1rig,c(Pnk \ Σ) 0
0 H0rig,c(X \ Σ) H0rig,c(X) H0rig,c(Σ) H1rig,c(X \ Σ) 0
α β γ δ
The zero at the end of the bottom row is justified by the fact that
H irig,c(Pnk \X) = 0 for 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1.
We assumed that n ≥ 3 and therefore H2rig,c(Pnk \X) = 0. From this we find
that H1rig,c(X) = 0.
A similar argument shows that the arrow β is an isomorphism. Of course
γ is the identity, and it follows that α and δ are isomorphisms as well.
Using the theory of cycle classes from [Pet03] it is easy to prove that the
arrow H0rig,c(Pnk)→ H0rig,c(Σ) is not zero. Therefore it must be injective, which
shows that H0rig,c(Pnk \ Σ) (and also H0rig,c(X \ Σ)) is zero.
The dimension of H1rig,c(Pnk \Σ) (and also H1rig,c(X \Σ)) must be equal to
|Σ| − 1.
Proposition 5.2.2. Take X ⊂ Pnk as above, with n ≥ 3. Assume moreover
that X has only isolated weighted homogeneous singularities (satisfying the
assumptions from definition 3.1.7). Then the following properties hold:
i) The Gysin map H i−2rig (X \Σ)(−1)→ H irig(Pnk \Σ) is an isomorphism for
i ̸∈ {0, n, n+ 1}.
ii) For i ̸∈ {0, n− 1, n} we have H irig(Pnk \X) = 0.
Proof. The scheme Pnk \X is smooth affine of dimension n, so we know that
H irig(Pnk \X) = 0 for i > n. Combining this with the Gysin sequence of the pair
X \Σ ⊂ Pnk \Σ we find that the Gysin map H i−2rig (X \Σ)(−1)→ H irig(Pnk \Σ)
is an isomorphism for i > n+ 1.
Recall that the Gysin map H i−2rig (X \ Σ)(−1) → H irig(Pnk \ Σ) is dual to
the canonical map H2n−irig,c (Pnk \ Σ)→ H2n−irig,c (X \ Σ) on rigid cohomology with
compact supports. By proposition 5.2.1 it now remains to show that the maps
H irig,c(Pnk) → H irig,c(X) are isomorphisms for n < i < 2n. Since X is proper
we may also drop the compact supports.
But under our assumptions we have dimH irig(X) = dimH
i
rig(Pnk) in this
range, see proposition 5.3.5 below. This step is the only real difference with
the proof of proposition 3.5.1. The result now follows from the fact that the
maps H irig(Pnk) → H irig(X) are nonzero whenever i < 2n is even. This is
proved using the theory of cycle classes. More precisely, [Pet03, Proposition
6.4] implies that the dual maps H irig(X)
∨ → H irig(Pnk)∨ are nonzero for i < 2n
even.
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As a result of this proposition we find that Hn−1rig (Pnk \X) may be identified
wit the primitive part of Hn−2rig (X \ Σ)(−1). This should be compared with
[Dim90a, Lemma 2.2]. In fact, one could make an alternative, more algebraic,
proof of [Dim90a, Lemma 2.2] by using the vanishing property of corollary
5.3.2 below.
With proposition 5.2.2 in place we can construct the map (5.2.5) using
only the Gysin sequence for X \Σ ⊂ Pnk \Σ and the long exact sequence with
supports (1.2.18) for the pairs Σ ⊂ X and Σ ⊂ Pnk . In the end one finds that
Hn−1rig (Pnk \ X) may be identified with the cokernel of (5.2.5). The proof is
formally the same as the argument just below [Dim90a, Lemma 2.2].
This brings us to a central idea in [Dim90a] that does not have a direct
counterpart for rigid cohomology. Just below [Dim90a, Lemma 2.2] it is argued
that the map (5.2.1) is induced by restricting a global differential form to a
small neighbourhood of a singular point P ∈ Σ. To see this property one
really needs the topological constructions in the proof of [Dim90a, Lemma
2.2]. The algebraic proof of [Dim90a, Lemma 2.2] that we outlined above does
not tell one how to explicitly compute the maps (5.2.1) and (5.2.2). In the
construction of (5.2.5) we were forced to follow an arithmetic approach, and
we see no good way to calculate the cokernel.
An equivalent way of expressing this difficulty is as follows. A global
differential form on PnC \ X can be expressed as a rational function whose
denominator is a power of F . Under the map (5.2.2) this global differential
form will be transformed into a local differential form at a singular point, which
can be expressed in terms of a local weighted homogeneous equation g. More
specifically, it is the isomorphism (5.2.4) that will make the local equation
g appear. This property is expressed in [Dim90a, Proposition 1.5]. In the
arithmetic setting we have to work with e´tale neighbourhoods, and we should
use the isomorphism from theorem 2.1.1 instead. This isomorphism is too
complicated to be understood in concrete terms. Theorem 3.1.11 does allow
us to write the local cohomology in terms of a weighted homogeneous local
equation g. However, there is no clear connection with the global differential
forms on Pnk \X. This shows that for rigid cohomology the situation is much
more difficult than in the topological setting.
In the end we are left with the question:
Question 5.2.3. Can Dimca’s method be adapted to rigid cohomology?
5.2.2 A calculation
We do not know if Dimca’s method generally works for rigid cohomology.
However, if X ⊂ Pnk (with n even) has only ordinary double points then it is
still more or less possible to write down the map (5.2.3). Indeed, for any lift
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X ⊂ PnV we have a specialization map
HndR(PnK \ XK)→ Hnrig(Pnk \X).
In general we cannot expect this map to be surjective. On the other hand,
surjectivity seems plausible if the singular locus SK ⊂ XK is a lift of the
singular locus Σ ⊂ X. Some results in this direction have been obtained in
[Klo08]. So after composing with (5.2.5) we can identify Hn−1rig (Pnk \X) with
the cokernel of a map
K[x0, . . . , xn](n−t)·d−n−1 −→ HndR(PnK \ XK) −→ Hnrig,Σ(X).
If question 5.2.3 has an affirmative answer then one expects, since X has only
ordinary double points, that the map above can be written explicitly as
A ↦→ ⊕P∈SK A(P˜ ) · v,
for t = n2 , similarly to (5.2.3).
Let us try to carry out this computation for the hypersurface from example
3.1.3 over the base field k = Fq with (say) q = 11. In this case k has a primitive
fifth root of unity, and X has 125 ordinary double points. The numbers bi
from equation (3.1.2) satisfy
4∏
i=1
bi = 5 ∈ F11,
which is a square. So for each P ∈ Σ the local cohomology spaceH4rig,{P}(X) is
one-dimension with Frobenius acting as the multiplication by q2. This follows
from proposition 4.3.6.
Now take K = Q11. We lift the hypersurface by considering the equation
F from example 3.1.3 as an element of R = K[x0, . . . , x4]. The singular locus
of the resulting hypersurface XK is given by
SK =
{
(ζa0 : ζa1 : . . . : ζa4) |
4∑
i=0
ai ≡ 0 mod 5
}
where ζ ∈ Q11 is a primitive fifth root of unity. In the end we consider the
map (with t = 2):
R5 −→
⨁
P∈SK
Q11 · v
A ↦→ ⊕P∈SK A(P˜ )
(5.2.6)
The choice of the basis vector v and of the representatives P˜ ∈ (Q11)5 do not
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affect the cokernel, so we leave them implicit.
By calculating the cokernel of (5.2.6) we can make the following conjecture:
The rigid cohomology space H3rig(P4k \ X) has dimension 24, with Frobenius
acting as the multiplication by q2. This is consistent with [CdlORV03], in
which the zeta function of P4k\X is calculated in a very different way. Therefore
we ask:
Question 5.2.4. Can the computation above be justified in a rigorous way?
If so, can it be generalized?
5.3 Vanishing properties of H•rig(Pnk \X)
Let K be a field of characteristic zero and consider a projective hypersurface
X = Z(F ) ⊂ PnK whose singular locus is of dimension 0 ≤ m < n− 1. It is a
well-known fact that the algebraic de Rham cohomology satisfies
H idR(PnK \X) = 0 for 0 < i < n−m− 1. (5.3.1)
One proof of this fact is presented in [Dim92, Corollary 6.2.22]. Alternatively,
see [Dim90b, Corollary 1.13]. The idea is to compare the de Rham cohomology
with the Koszul complex K•F of the partial derivatives
∂F
∂x0
, . . . , ∂F∂xn . One then
concludes by using certain vanishing properties of the Koszul complex K•F .
More specifically, there is the following lemma.
Proposition 5.3.1. With the notations above, one has H i(K•F ) = 0 for i <
n−m.
Proof. Write R = K[x0, . . . , xn] and consider the ideal
J =
(
∂F
∂x0
, . . . ,
∂F
∂xn
)
⊂ R.
According to [Eis95, Theorem 17.4], we have that H i(K•F ) = 0 for i <
depth(J). So it remains to show that depth(J) = n−m.
Now consider the codimension of J , which is given by
codim(J) = min {codim(P ) | P is an isolated prime ∈ Ass(J)} .
By definition, the codimension of a prime ideal P is the maximal length of
a strictly increasing sequence of primes ending in P . Since R is a Cohen-
Macaulay ring, we have depth(J) = codim(J). See Theorems 18.7 and 18.9 in
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[Eis95]. Now we compute:
dimR/J = max {dimR/P | P is an isolated prime ∈ Ass(J)}
= dimR−min {codim(P ) | P is an isolated prime ∈ Ass(J)}
= dimR− codim(J)
= dimR− depth(J)
Since dimR = n+ 1 and dimR/J = m+ 1 we indeed find that
depth(J) = n−m.
This finishes the proof.
Corollary 5.3.2. For 0 < i < n−m− 1 one has H idR(PnK \X) = 0.
Proof. This is explained in paragraph 6.2 of [Dim92].
Note that the proof of proposition 5.3.1 is slightly simpler than the ar-
gument used in [Dim92, Proposition 6.2.21]. It has the additional advantage
that it proves the vanishing property of H idR(PnK \ X) over any base field of
characteristic zero, rather than just over C.
Now consider the case where X = Z(F ) ⊂ Pnk is a projective hypersurface
over a field k of positive characteristic. Again we letm denote the dimension of
the singular locus. By analogy to the above, we make the following conjecture
about the vanishing of rigid cohomology:
Conjecture 5.3.3. Using the notation from above, we have
H irig(Pnk \X) = 0 for 0 < i < n−m− 1.
The difficulty is that the theorem of Baldassarri-Chiarellotto is not appli-
cable, due to the fact that X is singular. As a result, there is no clear relation
to the de Rham cohomology H idR(PnK \ XK) of a lifted hypersurface X . We
really need to reason on the level overconvergent structures, and this makes
the problem quite difficult.
One idea is to follow a Dworkian approach and use the theory from [BB04].
We first explain that one can obtain an alternative proof of (5.3.1) by using
[BB04, Corollary 5.7], which gives a relation between de Rham cohomology
and a certain complex L•. After applying this result, it suffices to show that
H i(L•) = 0 for i < n−m. (5.3.2)
The notation L• is taken from Chapter 7 of [Mon70]. This is the same complex
as in [BB04, Definition 4.1], which appears in [BB04, Corollary 5.7]. It it shown
in [Mon70, Theorem 8.1] that the complex L• is isomorphic to a somewhat
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easier complex L•(F ). One can then put a suitable grading on L•(F ), similarly
to what is done in paragraph 6.2 of [Dim92]. By considering the resulting
spectral sequence it is possible to prove the following: property (5.3.2) holds
if the (classical) Koszul complex K•F satisfies H
i(K•F ) = 0 for i < n−m. The
precise computation is very similar to the proof of [Dim92, Theorem 6.2.9].
One then concludes with proposition 5.3.1.
The statement of [BB04, Corollary 5.7] also gives a relation between rigid
cohomology and a certain overconvergent complex L•. By following the proof
of [Mon70, Theorem 8.1] it is again possible to prove that L• is isomorphic to a
slightly easier complex L•(F ). The precise definition of L•(F ) should be clear
by analogy. Then [BB04, Corollary 5.7] allows us to conclude that conjecture
5.3.3 holds if H i(L•(F )) = 0 for i < n − m. Unfortunately, it seems that
the overconvergent nature of L•(F ) makes it much harder to study than its
counterpart L•(F ). The problem is that the complex L•(F ), which essentially
consists of overconvergent power series, does not admit any reasonable grading.
This leads us to the following conjecture:
Conjecture 5.3.4. We have
H i(L•(F )) = 0 for i < n−m.
To end this section we will prove conjecture 5.3.3 for a certain class of
hypersurfaces having only isolated singularities (i.e., we take m = 0). The
proof of this fact has been started in proposition 5.2.2, but there is one more
lemma left.
Proposition 5.3.5. Let X ⊂ Pnk (with n ≥ 3) be a projective hypersurface with
only isolated singularities. Denote its singular locus by Σ. Assume moreover
that the following conditions hold:
i) H irig,Σ(X) = 0 for n < i < 2n− 2
ii) dimH2n−2rig,Σ = |Σ|
Then we have an equality of dimensions
dimH irig(X) = dimH
i(Pnk) for n < i < 2n.
Proof. Since 2n− 1 > 2 · dimX we have that
dimH2n−1rig (X) = 0 = dimH
2n−1
rig (P
n
k).
By proposition 5.2.1 and Poincare´ duality we have an isomorphism
H2n−2rig (X) = H
2n−2
rig,c (X)
∼−→ H2n−2rig,c (X \ Σ) ∼−→ H0rig(X \ Σ).
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But by proposition 3.2.5 we know that H0rig(X \ Σ) ∼= H0rig(X). This yields:
dimH2n−2rig (X) = 1 = dimH
2n−2
rig (P
n
k).
Now consider the long exact sequence with supports (1.2.18) for the pair Σ ⊂
X. It follows from assumption i) that the map H irig(X)→ H irig(X \ Σ) is an
isomorphism for n < i < 2n− 3. In the proof of proposition 5.2.2 we already
showed that
dimH irig(X \ Σ) = dimH irig(Pnk \ Σ) = dimH irig(Pnk)
in this range. It remains to show that H2n−3rig (X) = 0. For this we consider
the exact sequence
0 H2n−3rig (X) H
2n−3
rig (X \ Σ) H2n−2rig,Σ (X) H2n−2rig (X) 0
Here we have used proposition 5.2.1 together with Poincare´ duality, which
shows that H2n−2rig (X \ Σ) = 0. In a similar way we have that
dimH2n−3rig (X \ Σ) = |Σ| − 1.
By computing the alternating sum of the dimensions in the exact sequence
above, and combining this with assumption ii), we indeed find thatH2n−3rig (X) =
0.
Corollary 5.3.6. Conjecture 5.3.3 holds for hypersurfaces X that satisfy the
conditions of proposition 5.3.5.
Proof. We already proved this in proposition 5.2.2.
Note that the conditions of proposition 5.3.5 are satisfied for hypersurfaces
X that have only weighted homogeneous singularities. Indeed, this follows
from theorem 3.1.11, combined with the fact that the space H irig,Σ(X) splits
into a direct sum
⨁
x∈ΣH
i
rig,{x}(X).
5.4 Proper base change and the long exact sequence
of a resolution
In this section we discuss the possibility that the rigid cohomology of a singular
scheme X may be understood in terms of a resolution of singularities. More
specifically, we ask ourselves if a modification of k-schemes f : X˜ → X gives
rise to a long exact sequence in rigid cohomology.
It is to be expected that such a long exact sequence exists, since this is
known to be the case for e´tale cohomology. See for example the proof that
is presented in [Klo12, Proposition 2.3]. This proof mostly consists of very
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general topos-theoretic constructions. This suggests that for rigid cohomology
we should try to use the topos-theoretic formulation from [LS11].
We now give a precise statement of the conjecture, together with a partial
proof. The difference with the proof of [Klo12, Proposition 2.3] is that we
only use the extension by zero j! of an open immersion j, which is defined on
any site. To our knowledge the (higher) direct image with compact supports f!
(resp. Rif!) of a compactifiable morphism f has not yet been defined for the
overconvergent site.
Conjecture 5.4.1. Let f : X˜ → X be a modification of a variety X over
a field k of characteristic p > 0. In other words, f is a proper birational
morphism. Let Z ⊂ X be a closed subset such that the restriction
f : X˜ \ f−1(Z)→ X \ Z
is an isomorphism. Then there is a long exact sequence (with Z˜ := f−1(Z)):
. . . H irig(X) H
i
rig(X˜)⊕H irig(Z) H irig(Z˜) H i+1rig (X) . . .
(5.4.1)
Partial proof. Write U = X \Z and U˜ = X˜ \ Z˜. We denote pX the structural
morphism of X, and we use similar notation for the schemes X˜, Z, Z˜, U , U˜ .
The rigid cohomology of X can then be expressed as (RpX∗)O†X , where O†X
is an object of the overconvergent topos XAN† . See paragraph 1.2.5 of the
introduction for more details. Similar notations hold for the other schemes
involved.
We now have the following two Cartesian diagrams
Z˜ X˜ U˜ X˜
Z X U X
g f
i
i˜
α ∼= f
j
j˜
where i, i˜ are closed immersions and j, j˜ are open immersions. By general facts
of topos theory we have two short exact sequences
0 j!O†U O†X i∗O†Z 0
0 j˜!O†U˜ O
†
X˜
i˜∗O†
Z˜
0
(5.4.2)
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that induce long exact sequences
. . . (RmpX∗)j!O†U (RmpX∗)O†X (RmpZ∗)O†Z . . .
. . . (Rmp
X˜∗)j˜!O†U˜ (R
mp
X˜∗)O†X˜ (R
mp
Z˜∗)O†E . . .
ϕm (5.4.3)
See expose´ IV, paragraph 14 of [SGA4] for the definitions of j! and j˜! and of the
sequences (5.4.2). The vertical arrows in (5.4.3) correspond to the canonical
map (2.1.7) on rigid cohomology. To see this, use the isomorphisms
f∗j!O†U
∼−→ j˜!α∗O†U = j˜!O†U˜
and
f∗i∗O†Z
∼−→ i˜∗g∗O†Z = i˜∗O†Z˜ .
The first one of these isomorphisms is explained in [SGA4, Lemme XVII.5.1.2],
the second one is a general fact about closed subtoposes.
Since α is an isomorphism we may write j!O†U = j!(Rα∗)O†U˜ . By doing so
we may understand ϕm as applying RmpX∗ to an arrow
j!(Rmα∗)O†U˜ −→ (R
mf∗)j˜!O†U˜ (5.4.4)
that is defined similarly as in [SGA4, XVII.5.1.5].
If the map (5.4.4) is an isomorphism, then we can conclude the proof
using a diagram-chasing argument that is formally the same as in [Har75,
Proposition II.4.3].
We do not know if the map (5.4.4) is an isomorphism. This is the only
point that is incomplete in the proof above.
It is known that on the e´tale siteXe´t on a schemeX, the map corresponding
to (5.4.4) is indeed an isomorphism. However, the proof relies on the proper
base change theorem in a subtle way. The details can be found in the proof of
[SGA4, Lemme XVII.5.1.6].
It seems that there does not yet exist a general proper base change theorem
for the overconvergent site. The only proper base change theorem that we
know of is due to Etesse, see [Ete08, The´ore`me IV.3.1]. The proof of this
Theorem uses the classical definition of rigid cohomology. One of the major
difficulties is that one needs to make sure that the derived pushforward of an
overconvergent isocrystal is again overconvergent. As a result, the proof of
[Ete08, The´ore`me IV.3.1] works under very strong assumptions. In particular,
X is assumed to be smooth.
So it seems that in order to prove conjecture 5.4.1, one needs an answer to
the following question:
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Question 5.4.2. Does the overconvergent site admit a proper base change
theorem that is strong enough to prove that the map (5.4.4) is an isomorphism?
One long-standing open problem about varieties over an algebraically closed
field k of positive characteristic goes as follows: does a k-variety X admit a
resolution of singularities? By a resolution we mean a modification f : X˜ → X
where X˜ is smooth. Over a field of characteristic zero such a resolution is guar-
anteed to exist by the famous theorem of Hironaka. Over a field of positive
characteristic the existence of a resolution is currently only known for varieties
of dimension at most 3. See the article [Hau10] for an overview of the relevant
results.
The best known general result in positive characteristic is the alteration
theorem from [dJ96]. This result has found many applications, some of which
were discussed in this thesis. However, a smooth alteration is still weaker than
a resolution, in the sense that every modification is also an alteration.
Nevertheless, if one finds a resolution X˜ → X for a particular variety X
then the long exact sequence (5.4.1) could be useful to understand the rigid
cohomology H•rig(X) in terms of the cohomology space H
•
rig(X˜). Since X˜ is
smooth, one expects its rigid cohomology to be easier to understand.
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